Appendix 2: Pretoria Mine - Feature and Artefact Locations
John Barnatt: 2014-15
The following table lists all feature types and categories included in the mine archive catalogue that describes all
individual features and artefacts in detail. The number of catalogue entries as listed here is only a rough guide to
the relative commonness or scarcity of features and objects, because sometimes there are more than one listed
together where they are found alongside each other. Similarly, there can be more than one item of the same type
in specific passages.
Table 10: The categories and types of features and artefacts identified in Pretoria Mine, the numbers of
each item type recorded and the passages in which they were found.
Passage Detail
Feature Type

Passage Shape

Packs

Roof and Wall
Support

Roof and Wall
Support - Sundry

Passage Floor

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Top-cut

13

8, 16, 17, 18, 21

Undercut

12

14, 15, 16

Alcove

16

1, 2, 3,4, 6, 7, 10, 16, 17

Unfinished Pack

95

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27

Low Pack

8

1, 2, 15, 17, 21, 25

Pack Removal

38

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 21,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29

Collapsed Pack

29

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 20

Pillar

3

2, 17

Undercut Pillar

1

16

Timber Roof Support

69

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 11, 14, 15, 17,
18, 24, 25, 28, 29

Timber Pack Support

6

7, 9

Railway Sleeper (unused
or displaced)

5

1, 5, 8, 11, 17

Timber beam (displaced)

1

10

Timber Roof Support
(unused or displaced)

12

2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 16, 17

Timber Roof Support
Offcut

4

6, 8

Wooden Cleat

1

25

Face Collapse

1

14, 16

Structural Detail Sundry

Passage Function
Feature Type

Working Areas

Storage/Dumping
Areas

Working Stone
Feature Type

Compressed Air
Drilling

Roof Collapse

9

14, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23

Waste Rock

59

1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18. 20. 21

Modern Shaft Backfill

2

17, 26

Modern Passage Backfill

2

1, 4

Air Brattice

1

14

Artificial Roof

1

1

Corrugated Sheet (Drip
Protector with
Supporting Pins)

1

15

Corrugated Sheet (Winch
Roof)

1

4

Doorframe with Door

3

1, 4

Iron Bar – Possible
Curtain Support

1

6

Supporting Pins for Drip
Protector or Shelf

1

6

Timber Framed Wall

1

1

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Working Area

9

14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22

Drill Steel Sharpening
Area

1

10

Storage Area

5

1, 5, 16, 19

Storage/Dumping Area

16

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 15, 16

Dumping Area

30

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16,
17, 25

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Compressed Air Pipe

11

1,2, 5, 6

Compressed Air
Drilling - Sundry

Compressed Air Pipe
(Site of)

3

1, 8

Compressed Air Hose

22

1, 4, 5, 6, 8. 9, 10, 12. 14, 15, 16

Corrugated Air Hose

3

8, 12, 19

Drill Steel

14

1, 5, 9, 14, 15, 16

Drill Bit (Knock-on
Cross-head)

18

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15

Drill Bit (Threaded
Cross-head)

5

2, 5, 25

Drill Bit (Threaded
Double Cross-head)

1

15

Drill Bit (Knock-on
Chisel-head)

3

8, 10, 16

Air Lance

1

10

Air Seal for Airleg

1

7

Air Valve Lever

1

7

Cellophane Wrapping for
Compressed Air
Equipment

2

16

Compressed Air Claw
Fitting

1

10

Compressed Air Dust
Blowing Nozzle

1

16

Compressed Air Pipe
Diaphragm Valve

2

1, 6

Compressed Air Pipe
Valve

1

2

Compressed Air Pipe YPiece

1

2

Drilling Dust Slurry

2

15

Dust Extractor for
Compressed Air Drill

1

19

Timber Support for
Drilling Platform

1

15

Tin Pipe-Thread
Compound

1

7

Victaulic Couplings

2

5, 7

Victaulic Coupling
Gasket

1

2

Compressed Air Hose
Connector

9

1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 14, 21

Compressed Air Hose
Gasket

1

5

Compressed Air Hose
Screw-Thread End

1

16

Hercules Clip

14

4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16

Drill Bit Boxes

1

8

Drill Bit Cap (Chiselhead)

2

8

Drill Steel Extractor

2

1, 8

Drill Steel Rest from
Drilling Rig

1

9

Drill Steel Retaining Clip

2

6, 7

Drill Steel Shank
Protector

1

16

Water Needle from
Compressed Air Drill

1

9

Drill Steel Testing

Drill Steel Testing Holes

30

1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

Rock Blasting

Detonator Box

4

2, 5, 6, 8

Detonator Wire (Plastic
Coated)

12

5, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 18

Detonator Wire (Cotton
Covered)

2

8

Electrical Detonators

1

9

Gelignite Wrapping
Paper

5

2, 6, 7, 9, 14

Shotfiring Wire

1

11

Slow Fuse

18

2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 25

Compressed Air
Hose - Sundry

Compressed Air
Drills - Sundry

Shotholes

12

14, 15, 16, 17, 18

Shothole Stemming

1

14

Stemming Stick

1

15

Mortared Passage Wall
with Plug and Feather
Holes

1

1

Pack Wall with Plug and
Feather Holes

12

1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 17, 19

Pack Wall with Clean
Surfaces

1

8

Stone Slab with Plug and
Feather Hole

2

9, 15

Wedges

10

4, 5, 89, 10, 28

Plugs and Feathers

3

5, 15

Plugs

1

25

Feathers

11

1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15

Scaffolding Pole

3

5, 10, 16

Scaffolding Clamp

6

5, 9, 10, 14

Ladder

1

5

Working Platform Plank
and Support Pin

2

15

Plank

2

17, 22

Oil Drum

18

4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Coring

Coring Holes

3

16, 17

Modern Boreholes

Borehole

3

1, 16, 25

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Rock Blasting Sundry

Other Rock
Splitting

Working Platforms

Prospection
Feature Type

Moving Stone
Feature Type

Passage

Lifting and
Haulage

Crab Winch

1

3

Winch Platform (Wood)

4

5, 6, 9

Winch Platform
(Tramway Rails)

1

9

Winch Platform
(Concrete)

5

4, 7, 9, 16

Anchor Point (Flatbottomed Rail)

7

1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 16

Anchor Point (Bridge
Rail)

1

8

Anchor Point (Iron Rod)

6

5, 9, 10

Anchor Point (Drill
Steel)

1

16

Anchor Point (Drill
Holes)

1

6

Anchor (Flat-bottomed
Rail)

5

1, 4, 11, 16, 18

Anchor (Bridge Rail)

5

1, 4, 18, 22

Wire Rope Roller

12

1, 2, 5

Fittings for Missing Wire
Rope Roller

1

1

Haulage Bucket

2

14, 15

Haulage Bucket Chain

1

14

Tub Bucket

1

10

Tub Wheel

1

4

Drill Hole for Roof
Lifting Pin

66

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
17, 18, 23, 25, 26, 28,

Roof Lifting Pin

56

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16,
17, 20, 22

Roof Lifting Pin with
Bow Shackle

58

1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,
19

Roof Lifting Pin with UShackle

18

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 21

Lifting and
Haulage - Sundry

Roof Lifting Pin with
Eye

34

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 16, 17, 21, 25

Drill Hole for Wall
Hauling Pin

2

14

Wall Hauling Pin

2

14, 21

Wall Hauling Pin with
Bow Shackle

2

14, 16

Wall Hauling Pin with UShackle

1

14

Bow Shackle

7

10, 14, 15 16, 19, 22

U-Shackle

1

14

Shackle Pin

6

5, 8, 9, 10, 16

Pulley

2

1, 8

Pulley with Hook

6

1, 5, 14, 16

Pulley Wheel

1

14

Snatch Block Pulley

6

1, 9, 14, 15, 19

Pulley Sheaf

1

9

Hook

7

1, 5, 9, 14, 19,

Chain with Ring

5

5, 14, 19

Chain

8

1, 2, 6, 8, 12, 17, 25

Wire Rope

33

1, 2, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 17,
21, 25

Wire Rope Clamp

3

4, 9, 17

Wire Rope Wear Grooves

22

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15

Wire Rope Impressions

2

1

Crab Winch Cog

1

3

Crab Winch Handle

1

4

Drill Holes for Fittings to
Lift Winch

1

4

Floor Timber

1

7

Iron Beam

2

4

Hand Moving

Tramways

Lifting Eye

1

1

Plastic Bucket, Oil and
Applicator for Oiling
Wire Rope Rollers

1

1

Shim

2

8, 16

Tub Connecting Link

1

25

Wall Timber

1

4

Winch Roof (Corrugated
Sheet)

1

4

Winch Seat

1

7

Wire Rope Fender

1

1

Wire Rope Roller
Bearing

1

2

Wire Rope Roller
Fittings

1

5

Wire Rope Roller
Support Post

1

2

Retained Barrow Way

1

14

Shovelling Plate

9

1, 5, 8, 11, 14, 15, 16

Shovelling Plate with
Stone Pile

2

14, 16

Corrugated Sheet

14

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 25

Tramway Turntable

4

1, 2

Tramway Points

2

1

Tramway Stops

2

5, 7

Tramway Rails (Flatbottomed)

8

1, 2, 5, 10

Tramway Rail (Displaced
Flat-bottomed)

12

1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18

Tramway Rail (Displaced
Bridge Rail)

5

1, 4, 8, 18, 22

Tramway Sleepers (Iron)

8

1, 2, 5, 9

Tramway Sleepers (Iron
– Displaced)

1

1

Signalling

Electric Lighting
Feature Type

Electric Lighting

Tramway Sleepers
(Wood)

9

1, 6, 10, 11, 12, 28

Tramway Sleeper Slots
(Iron)

3

8, 9, 10

Tramway Sleeper Slots
(Wood)

12

1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 25

Tramway Bed

4

6, 7, 8, 9

Tramway Revetment

3

9, 25

Fishplate

18

1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 25

Fishplate Bolts

4

1, 9, 11

Dog Nails

4

2, 9, 25

Tub Wear

1

4

Bell Crank

2

4

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Probable Transformer
Room

1

1

Electrical Isolator Box

3

1, 10

Electrical Ceramic
Insulators

1

1, 25

Electrical Fuse Box

1

5

Electrical Cable

26

1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 21

Light Bulb

25

2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 21

Light Bulb Packaging

7

6, 7, 8, 9, 15

Light Fitting

12

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 16

Light Switch

1

2

Roof Plug with Nail for
Board and Electrical
Cable

12

1, 2, 7, 8

Roof Plug with Board for
Electrical Cable

23

1, 2, 6, 7, 25

Electric Lighting
- Sundry

Other Lighting
Feature Type

Carbide

Candles

Other Fittings
Feature Type

Wall

Roof Plug with Roof Pin
for Electrical Cable

43

1, 2, 8

Roof Plug with Electrical
Cable Insulator

1

8

Roof Pin for Electrical
Cable

2

2, 8

Electrical Cable Insulator

1

25

Electrical Cable Drum

1

14

Electrical Cable Insulator
(Displaced)

4

2, 8, 25

Electrical Plug

1

2

Large Electrical Fuse

2

1, 4

Light Fitting for
Extension Cable

1

8

Roof Pin for Electrical
Cable (Displaced)

1

8

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Carbide Lamp

2

2, 14

Carbide Lamp Sooting

2

3, 7

Carbide Drum

3

8, 13, 23

Carbide Dump

6

2, 8, 9, 16, 25

Wax Taper

1

13

Candle Soot

1

18

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Hanging Pins

61

1, 2, 4, 4, 6, 7, 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 15,
16, 17, 25, 28

Wall Pin

3

1, 6

Wall Hook

2

1, 17

Post Hook

1

17

Wall Plug with Nail

1

8

Wall Nail

1

2

Electrical Cable Hanging
Loop

4

2, 4, 5, 9

Wire Hanging Loop

8

1, 2, 6, 7. 8

Small Roof Pin

8

1,2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 17

Roof Hook

4

1, 2, 6

Roof Plug with Hook

3

6, 7,

Small Hook (Displaced)

1

17

Small Roof Hanger

2

1, 6

Roof Staple

2

1

Roof Staple (Displaced)

1

1

Roof Plug with Small
Eye

3

3, 17

Roof Nail

1

1

Roof Bolt

1

1

Roof Plug

24

1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 26

Drill Hole for Roof Pin or
Roof Plug

55

1,2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,
17, 25

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Walls

Inscription

5

1, 2, 6, 7, 8

Timbers

Graffiti

1

8

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Toilet Area

13

1, 6, 7, 14, 16

Newspaper

21

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16, 25

Wall and Roof

Roof

Inscriptions
Feature Type

Toileting
Feature Type

Floor Deposits

Smoking

Feature Type

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Tobacco

Cigarette Packet

48

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 25

Matchbox

4

2, 6, 8, 14

Tobacco Pipe

1

8

Feature Category

Number of
Catalogue Entries

Passage

Dog Clutch

1

1

Iron Bush

1

14

Iron Ring

1

11

Machine Part

1

7

Metal Plate

1

2

Packaging for Machinery
Part

1

9

Allen Keys

1

7

Blacksmiths Tongs

2

10, 25

Cold Chisel

2

8, 25

Crowbar

6

4, 6, 14, 19

File

2

2, 7

File Handle

1

15

Hacksaw Blade

2

6, 9

Hammer Handle

2

16, 17

Hammer Head

1

19

Hammering Pins

1

17

Iron Bar

3

6, 14

Pickaxe Handle

1

15

Pickaxe Head

1

1

Roofing Bar

2

5, 14

Saw

1

5

Artefacts
Feature Type

Machine Parts

Tools

Maintenance

Heating

Refreshment

Clothing

Shovel

3

7, 14, 22

Shovel Blade

2

3, 12

Shovel Handle

4

10, 17

Sledge hammer Handle

1

9

Spanner

6

5, 6, 14, 15

Stillson

1

15

Oil Can

3

4, 6, 8

Funnel

1

5

Grease Tin

6

3, 4, 10, 16

Oil Tin

5

2, 5, 10, 19

Greenstone Grindstone

4

5, 8, 10

Greenstone Grindstone
Dressing Wheel

1

8

Metal Bucket

1

8

Plastic Bucket

1

2

Paintbrush

1

10

Brazier

6

1, 4, 8, 9, 13, 15

Cinders

1

7

Paraffin Heater Gauze

1

2

Glass Bottle

19

1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17

Beer Can

1

5

Tea Cup

1

10

Tea Mug

1

14

Tea Cup or Mug

1

9

Kettle Lid

1

2

Kettle

1

8

Miner’s Helmet Cradle

1

14

Boot

5

8, 9, 14, 25

Boot Iron

2

3, 9

Cloth

Sundry Objects

Shoe

2

8, 25

PVC Glove

2

10, 15

Leather Glove

7

8, 10, 15

Plastic Coat

1

10

Canvas

1

8

Carpet

1

6

Cloth

4

10, 14, 15

Sacking

5

7, 8, 15, 16, 22

Anchor Plate

1

1

Beer Cans

1

5

Bolt

4

8, 9, 25

Brass Furniture Handles

1

4

Brasso Tin

1

7

Cardboard Box

1

6

Carved wooden Pin

1

1

Clay Deposit

2

4, 18

Coat Hanger

1

4

Concrete Block with
Fastening Bolts

1

1

Condensed Milk Tin

1

8

Conveyor belting

1

9

Cooking Pan

1

8

Copper Wire

2

9, 16

Detergent Tin

2

5, 19

Door Hinge

1

1

Dried Milk Tin

2

9, 16

Drive Belting

2

10

Elastoplast Tin

1

5

Food Tin

1

4

Gas Mask Filter

2

9

Gutter Hook

1

1

Hose Pipe

1

9

Iron Bar

1

7

Iron Lever

1

4

Iron Pipe

4

2, 4, 7

Iron Strap

1

1

Iron Wire

1

8

Line of Rust

2

8

Metal Labels

4

8, 9, 15

Metal Tin

6

1, 6, 7, 8, 9

Nut and Bolt

1

10

Nuts

1

9

Oil Staining

1

9

Paint Tin

1

4

Pen Knife

1

7

Plain paper

2

7, 25

Plastic Knob

1

4

Roof Bar

1

14

Seat

2

17, 22

Shelf

2

6, 9

S-Hook with Canvas
Strap

3

2

Straw Rim

1

8

Syrup Tin

1

8

Threaded Pipe

1

14, 19

Toasting Fork

1

4

Tundish Funnel Filter

1

4

Turkshead Brush Head

1

4

Sundry NonMining Objects

Wooden Box

1

8

Zinc Sheet

1

17

Zube Tin

1

4

Chemical Drum

1

Motorbike Type

1

Motorbike Wheel

1

Motorcar Tyre

1

Tractor Bonnet

1

Tubular Frame

1

PRETORIA MINE: FEATURE CATALOGUE
John Barnatt: August 2010-November 2011
Most items are catalogued, the guiding principle is that if features/artefacts relate to the quarrying phase
and tell something of date, function or working they are included. Passage walling is so universal that
floor-to-roof packs are not normally described specifically. Similarly, drill holes and shot holes in
broken waste rock are not included. Artefacts such as displaced timbers, rotted paper and sundry bits of
ironwork are excluded, as they are so plentiful, unless they form a significant part of the story. Items
such a beer cans and gloves which may well have been dropped by modern explorers are normally not
included. Inevitably, as recording was such a huge task, some items will have been overlooked.
Note: With rusty metal items it is often impossible from casual inspection to know from direct
observation whether they are made of iron or steel. While in some cases because of the character of the
item one or the other material can be presumed, for other items there is significant doubt over attribution.
Thus, for consistency, all objects are described as ‘iron’ whether they are likely to be iron or steel.
Passage 1: Main Incline (Sheets 1, 2)
01:001 Artificial Roof
The roof at the entrance to the inclined level has carefully built walls (catalogued below) and a roof
made of large ‘iron’ RSJs beams, large ‘iron’ channel-section beams and a timber beam, in parts
supporting thick iron plates which fully cover the gaps between the beams. For the most part the RSJs
are placed individually across the passage at right-angles to the passage walls which support them.
However, in places there is one beam below another to step down the roof as the incline is descended.
Also, the innermost section of supported roof, before the passage continues down with a bedrock roof,
has a frame of RSJs with two long members across the passage linked to four shorter sections at right
angles joining them together. The large plates are about 25mm thick and have been reused from
elsewhere. Two of these have multiple lines of drilled holes, all about 20-25mm diameter, one with the
holes running in grids, the other with double-lines along its long axes and at right-angles. What these
were designed to be used for is not known (to JB) (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4560-65).
01:002 Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
This wall is very different in character from that on the other side. It is just as well built and again
extends from floor to roof, but it is made from very large limestone blocks in a style of building common
underground (but with more consistently large blocks). Some have 42mm diameter plug and feather
drill holes.
01:003 Mortared Passage Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
This mortared wall, from floor to roof, is carefully built with well-coursed, moderate-sized, limestone
blocks, all squared and of similar size. They were presumably quarried from within the workings and
commonly have 150-200mm long scars of plug and feather drill holes associated with the splitting of
the blocks to size. The holes are of two distinct sizes, of 20mm and 30-35mm diameter. The freshness
of wall and drill holes suggest the wall was built late in the history of the underground workings and
did not have chance to become eroded from exposure to the weather before it became buried when the
surface quarry was backfilled.
01:004 Electrical Ceramic Insulators
Two in-situ ‘pot’ electrical insulators, with brown glaze, placed a short distance apart, each fastened to
an ‘iron’ bar protruding horizontally from Wall 3 at above head height. These insulators are of the sort
once commonly used on telegraph poles wires, and here at Pretoria Mine were presumably used for
communication wires or electricity supply (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4567-75).
01:005 Tramway Rails (Bullhead) and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate

with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m
long and 0.18m wide.
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance via points to
late working areas to the right side (looking down) of the main incline. In the part of the tramway
catalogued here sections are buried by backfill at the entrance, lower down by the collapse of the wall
of the transformer room and beyond the points, where it is part-buried by backfill at the side entrance.
01:006 Compressed Air Pipe
This metal pipe brought compressed air for drilling into the workings, from a compressor which
presumably lay close by outside. This primary feed pipe is now rusty and in parts fully decomposed,
with a 90mm external diameter. The joints are Victaulic Couplings with rubber seals. It is buried near
the entrance by backfill material and further downdip it again continues but is buried until visible again
at several points where it is given different catalogue numbers.
01:007 Small Roof Pin
A relatively small roof pin with circular eye at one end and a long shank driven horizontally into a joint
(Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4571-73).
01:008 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly
and contains a nail standing proud. Further examples show that the feature is part of a set where the nail
is likely to have held a short horizontal timber board onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting.
01:009 Probable Transformer Room and Storage Area
A rectangular alcove to the incline side, with carefully-finished mortared side walls and a bedrock back
wall. This ‘alcove’ was originally was separated from the main passage by Wall 10, with a doorway to
the updip side. Given the evidence for electrics in the main passage both up and down dip, it is likely
that this was a transformer room, presumably created late in the history of the quarry to comply with
legislation enforced by the Mines Inspectorate (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4571-76).
Within the alcove there is now an assortment of items which mostly appear to have no relevance to the
underground working, or at least not use as a transformer room, and may well have been ‘stored’ here
after abandonment of the quarry. These include:
• The bonnet of a David Brown 1212 ‘tractor’.
• A spoked-wheel with tyre from a motorbike.
• A 45-gallon drum which once contained ‘Elkem’.
• A displaced rectangular concrete block with two protruding ‘iron’ fastening bolts.
• A tubular frame painted blue; unknown function.
• A very bald tyre from a car or small lorry.
01:010 Timber-Framed Wall
This feature lies on the floor and is partially buried under backfill from the passage top. It comprises a
wall made from galvanised corrugated ‘iron’ sheeting with a sturdy timber upright to either end, and a
horizontal timber cross-piece. Before it fell it would have extended from floor to roof, leaving a gap to
the updip side as a doorway into the ‘transformer room’ (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4577-80).
01:011 Roof Plugs
Two drill holes are driven vertically into the roof and filled with rotten wooden plugs which protrude
slightly. Further examples down the passage show that the features may be part of either a set where a
nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical
wiring.

01:012 Doorframe with Door
A crudely assembled wooden doorframe made from sturdy rectangular-section timbers (reused
sleepers) used as uprights and a lintel, defining a large doorway/barrier across the incline. To either side
the gaps to the walls are filled with pieces of corrugated galvanised ‘iron’ sheeting, while the gap to the
roof is only narrow.
The doorway contained a single large wooden door, which opened inwards, installed to prevent
unauthorised entry to the quarry. Much of this door remains in-situ, but with a part broken off and lying
just downdip on the passage floor. The door is made from sturdy planking on three horizontal timbers
with diagonals, the top and bottom horizontals each with a large ‘iron’ strap hinge (Photo 2010-09-23
Images 4583-89).
01:013 Electrical Isolator Box and Electrical Cables
At both sides of the passage, at the foot of Doorway 12 there are visible remains of the quarry’s electrical
supply system.
To the same side as Transformer Room 9 there is a short stretch of heavy duty cable heading up the
passage towards this room. In the other direction the cable runs to the other side of the passage where
it is visible next to the other doorframe and associated with a nearby isolator box. Between the two it is
buried under the tramway. This main cable has a now-rusty wire-armoured sheath with an outer
diameter of c. 30mm.
The isolator box, which today rests on the floor, is a sturdy if now very-rusty rectangular ‘iron’
container, the front of which is hinged but rusted closed. The front has raised lettering as part of the
casting, including the word ‘Senior’ which can be made out with difficulty amongst the heavy rust. The
main cable does not enter the box but is now attached via only a single ‘normal’ domestic-type cable
running from a coupling. This is one of six cut-off plastic-coated cables of domestic-wiring type, all
with insulating tape at the now-unattached ends, coming from the box top. Four are pale grey in colour,
while two others, which are heavier duty, are black. Presumably some were for input and others output
(Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4591-94).
01:014 Electrical Cable
A long stretch of heavy duty electrical cable runs loose on the floor down the incline side, now
somewhat sinuous and presumably once fixed to passage wall or roof. It starts relatively close to the
doorframe where there is an isolator box and further section of cable, which it originally was presumably
a continuation from that updip nearer the entrance. The type is identical, with now-rusty wire-armoured
sheath with an outer diameter of c. 30mm. At the downdip end the cable turns into the side passage and
heads towards the doorway here but is buried by backfill.
01:015 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable, and Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical
Cable
Two drill holes driven vertically into the roof at the side of the passage. The upslope one is filled with
a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a short horizontal timber. The other has lost its board but the
plug and fastening nail remain. Further examples show that the features are part of a set where
‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting were fastened to the timber board.
01:016 Wire Rope Roller
Lying loose on the floor to the passage side there is a now-rusty wire rope roller of the short type,
designed to be set on an incline floor between the two rails of a tramway. The short roller has flanges
and bearings to either end within an integrated rectangular metal casing which has a total length of
0.37m, with the top of roller exposed at the top of the unit (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4597-99).
01:017 Drill Steel with Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head) and Tramway Rail (Displaced Bridge Rail –
Possible Anchor)

On the passage floor, to the side, there a complete drill steel, which is 2.5m long, with a tungsten-carbon
tipped cross-head drill bit attached (it is only assumed it is of knock-on type). Nearby there is a short
loose piece of ‘iron’ tramway rail of heavy-duty bridge rail type which may be cut to use as an anchor
point.
01:018 Storage/Dumping Area
The passage floor to the side has an assortment of loose items that have been stored and/or dumped
(Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4600-05). These include:
• A large ‘iron’ pulley attached to a large but heavily burnt timber.
• One ‘iron’ isolator box, of the type described at the in-situ example near the main entrance,
fastened to a part of a sturdy plank.
• A rusty pickaxe head.
• A rusty ‘iron’ tramway sleeper of the usual type found in the quarry made from a narrow sheet
of plate with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section. These
sleepers are 0.84m long and 0.18m wide.
01:019 Wire Rope Roller
Set away from the passage side there is a timber rectangular-section post set vertically from floor to
roof with a diagonal timber brace behind from post to a point close to the floor.
Attached to this post in its lower part is a wire rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway,
installed to prevent the wire rope from catching on the passage wall further down the incline where it
curves into the branch level. The roller itself comprises a manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.57m
long. At either end there is a flange on the drum and beyond a bearing in a mount with fastening holes
where it is attached to the timber upright (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4607-14).
01:020 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
01:021 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has two areas with a dense array of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Both have
holes in the lower face, up to about shoulder height. Most are in regular-spaced arrays and of c. 40mm
diameter and 1.5m long (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4607-08). The testing holes throughout the mine
were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
01:022 Tramway Points, Tramway Rails (Bullhead), and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
Here the tramway coming down the main incline has a set of points, of double switched type, allowing
tubs either to continue straight down or go along a branch to the right. The tramway rails and sleepers
are of the same type as usual, with flat-bottomed bullhead ‘iron’ rails laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch
(0.45m) (for trucks of 17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers made from
a narrow sheet of plate with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section.
At the points themselves a central section has two rails that move, with additional short static sections
of additional ‘rail’ to either end that help prevent derailment (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4615-25).
01:023 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable and Small Roof Hanger
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly
and contains nail standing proud. Further examples show that the feature is part of a set where the nail
is likely to have held a short horizontal timber board onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting.
Close by is a second roof hole, this containing a light-duty ‘iron’ bar protruding vertically downwards
with a small fastening hole at the bottom end.

01:024 Drill Steel Extractor, Large Electrical Fuses, Fishplate Bolt and Compressed Air Hose
Connector
Near the floor there is a one half of a drill steel extractor, made from ‘iron’ and comprising a cylindrical
hinged sleeve with a central groove for a hexagonal drill steel.
On ledges above there are also two large ceramic push-in fuses with twin copper terminals, one at each
end, of the type found in an electrical isolator box. Also there is a standard fishplate bolt with nut and a
compressed air hose connector with two screw threads for joining pipes of different diameters, the
smaller end sealed with a screw-thread cap.
01:025 Doorframe with Door
A crudely assembled doorframe made from sturdy rectangular-section timbers to the sides with a large
‘iron’ lintel of U-section channel. This door gave access to a second area of the open-quarry which has
now been backfilled, the material used for this partially burying the door and sealing the doorway. The
doorway contained two doors, which opened inwards towards the incline, presumably installed to
prevent unauthorised entry to the quarry.
One door remains in-situ, part open with its lower section engulfed by backfill, the other is missing or
fallen and buried. The remaining door is made from corrugated ‘iron sheets on a wooded frame and has
one visible strap hinge (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4623-24).
01:026 Modern Passage Backfill
This passage, which beyond the now-accessible area, was open to day via a ‘shaft’ and/or the open
quarry, has been fully backfilled. The earth-dominated fill has modern rubbish (including two plastic
flowers).
01:027 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
01:028 Anchor Plate
Protruding horizontally from between two wall blocks, at half way up the passage side, there is an
unusual small ‘iron’ anchor plate. This has a flat rectangular base with an oval hole near the wall end.
On the upper face there is a metal plate rising at right angles to the base, with two U-shaped slots. One
of these has a small bow shackle inserted into the slot, forming a point for anchoring chains, ropes or
cables. It is not known whether it was intended to use the plate in the location it is currently situated, or
if it was put here only for safekeeping (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4626-29).
01:029 Compressed Air Pipe and Fishplates
This metal pipe fed compressed air for drilling to the working face. The first section rises diagonally
from close to floor level to relatively near the roof. At floor level it is buried by the spread of modern
material from the backfilled side entrance; the pipe is broken here at a joint but originally it would have
been linked to the main air pipe as a spur of narrower diameter piping. At the top of the rising section
of air pipe catalogued here there is a right-angled joint, the whole held up by electrical cable used to tie
it to an ‘iron’ fishplate utilised as an anchor, hammered horizontally into a narrow gap between walling
blocks near the roof. Lying loose on the floor below there is a second fishplate (both of the standard
type used at Pretoria Mine). From the right-angled joint the pipe runs across the main incline, placed so
that traffic can pass under it in the main incline. It continues down to continue down the branch incline
where it is given a different catalogue number. The pipe has a 60mm external diameter and is
galvanised. The joints have Victaulic Couplings with rubber seals (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4626-2965).
01:030

Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Pulley with Hook

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. A large and sturdy ‘iron’ pulley
with hook is suspended from the shackle (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4634-40). The pin is set into a
drilled hole in the roof.
01:031 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven a
rotted ‘iron’ roof pin only part of which survives. Further examples down the passage show that the
feature is part of a set that held electrical wiring.
01:032 Compressed Air Hose with Compressed Air Hose Connectors
A flexible hose for compressed air, with metal screw couplings at either end. This is several metres
long and has an external diameter of 40mm. Its purpose was to link a permanently-fixed rigid air pipe
to the drilling rig. Why it was dumped at its present position on the incline floor is not known; it may
have been moved by explorers rather than placed here by the quarrymen (Photo 2010-09-23 Images
4641-48).
01:033 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable and Roof Plugs with Roof Pins for Electrical Cable
The roof here has three roof fastenings, all of which are slightly different.
That updip comprises a drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug
which is attached to a short horizontal timber onto which is fastened two ‘insulators’ for electrical cables
for lighting, each comprising short sections of cut rubber hose. The Feature is part of a set which run
down the roof of the main incline.
The next in line consists of a drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden
plug into which is driven an ‘iron’ roof pin which is bent into a loop just below the roof.
The third comprises a drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into
which is driven an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop
containing an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose.
Further examples down the passage show that the last two features are part of a set that held electrical
wiring.
01:034 Compressed Air Pipe
This metal pipe running on the floor at the passage side brought compressed air for drilling into the
workings, from a compressor which presumably lay close by outside. This primary feed pipe is now
rusty and in parts fully decomposed, with a 90mm external diameter. The joints are Victaulic Couplings
with rubber seals. The pipe catalogued here is a continuation of one updip and downdip it continues
but is buried for a long stretch under floor deposits at the passage side until visible again below where
it is given a different catalogue number.
01:035 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly
and contains a nail standing proud, which is bent at right-angles after about 20mm. Further examples
show that the feature is part of a set where the nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber board
onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting.
01:036 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven an
‘iron’ roof pin which is bent into a loop a short distance below the roof. Attached to this is a suspension
loop of coated electrical wire. Further examples down the passage show that this feature is part of a set
of hooks that held electrical wiring.

01:037 Tramway Rails (Bullhead) and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate
with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m
long and 0.18m wide.
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance via points to
late working areas to the right side (looking down) of the main incline. Immediately above the part
catalogued here the tramway is buried for some distance under a thin spread of backfill which has spilled
down the incline from the passage backfill at the side door. From a point immediately beyond Points
(catalogued below) the tramway down the main incline has been removed.
01:038 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4652-54).
01:039 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable, and Light Fitting with Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical
insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Caught in the loop is a white ceramic lightsocket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type, attached to a short length of ‘domestictype’ electrical cable, the whole presumably having jammed in the loop when the lighting was being
removed (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4655-58). Further examples along the incline are all part of set that
held electrical wiring for lighting.
01:040 Wire Rope Fender
This comprises a near-vertical, sturdy, reused iron pipe, of 50mm diameter with a probable screw thread
at the upper end, set into the passage floor to one side and rising to near the roof. Near the floor on the
side of the pipe facing into the passage there are a series of wear grooves created by the tramway
winding wire rope. The placing of the pipe here prevented the cable catching on the passage wall
because of the slight curve here.
01:041 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which is fastened a single rubber ‘insulator’ for an electrical cable for
lighting comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. The Feature is part of a set which run down the
roof of the main incline.
01:042 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin that protrudes downwards
by 380mm. This has a very distinctive double bend, with a main hanging loop. Further examples along
the incline are all part of set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
01:043 Tramway Rail (Displaced Bridge Rail – Possible Anchor)
A long length of heavy duty tramway rail of bridge-rail type, placed leaning on the pack to the passage
side at its downdip end. This may possibly have been intended to be cut into pieces to use as anchor
points, or for other unknown purpose.
01:044 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large rectangular cross-sectioned wooden beam (railway sleeper), that
runs across the passage at roof level at a diagonal angle, which fits into slots at the walling tops. It is
rotted. Timber packers still remain in-situ on the beam top.
01:045

Wire Rope Roller

A sturdy wire rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway, installed to prevent the wire rope
from catching on the passage wall where it curves into the branch level. The roller itself comprises a
manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.73m long and 0.10m in diameter. At either end there is a bearing
in a mount with fastening holes. The unit is bolted to two utilised ‘pressed steel’ tramway sleepers set
horizontally. The sleepers in turn are attached, with Heath-Robinson securing using electrical cable
and nails, to two sturdy timber uprights fastened to the passage wall and running from floor to roof.
One has deeply-cut wire rope wear grooves at a height corresponding with the lower part of the roller.
An in-situ diagonal brace from floor to passage wall’ made of galvanised ‘iron’ pipe of 45mm diameter,
guided the wire rope upwards to keep it off the floor. Latterly the roller must have seized for there is
wire rope wear grooves on its lower part (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4659-64).
01:046 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down the passage show that the Feature may be part of either a set where a nail is
likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for
electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held
electrical wiring.
01:047 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:048 Tramway Points, and Tramway Rails (Bullhead), and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
Here the tramway coming down the main incline has a set of points, of double switched type, originally
allowing tubs either to continue straight down (rails later removed) or go along a branch to the right.
The tramway rails and sleepers are of the usual type, with flat-bottomed bullhead ‘iron’ rails laid to a
gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of 17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’
sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides
when seen in section. At the points themselves a central section has two rails that move, with additional
short static sections of additional ‘rail’ to either end that help prevent derailment.
01:049 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a wooden plug that protrudes slightly,
containing an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with a main hanging loop. Further
examples along the incline are all part of set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
01:050 Unfinished Pack
The top corner of this pack is unfinished with the wall and fill not reaching the roof.
01:051 Plastic Bucket, Oil and Applicator for Oiling Wire Rope Rollers
A plastic bucket containing oil with a rag on a metal sick, which was used to oil the adjacent wire rope
rollers when the tramway haulage was in use. The white bucket has a wire handle but has lost its lid. It
has a blue transfer print design on the outer side, which outlines a text ‘SFP sefcol’ and a motif of a
knight in armour on a horse, with a flag with a cross motif fastened to a lance held vertically. It is not
known what type of product this was. The bucket has acquired water from drips and the amount of oil
in the bottom is only small. The metal rod originally had a rag fixed at the bottom end, but this has
become detached and lies in the bottom of the bucket (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 4665-68).
01:052 Wire Rope Roller
A sturdy wire rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway, installed to prevent the wire rope
from catching on the passage wall where it curves into the branch level. The roller itself comprises a
manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.90m long and 0.14m in diameter with flanges at the end. Beyond
either end there is a bearing in a mount with fastening holes. The unit is fastened to two utilised ‘pressed
steel’ tramway sleepers set horizontally. The sleepers in turn are attached to two sturdy timber uprights
fastened to the passage wall and running from floor to roof. An in-situ diagonal brace from floor to

passage wall, made of a rectangular-section timber, guided the wire rope upwards to keep it off the
floor. This timber has a single deep wear groove created by the cable (Photo 2010-09-23 Images 466972).
01:053 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which were originally fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting
(only some of which survive). The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of the main incline.
01:054 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly
and contains a nail standing proud. Further examples show that the feature is part of a set where the
nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber board onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for
electrical cables for lighting.
01:055 Compressed Air Pipe with Diaphragm Valve
A raised valve in a rusty ‘iron’ housing, attached at the downdip end of a short section of visible primary
feed metal pipe that brought compressed air for drilling into the workings, from a compressor which
presumably lay close by outside. It appears this valve was fixed here as a way of easily sealing the end
of the feed pipe; this has been removed downdip of this point. It is likely that just updip of the valve,
but in the area buried by floor deposits, there is a junction where a spur off the air line, with a narrower
diameter pipe, led off and still continues down the branch level.
01:056 Hook with Chain and Dog Clutch
On boulders at the centre of the passage junction there is a heavy-duty rusty ‘iron’ chain with an ‘iron’
hook at one end. Close by is one half of a large rusty ‘iron’ dog clutch, presumably from a winch (Photo
2010-09-23 Images 4673-79).
01:057 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable and Roof Hook
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a wooden plug that protrudes slightly,
containing an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with a main hanging loop. Further
examples along the incline are all part of set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
Close by there is a second ‘iron’ roof pin, this one heavier duty with a vertical shank and a curved
hooked end, of a type that may have held a pipe rather than cable.
01:058 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
01:059 Roof Hook
A small ‘iron’ roof hook comprising a light-duty bar hammered vertically into the roof, with a rightangled bend near the bottom, to which is attaches a short length of copper wire, which was presumably
used to tie on cable or piping.
01:060 Alcove
This small alcove may have been designed as a tramway refuge or for machinery, or is the fortuitous
product of the pack wall building sequence with there being no perceived advantage of filling this
narrow space.
01:061 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:062

Iron Strap

At the floor at the passage side there is part of an ‘iron’ strap which comprises a rectangular bar that is
5omm wide and 200mm long, with one end broken and the other tapered to a 50mm long threaded
‘bolt’.
01:063 Roof Lifting Pin and Wire Hanging Loop
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin so close
to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
A wire loop placed in the pin may have been for secondary use, perhaps for electrical wiring.
01:064 Storage/Dumping Area
The rubble area at the junction of the two inclines, at the end of where the pack facing has been robbed,
has been used as a storage and dumping area. Objects include:
• A flat ‘iron’ shovelling plate measuring 1.84m by 0.92m.
• A wire rope roller attached to two metal tramway sleepers, one at either end fastened to the
bearings. The roller measures 700mm long and is 100mm diameter and there are no flanges
(Photo 2011-02-10 Image 6018). It is somewhat bent and has probably been placed here when
it was replaced.
• A large galvanised snatch block pulley which is 520mm long and 240mm wide (Photo 201102-10 Images 6015-17).
01:065 Feather
An ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set placed on a ledge in the pack wall.
01:066 Hanging Pins (two reusing Bull Head Rail, one reusing Bridge Rail)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are six short pin, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. In three cases pieces of wood have
been utilised to make the pins. In two others pieces of Bull Head Rail have been reused, one of which
is heave duty, while in the sixth pin has Bridge Rail that has been reused.
01:067 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of three relieving holes.
01:068 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:069 Wall Hook and Chain
A sturdy ‘iron’ hook of the type usually used to secure pipework, placed high in the pack wall between
the walling blocks with crude wooden packers. Hanging from the hook there is a 0.84m length of sturdy
‘iron’ chain (Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6436-38). The purpose of this installation is unclear.
01:070 Compressed Air Pipe (Site of)
A narrow and shallow gully in the passage floor, to one side of the site of the tramway, may well be the
site of an iron compressed air pipe.
01:071 Tramway Sleepers (Wood)
This part of the incline, which runs from the junction above down to a turntable has had a tramway
removed. Two wooden sleepers remain, both in different parts of the passage, are set so that their tops
are almost flush with the floor and now part-buried. Adjacent to the sleeper to one side of the passage
there is slight break of slope which marks one side of the tramway bed.

01:072 Brazier (Carbide or Oil Drum)
On the floor to the side, a broken brazier made from a cylindrical ‘iron’ drum (oil or carbide?) by
punching holes in the side.
01:073 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims.
01:074 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of three relieving holes.
01:075 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
01:076 Roof Staple
After the surrounding wire rope impressions were made, an ‘iron’ staple has been hammered into the
roof. This is a U-shaped bar fastened into a crack.
01:077 Wire Rope Impressions
In the roof, running parallel with the passage but to the side, there are several clay stripes where a dirty
wire rope has run along the roof.
01:078 Unfinished Pack
This small area of pack wall is unfinished, with the face only rising to about head height. Perhaps there
was not enough available stone.
01:079 Inscription
At relatively close to the floor the wall pack has been painted in red-oxide paint – ‘136’ with a vertical
line to the left side – in prominent lettering. This appears to be a survey-station or passage-recognition
number (Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6441).
01:080 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or for a
wooden plug.
01:081 Roof Staple
After the surrounding wire rope impressions were made, an ‘iron’ staple has been hammered into the
roof. This is a U-shaped bar fastened into a crack. There is a piece of copper wire attached, presumably
used for suspension (of wiring?).
01:082 Roof Staple (Displaced)
On a ledge in the wall pack there is what may be an identical staple to the two in the roof nearby. It
comprises a U-shaped hook-like bar, with one end attached to a long wider but tapered shank designed
for securing into a crack.
01:083 Waste Rock
Along the side of the passage there are a series of placed boulders.
01:084 Railway Sleeper (Displaced)
On the passage floor, to the side, there is a displaced, rectangular cross-section, railway sleeper with
dogs, perhaps saved for reuse. One corner at each end has been removed, leaving a rectangular cut. At

the centre of one face there is a small attached wooden block, which is 70mm thick, with three shallow
cable wear grooves, showing the timber had been used at least once in the quarry (Photo 2011-04-14
Images 6445-6448).
01:085 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:086 Roof Nail with Wire Hanging Loop
A large nail (sleeper dog) hammered into a crack in the roof, to suspend a hanging loop of copper wire.
01:087 Wire Rope Impressions
In the roof, running parallel with the passage but to the side, there are several clay stripes where a dirty
wire rope has run along the roof.
01:088 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed. The material on the floor has been
tidied away.
01:089 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:090 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed. The material on the floor has been
tidied away.
01:091 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
01:092 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims.
01:093 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:094 Roof Bolt with Wire Hanging Loop
A large bolt hammered into a crack in the roof, to suspend a long hanging loop made up of galvanised
wire twisted together with a length of narrow-gauge wire rope of c. 5mm diameter (Photo 2011-04-14
Images 6451-53).
01:095 Timber Roof Supports
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m diameter. Now leaning slightly and not quite reaching the
roof. Leaning on the pack wall and the floor there is a long fallen rectangular cross-section railway
sleeper which had been used as a horizontal roof timber, with several other timbers on the floor nearby;
some are likely to be packing timbers. The pillar lies close to a passage junction but not matched on
the other side of the incline, but it is likely one originally existed as suggested by the presence of the
horizontal timber and others on the floor (Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6451-53).
01:096

Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle, with U-Shackle, and with Eye, and Roof Lifting Pin

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains an oval lifting eye which is attached to a large circular bow
shackle, which in turn is attached to a small U-shackle (Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6458-60).
Close by there is a broken lifting pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims (Photo 201104-14 Images 6458-60).
01:097 Tramway Turntable
This turntable comprises a solid ‘iron’ plate that is circular with a diameter of 1.20m, which revolved
(Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6462-68). As an integral part of the plate there are two tramway rails, with
a gauge of just over 17.0 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of 17 inch gauge). The turntable plate lies on a fixed,
solid, circular, lower plate, of only slightly larger diameter with a raised rim that comes flush to the top
of the top plate, with this set in a surrounding rectangular but now battered concrete base (with one
corner designed to the cut off where the edge is at a diagonal to two sides). To one side the edge of the
concrete plinth is flanked by a wooden sleeper. The two plates are attached at the centre point where
there is a central hole. The revolving upper plate had two lugs, opposite each other, one now missing,
used to lock it in place; a locking arm is also missing.
This turntable lies on an incline where the rails have been removed and it may have been left because
it was irremovable being set in concrete; there may have been at least one more further downdip which
has now gone.
01:098 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes and
contains a bent nail standing proud. Further examples show that the feature may be part of a set where
the nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber board onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for
electrical cables for lighting.
01:099 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
01:100 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of two relieving holes.
01:101 Wall Pin
Protruding from the pack wall there is a metal pin, made of 25mm square section bar, with a bulbous
end with central suspension hole and flat hammering end.
01:102 Glass Bottle
On the passage floor, at the side, a one-pint bottle in clear glass, inscribed ‘Wheatley & Bates Ltd
Sheffield’.
01:103 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of two relieving holes.
01:104 Timber Roof Support
Originally this roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section
and 20cm diameter. The rotted stump remains in-situ and stands 0.25m high, some of the upper parts,
broken into fragments, lie nearby.
01:105

Borehole

The roof of the passage has a c. 100mm drill hole coming from surface; presumably made after the mine
was closed to investigate for voids associated with proposed development (Photo 2011-04-14 Image
6475).
01:106 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
Three stretches along a short stretch of the pack wall to the passage side have partially collapsed and
the material on the floor has been tidied away.
01:107 Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail)
A sturdy ‘iron’ anchor point at the passage side, comprising a length of bullhead rail coming vertically
from the floor by about 0.20m. What was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is a winch.
01:108 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
01:109 Tramway Sleeper (Wood) and Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
The lower end of the incline, which runs down from a turntable in the incline has had a tramway
removed. A remaining wooden sleeper on the bend is set so that its nearly-buried top is almost flush
with the floor. Going updip from here, there are five visible sleeper slots of the long type suitable for
timber sleepers and spaces for at least three more.
01:110 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of two relieving holes. The position of the pin behind the line of the passage
wall indicates the pin was in use before the pack here was put in place.
01:111 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. Fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims.
01:112 Hanging Pin (reusing a Gutter Hook)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is a ‘hook’, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This hanging pin utilises an ‘iron’ gutter
hook.
01:113 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
01:114 Hanging Pin (reusing a Door Hinge)
On one side of the passage wall, at head height, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses part of a broken ‘iron’ door hinge.
01:115 Timber Roof Support with Fittings for Missing Wire Rope Roller and with Wire Rope Wear
Grooves
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section, still retains
bark and is 0.21m diameter. It runs between passage floor and roof at a bend in the incline (Photo 201104-14 Images 6477-80).
Attached fittings may suggest it once probably held a wire rope roller. Near the floor there is a sturdy
iron pin bent so there is an end to hammer and a holding loop to one side. Above this there are five
wire rope grooves in the timber, created when no roller was present. At 0.82m above the floor there
are two large nails which may mark the position of the top of a roller. At 1.24m from the floor there is

a large bolt with square head hammered into the wall between two blocks, placed next to the timber to
stop lateral movement. A small broken timber rests against the pack wall.
01:116 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
01:117 Low Pack
This waste-high pack has been placed here subsequent to the extensive collapse and the abandonment
of the straight-on passage downdip, its edge creating a ‘side’ to the later passage that curves off to avoid
the collapse. Presumably the pack was created when material that had spilled across the passage during
the collapse was tidied. It supports one of the roof support timbers of which there are several in the
vicinity.
01:118 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
01:119 Timber Roof Supports
A group of timber roof supports in the updip part of an area of roof instability. Starting updip, the first
comprises a large vertical wooden pillar from floor to roof which is of circular cross-section, still with
bark and 0.23m in diameter. The second is 1.27m long and runs between a pack top at 0.90m above
the floor and the roof; this is a reused rectangular-sectioned railway sleeper measuring 0.31 x 0.16m
across. The third comprises a large vertical wooden pillar from floor to roof which is of circular crosssection and 0.17m in diameter. Nearby there is a fallen square-sectioned timber which comprises a
reused railway sleeper which has been split lengthwise.
01:120 Newspaper and Toilet Area
On the passage floor, to the side, there is a rotted and torn sheet of the ‘Picture Post’ with no date but
thought to be from the 1939-45 war, with an article entitled ‘Women at the House of Commons’ about
a protest by Silvia Pankhurst. The usual explanation for torn paper in the quarry is associated with
toileting.
01:121 Carved Wooden Pin
A whittled wooden pin placed in a crack in the pack wall. This is 190mm long and 18mm in diameter,
and is crudely circular in section, with hand-carved facetted surface, with a crude taper to one end and
a concentric groove near the other, that creates a ‘head’ (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6253-57).
01:122 Timber Roof Supports
In an area of roof instability, two vertical pillars with a horizontal roof timber between give support
where the roof is wide, installed when the tramway was diverted to one side after a collapse ahead. All
three timbers are reused railway sleepers and there are wooden packers above the roof beam.
01:123 Motorcar Tyre
A bald car tyre – Firestone Cross Ply 50x16. This may have been rolled down the incline from the
entrance by persons unknown and may well not be mine related.
01:124 Timber Roof Supports
A timber roof support pillar in the central part of an area of roof instability. It comprises a vertical
wooden pillar, which comprises square-sectioned timber made from a reused railway sleeper which has
been split lengthwise, rising from the floor to a horizontal roof timber. At the top of the vertical pillar
there is one end of a horizontal roof timber, comprising a reused railway sleeper, with a second pillar
missing from the other end, except for a possible stump. There are a large number of packing timbers
between the main horizontal beam and the roof.

01:125 Roof Plug and Fishplate
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. Further examples in
the quarry show that the Feature may be part of either a set where a nail is likely to have held a short
horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting, or
where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical wiring.
Hammered into the plug to be flush with the roof, for reasons unknown, there is a fishplate of what
appears to be standard tramway type with four drilled holes.
01:126 Compressed Air Pipe (Displaced)
A piece of displaced compressed air pipe, of relatively narrow diameter, within the passage-side
backfill. This is galvanised and has a threaded end.
01:127 Timber Roof Supports
Twelve timber roof support pillars in the downdip part of an area of roof instability, lining one side of
an abandoned part of the tramway incline (Photo 2011-04-14 Images 6482-86). Because of the unstable
character of the passage all were only viewed from a distance. In order from the updip end there is:
• One fallen timber, rotted but circular cross-section.
• A square-sectioned pillar with a short horizontal timber between it and the roof.
• A fallen timber, rotted but circular cross-section.
• A circular cross-sectioned stump, behind an intact pillar.
• Eight intact circular cross-sectioned pillars from floor to roof, some with bark, the last with a
horizontal roof beam running to the other side of the passage.
01:128 Wire Rope
Lying on the passage floor there is a small crude coil of heavy duty wire rope of normal twisted-spiral
strand type.
01:129 Roof Lifting Pins with Eyes
Set a short distance apart there are two circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, each
with a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the lower end. Both contain a large oval ‘iron’
lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The pins are set into a drilled hole in the roof.
01:130 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large long-oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
01:131 Hanging Pin and Wall Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One is near the roof and has a
bulbous end with central suspension hole. Further updip, the second pin comprises a simple ‘iron’ bar.
01:132 Lifting Eye and Metal Tin
A sturdy horseshoe-shaped piece of ‘iron’ on the passage floor to the side, which measures 140mm
across and is probably a lifting eye which has broken from a piece of machinery (Photo 2011-03-26
Images 6250-51). Nearby there is a small metal tin.
01:133 Cigarette Packet
In a crack in the wall pack, a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine
cigarettes.
01:134

Timber Roof Support and Alcove

This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section which comes
from the floor to close to roof level, where there is a now-missing horizontal roof beam which
presumably went across the passage. This pillar pre-dates the adjacent pack wall as it is set in a small
alcove left for the upright.
01:135 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar placed by the passage side (the same side as the
last feature), but this has now fallen and lies on the floor.
01:136 Timber Roof Supports
This roof support comprises two short circular cross-sectioned wooden beams, placed close together,
that run at a splayed angle from a ledge high in the pack wall diagonally upwards to support a block in
the roof part-way across the passage. They have diameters of 0.10m and 0.12m.

Passage 2: Western Incline (Sheets 1, 2)
02:001 Tramway Rails (Bullhead) and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge) (Photos 2010-12-16 Image 5367-5369, 5408). The rails are placed on manufactured
‘iron’ sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate with both long edges bend down to make diagonal
sides when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m long and 0.18m wide. In two stretches towards
the bottom the sleepers are buried.
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance via points to
a branch of the incline accessing late working areas to the right side (looking down) of the main incline
and at the bottom of the quarry. There are points at the top of the incline and turntables at intervals
down the incline which are catalogued separately
02:002 Compressed Air Pipe
This metal pipe brought compressed air for drilling into the workings, from a compressor which
presumably lay outside the entrance. This feed pipe is now rusty and in parts fully decomposed, with a
90mm external diameter. The joints are Victaulic Couplings with rubber seals. The pipe is buried in
the floor near the junction at the top of this tramway branch (as it passed under the tramway formerly
in place here). Opposite Passage 20, just beyond a Victaulic coupling, there is a reducing joint, with
the downdip pipe having an external diameter of only 60mm. The pipe has been purposefully broken
at the Victaulic coupling and a blanking plate put in, indicating the air was directed into the side passage
nearby at a point in time when it was not needed in the lower parts of the quarry (Photo 2011-02-10
Images 6077-79). Further down there is pipe junction (see 02:61) and further down still it has been
removed in the lower part of the incline, presumably because it was redundant.
02:003 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
To one side of the passage, on the wall, there are four shallow wear grooves from the wire rope used on
the tramway where it caught on several blocks that were proud of the others.
02:004 Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
Nearby, 0.10m away, there is a large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’
roof pin for lifting or a wooden plug.
02:005 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:006 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy
cable clip remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:007 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. The loop has broken off leaving only
a straight stump. Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical
wiring for lighting.
02:008

Wire Rope Roller

A sturdy wire rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway, installed to prevent the wire rope
from catching on the passage wall where it curves into the branch level. The roller itself comprises a
manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.92m long and 0.14m in diameter with flanges at the end. Beyond
either end there is a bearing in a mount with fastening holes. The unit is fastened to two utilised ‘pressed
steel’ tramway sleepers set horizontally. The sleepers in turn are attached to two sturdy 0.16m diameter
timber uprights (now rotted) fastened to the passage wall and running from floor to roof’ the upslope
one of the pair has had its upper part broken off and this lies nearby. An in-situ diagonal brace from
floor to passage wall, made of an 30mm diameter and 1.1m long ‘iron’ rod, guided the wire rope
upwards to keep it off the floor (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6020-22).
02:009 Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail)
A short piece of bullhead rail protrudes vertically out of the floor by 0.35m at the side of the passage.
This was presumably an anchoring point associated with the use of the incline.
02:010 Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy oval ‘iron’ ring or lifting eye for suspending
hooks etc. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims (Photo 2011-02-10 Images
6024-25).
02:011 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:012 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:013 Wire Rope Roller
A sturdy wire rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway, installed to prevent the wire rope
from catching on the passage wall where it curves into the branch level. The roller itself comprises a
manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.98m long and 0.14m in diameter with flanges at the end. Beyond
either end there is a bearing in a mount with fastening holes. The unit is fastened to two utilised ‘pressed
steel’ tramway sleepers set horizontally. The sleepers in turn are attached to two sturdy 0.14m and
0.16m diameter timber uprights fastened to the passage wall and running from floor to roof. The top
sleeper is held in place by a repair made with a knotted electrical cable. An in-situ diagonal brace from
floor to passage wall, made of a rectangular-section timber, guided the wire rope upwards to keep it off
the floor. This timber has two wear groove created by the cable (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6027-33).
02:014 Pack Removal
A long length of the face of the wall pack has been removed. One explanation is that the face because
unstable and started to collapse at a time when the passage was still in use, hence the walling was
removed to prevent ongoing falls.
02:015 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The Feature is part of a
set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:016

Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable

A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:017 Carbide Dump
Close to floor level amongst the rubble of the robbed wall face, there is a small dump of spent carbide
which is likely to have been placed here by the quarrymen (it is too large to be explained as carbide
from a single caver’s lamp).
02:018 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:019 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:020 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, which was of circular cross-section and
0.18m diameter. The post has rotted and only the stump remains in-situ; there upper part has broken
into four pieces which lie nearby (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6036-38, 6045-46). The pillar was not
placed next to a current passage junction and there are no specific indications of potential roof
instability, but it may have been in a wide passage before infilling and it is matched on the other side
of the incline by another post, and is just updip of the first of the concrete pillars. Further down there
are further timber supports and a second concrete pillar. Alternatively, there may have been a concern
about the roof when the incline was first constructed leading to additional strengtheners being placed
from the outset.
02:021 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from an old railway sleeper of 250mm
by 140mm cross section, which is 2.10m long (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6036-38). It does not lie next
to a current passage junction and there are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may
have been in a wide passage before infilling and it is matched on the other side of the incline by another
post, and is just updip of the first of the concrete pillars. Further down there are further timber supports
and a second concrete pillar. Alternatively, there may have been a concern about the roof when the
incline was first constructed leading to additional strengtheners being placed from the outset.
02:022 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:023 Carbide Lamp and Matchbox
A partially crushed bottom half of a large, hand-held, miner's Premier Carbide Lamp with fastening
loop with screw-thread tightening adjuster. The crushed upper chamber was found under a rock at the
passage side a little further down the passage accompanied by a cardboard Swan Vesta matchbox (Photo
2011-02-10 Images 6040-43).
02:024

Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable

A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6036-37).
Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for
lighting.
02:025 Pillar
A ‘square’ pillar, with its outer face now flush with the passage side, built to support the roof. The
visible side comprises large concrete blocks, with the faces having imprints of shuttering boards. In
contrast, some buried sides of the blocks are rough indicating that the blocks were originally larger but
have been broken down into more manageable pieces and reused to build the pillar. The top of the
pillar stops a little short of the roof and four pieces from timber beams have been used as packing to
close the gap (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6050-54).
The two pillars and associated timber roof supports in this passage were not placed next to current
passage junctions and there are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been
there was a wide passage here before infilling, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete
pillars. Alternatively, there may have been a concern about the roof when the incline was first
constructed leading to additional strengtheners being placed from the outset.
02:026 Alcove and Dumping Area
The remaining faced sections of passage wall indicate that to the end of the unfinished pack was a small
alcove or refuge area which is now partially filled with broken waste rock.
This area has been used as a small dumping area, with objects including:
• A small coil of 10mm wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type tied to a short piece of
‘iron’ chain.
• A white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.
• A broken light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting.
02:027 Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A roof pin with a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an electrical
insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch of the
incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting. However, unlike other examples, this
pin is driven onto a crack between the corner of the wall pack and the roof.
02:028 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:029 Timber Roof Supports and Unfinished Pack
The two roof supports here, set a short distance apart, both in recesses in the passage pack wall, both
comprised a large vertical wooden pillars of about 18m diameter. One pillar partially remains in-situ,
in very-rotted state, while the other has fallen to the floor (Photo 2011-02-10 Image 6056).
Pillars and associated timber roof supports were not placed next to a current passage junction and there
are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been there was a wide passage
here before infilling, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete pillars. Alternatively, there
may have been a concern about the roof when the incline was first constructed leading to additional
strengtheners being placed from the outset.

For reasons unknown, the pack between the pillars was never finished, stopping short of the roof about
three-quarters up the passage side.
02:030 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin, which has broken across the hole and lost its lower part, is set into
a drilled hole in the roof.
02:031 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with a metal shim.
02:032 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:033 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a reused railway sleeper set into recesses and placed across the passage at
roof level. It is rectangular in cross section, measuring 300mm by 130mm. It has cut slots and bolts
indicating a prior use as well as the primary one as a sleeper. There are two packing timbers between
sleeper and roof.
There are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been there was general
concern about the roof, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete pillars.
02:034 Timber Roof Support
This support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m
diameter (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6058-61). While coming up from floor level in a wall recess, the
post only reached a point 1.40m above where it is capped by a stone lintel which is an integral part of
the pack build. Only the top part of the pillar is visible, while lower down the recess has later been
walled up in front of the timber (perhaps after it was rotted).
Pillars and associated timber roof supports were not placed next to a current passage junction and there
are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been there was a general concern
about the roof wide passage here, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete pillars.
02:035 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:036 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.15m
diameter (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6063-66). The pillar does not start from floor level but at a point
0.80m up the wall where it lies within a recess purposefully made to contain the timber. The lower part
of the recess has been walled up in front of the timber (perhaps after it had rotted), while above, because
it is set at an angle, it reaches the roof flush with the pack to either side.
Pillars and associated timber roof supports were not placed next to a current passage junction and there
are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been there was a general concern
about the roof wide passage here, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete pillars.

02:037 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable. The board has rotted away but the
fastening nail remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:038 Pillar
A ‘square’ pillar, with its outer face now flush with the passage side, built to support the roof (Photo
2011-02-10 Images 6063-71). The two visible sides comprise large concrete blocks, with the faces
having imprints of shuttering boards. One has the imprint of a corrugated metal sheet that was used as
shuttering. This block, which is particularly large, forms the first course. It has a face that measures
1.45m long and 0.57m high, and is 0.67m deep. In contrast, some of the sides of the other blocks are
rough, indicating that they were originally larger but have been broken down into more manageable
pieces and reused to build the pillar. The concrete blocks are used for the corners of the pillar and stone
bocks were used in placed to infill the faces.
The top of the pillar stops a little short of the roof and five pieces from timber beams have been used as
packing to close the gap. One of these is a complete sleeper and spans the passage to Feature 18. To
the side of the pillar a large number of pieces of timber have been used as packing to infill the irregular
space to the roof and unquarried side.
The two pillars and associated timber roof supports in this passage were not placed next to current
passage junctions and there are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been
there was a wide passage here before infilling, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete
pillars. Alternatively, there may have been a concern about the roof when the incline was first
constructed leading to additional strengtheners being placed from the outset. In either event, this pillar
stands at the end of a natural unquarried face at a point where there was a need to step inwards to define
the side of the incline.
02:039 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a reused sleeper with a cross
section of 180mm by 80mm. At the top it supports one end of a horizontal timber placed under the
roof; the other end runs above the Pillar described next (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6067-69).
Pillars and associated timber roof supports were not placed next to a current passage junction and there
are no specific indications of potential roof instability, but it may have been there was a wide passage
here before infilling, as indicated by further timber supports and concrete pillars. Alternatively, there
may have been a concern about the roof when the incline was first constructed leading to additional
strengtheners being placed from the outset.
02:040 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
To one side of the passage, in the clay on the floor, there are a series of shallow wear grooves from the
wire rope used on the tramway, found in two patches.
02:041 Waste Rock
A relatively small hole still visible just below the roof is where the unquarried passage wall has been
breached to a working behind; this has been backfilled with waste rock from the other side.
02:042 S-Hook and Canvas Strap
On a broad ledge at the unquarried passage side there is a small loose S-hook. Attached to this is the
badly rotted end of a mostly-lost canvas strap, with a metal eyelet (placed on the hook). Further
examples of S-hooks and/or straps have been found nearby.
02:043

Electrical Cable Insulator (Displaced)

On a wide ledge in the unquarried passage side there is a short cut length of 80mm diameter rubber
hose, also cut lengthways, which we know from other locations where these are found, was an insulator
used in conjunction with the metal roof pins found at intervals all down the incline.
02:044 Unfinished Pack
For reasons unknown, a long length of wall pack was never quite finished, with the retaining wall for
the broken waste rock stopping somewhat short of the roof.
02:045 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The Feature is part of a
set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:046 Small Roof Pin
Circular-sectioned, relatively small, ‘iron’ roof pin, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close
to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
02:047 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. The main loop has broken off and a
part of a second pin has been inserted to the side of the wedge, presumably to stop a wobble. Further
examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:048 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. The loop has broken off leaving only
a straight stump. Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical
wiring for lighting.
02:049 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The zinc-alloy cable clip
remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:050 Light Bulbs
On the floor at the side of the passage there are two light bulbs, both of domestic type with bayonet
fittings in clear glass.
02:051 Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Two re-used pieces of wood and
an iron rod have been utilised to create the pins.
02:052 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:053 Roof Hook, S-Hook and Canvas Strap
A crude metal hook made out of two joined sections of ‘iron’ bar protrudes from a crack in the roof.
Attached to the hook is a small loose S-hook. Attached to this is the badly rotted end of a mostly-lost

canvas strap, with a metal eyelet (placed on the S-hook). Other examples of these straps have been
found nearby.
02:054 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:055 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. The loop has been bent up towards
the roof. Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring
for lighting.
02:056 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m
diameter, with a wooden railway sleeper at the top placed horizontally to spread the support, above
which are 18 small packing timbers between the sleeper and the roof (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 609093). The support lies next to a passage junction, but there are no specific indications of potential roof
instability. Near the top of the pillar there is an ‘iron’ pin with upturned end, hammered in to for m a
hook.
02:057 Roof Plug and Hanging Pin
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical
wiring.
In the passage wall a short distance below the roof there is a short wooden pin, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose.
02:058 Glass Bottle and Light Bulb
In a void in the passage wall pack there is a one-pint bottle in brown glass, with an inscription ‘Orme
& Co Limited - Bakewell and Branches’ (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6081-83).
There is also a light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting and the text ‘Osram 250V 100W’.
02:059 Timber Roof Support and S-Hook with Canvas Strap
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.16m diameter, with a small wooden plank at the top placed
horizontally to spread the support (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6090-93). The support lies next to a
passage junction, matched on the other side of the incline by the next feature, but there are no specific
indications of potential roof instability.
In the top plank there is an ‘iron’ pin with curved end hammered in to form a hook. Attached to this,
via a sturdy spiral metal loop, are two badly rotted ends of a mostly lost loop of canvas strap, with two
metal eyelets (placed on the loop) (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6085-88). Further examples of these
straps have been found nearby.
02:060

Timber Roof Support

This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.14m diameter. It lies next to a passage junction, matched on
the other side of the incline by the last feature, but there are no specific indications of potential roof
instability. Near the top of the pillar there is an ‘iron pin hammered in to form a hook.
02:061 Compressed Air Y-Piece
Close to the upper end of this section of compressed air pipe there is a Y-Piece where air was taken off
and down one of the side passages.
02:062 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a protruding rotten wooden plug into which
is driven an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to
contain an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:063 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy
cable clip remains, but this appears to have broken during use and repaired using a small stick. The
Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:064 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:065 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical
wiring.
02:066 Drill Holes for Roof Pins or Roof Plugs
Three large-diameter holes drilled close together in the roof. At least one may have been for an ‘iron’
lifting pin which has been removed. Alternatively, in all cases, the holes may have held wooden plugs
associated with fastening electrical cables.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Features may be part of either a set
where a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for
electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held
electrical wiring.
02:067 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; part of the main loop has broken off.
Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for
lighting.
02:068 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy
cable clip remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.

02:069 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable. The board has rotted away but the
fastening nail remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:070 Tramway Turntable
This turntable comprises a solid ‘iron’ plate that is circular, of 1.26m diameter, which revolved (Photo
2011-02-10 Images 6111-14). On it are two tramway rails with a gauge of just over 17.0 inch (0.45m)
(for trucks of 17 inch gauge). Welded bars on the plate, forming a cross (with two bars per arm),
apparently reflect the positions of former earlier rails crossing at right-angles of about 24 inch (0.60m)
gauge, suggest the turntable was reused from elsewhere (perhaps bought second-hand), or had been
modified in-situ.
The turntable plate lies on a fixed solid square plate, attached at the centre point, with the lower plate
having angled corners (thus octagonal with alternating long and short sides), which is somewhat larger
that the upper plate and is supported on the downdip side by a sturdy timber baulk laid across the passage
for the length of one of the long sides. The revolving upper plate was held in place during use by a
sturdy hinged clip which fitted into a notch in the plate.
This turntable lies on a section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the
entrance via points to a branch of the incline accessing late working areas to the right side (looking
down) of the main incline and at the bottom of the quarry. There are three turntables at intervals down
the incline, but in all cases the tramways on horizontal access passages to which they led have all been
taken up indicating they were not used in the latest phases of quarrying.
02:071 Victaulic Coupling Gasket
Hanging on the wall near the roof there is ‘rubber’ gasket from a Victaulic Coupling from a compressed
air pipe.
02:072 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The Feature is part of a
set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:073 Compressed Air Valve
At the lower end of this section of the compressed air pipe there is a valve and the pipe has been removed
downdip from this point (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6116-19). At the valve the airflow was kinked to
the side within a cast fitting (in two halves and with the valve part bolted on), and then returned to the
original line; at the apex of the kink there is a sturdy circular disc on a threaded bar, which was the
valve handle.
02:074 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:075 Roof Plugs
Two drill holes driven vertically into the roof, relatively close to each other and both filled with rotten
wooden plugs which protrude slightly. Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the
Feature may be part of either a set where a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto
which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin
protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical wiring.

02:076 Newspaper
A small piece of rotted newspaper in crack in the passage wall pack. This has a cartoon by ‘Trog’ and
a partially readable date of 18 ….ember 1950. Trog was the pen name for the cartoonist Wally Fawkes
who in 1950 was working for the Daily Mail.
02:077 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy
cable clip remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:078 Wall Nail with Wire Hanging Loop
Close to the roof, a nail has been hammered into the passage side pack. Attached to this is a broken
wire loop, which presumably once secured an electrical cable.
02:079 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a protruding rotten wooden plug into which
is driven an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to
contain an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:080 Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Broken pieces of wood have been
utilised to make the pins.
02:081 Wire Rope Roller
A now-rusty wire rope roller of the short type, set on the incline floor between the two rails of a
tramway; it lies at an acute diagonal angle to the rails and may have moved slightly (Photo 2011-02-10
Images 6121-23). The short roller has flanges and bearings to either end within an integrated
rectangular metal casing which has a total length of 0.37m, with the top of roller only exposed at the
top of the unit.
02:082 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. An adjacent
relieving hole has been drilled to remove the pin.
02:083 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
In the centre of the passage, above the tramway, there are is a short section of shallow wear grooves in
the rock roof, from where the wire rope caught when tubs were being hauled up the tramway at points
in time when they were near the bottom of the incline.
02:084 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical
wiring.
02:085 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. An adjacent
relieving hole has been drilled to remove the pin.
02:086

Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable

A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:087 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy ‘iron’ bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled
hole in the roof with a metal shim.
02:088 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Only traces of the board
remain. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:089 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6127-31). This has a very distinctive double bend, with
the main loop created to contain an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose.
Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for
lighting.
02:090 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.16m diameter, with a wooden chock at the top to make up the
height (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6127-31). It lies next to a passage junction and is matched on the
other side of the incline by a post given the next but one catalogue number, but there are no specific
indications of potential roof instability. This said, the general weight that has come down on both
supports has crushed their tops.
02:091 Wire Rope Roller
A now-rusty wire rope roller of the short type, set on the incline floor between the two rails of a
tramway; it lies at a slight diagonal angle to the rails but may have been set like this (Photo 2011-02-10
Image 6125). The short roller has flanges and bearings to either end within an integrated rectangular
metal casing which has a total length of 0.37m, with the top of roller only exposed at the top of the unit.
02:092 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.16m diameter, with a wooden chock at the top to make up the
height (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6133-34). It lies next to a passage junction and is matched on the
other side of the incline by a post given the last but one catalogue number, but there are no specific
indications of potential roof instability. This said, the general weight that has come down on both
supports has crushed their tops.
02:093 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable and Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples along this branch
of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
Next to the first feature there is a drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden
plug which is attached to a short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical
cable. Part of the zinc-alloy cable clip remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of
this branch of the main incline.

02:094 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable, and Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill holes driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable (now missing) with a zinc-alloy
cable clip which remains. The feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the
main incline (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5268-70).
Next to the first feature is a drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden
plug into which is driven an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop
created to contain an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing
(Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5268-70). Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a
set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:095 Timber Roof Support and Light Fitting
This collapsed feature comprised a sturdy roof timber across the passage, comprising a reused railway
sleeper that is 290x130mm across and 2.74m long, which was held up by a vertical timber post at either
end; all now lie on the passage floor. One of the pillars was circular in cross section, the other was
rectangular.
Fastened to what was the underside of the roof timber is a white ceramic light-socket fitting for a
standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.
02:096 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:097 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:098 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The Feature is part of a
set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:099 Collapsed Pack
A short section of the pack wall here has partially collapsed and the rubble lies on the floor.
02:100 Wire Rope Roller
A now-rusty wire rope roller of the short type, set on the incline floor, somewhat diagonally, between
the two rails of a tramway. The short roller has flanges and bearings to either end within an integrated
rectangular metal casing which has a total length of 0.37m, with the top of roller exposed at the top of
the unit (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5272-80).
02:101 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:102 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an

electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:103 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:104 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:105 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
02:106 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:107 Light Switch
A brass light switch housed in a corroded sheet ‘brass’ domed case, with fluted sides, set on a ceramic
base. This has pretensions towards ‘taste’ and would be better suited in a domestic context and thus is
perhaps reused (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5282-7085).
02:108 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
02:109 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:110 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is 1 short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
02:111 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable. The board has rotted away but the
fastening nail remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:112 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
A broad swathe of wire rope wear grooves on the roof of the passage over two main low points. The
grooves are parallel with the passage and may well have been made by the wire rope used in the incline
tramway (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5297-98, 5300-03).

02:113 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof with a metal shim. The position of the pin behind the passage wall line indicates the pin was
in use before the wall pack was put in place (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5287-91).
02:114 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
02:115 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
A series of wire rope wear grooves on the roof of the passage over one low point. The grooves are at
an acute angle to the passage and may be associated with the use of the lifting pins nearby (Photo 201012-09 Image 5300-03).
02:116 Roof Lifting Pins and Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Two circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, with suspension holes in bulbous
circular parts close to the lower ends. Both have broken across the hole and the lower parts are missing.
The pins are set into drilled holes in the roof and were secured by metal shims.
There are also two further large-diameter holes drilled in the roof for further ‘iron’ lifting pins. One
has had the pin removed, facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The other is a lobated
pentagonal hole and relatively short, the result of misuse of the drill by putting on too much pressure;
this appears to have been abandoned rather than used and was presumably also intended for a lifting
pin (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5300-03).
02:117 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples along
this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:118 Oil Tin
A one quart oil tin which contained Two Stroke Saab Engine Oil, now bent and left of the floor at the
passage side (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5305).
02:119 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
A series of wire rope wear grooves on the roof of the passage over two main low points. At one of
these the cable has cut deeply and was only of a relatively small diameter. The grooves are not parallel
with the passage and may be associated with the use of the lifting pin nearby (they are not made by the
wire rope used in the incline tramway) (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5293-95).
02:120 Collapsed Pack
A short section of the pack wall here has partially collapsed and the rubble cleared from the floor.
02:121 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable. The board has rotted away but the
fastening nail remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main
incline.
02:122 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an

electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; this lies on the floor. Further examples
along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical wiring for lighting.
02:123 Light Bulb
A large domestic-type, bayonet fitting, light bulb in clear glass.
02:124 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The Feature is part of a
set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:125 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes slightly.
Further examples down this branch of the incline show that the Feature may be part of either a set where
a nail is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’
for electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again
held electrical wiring.
02:126 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable using a zinc-alloy cable
clip which remains (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5303). The Feature is part of a set which run down the
roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:127 Roof Lifting Pins with Bow Shackle
Five circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, with suspension holes in a bulbous
circular part close to the lower end. This small cluster has an intact pin at the centre, with a large
circular bow shackle attached. The surrounding 4 pins have all broken across their holes and the
sections below are missing in each case. The pins are set into drilled holes in the roof and presumably
were placed sequentially, one replacing another as the earlier one broke (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 530708).
02:128 Tramway Turntable
This turntable comprises a solid ‘iron’ plate that is circular with a diameter of 1.38m, which revolved.
On it are two tramway rails, made as part of the plate, with a gauge of just over 17.0 inch (0.45m) (for
trucks of 17 inch gauge). The turntable plate lies on a fixed, solid, square, lower plate, attached at the
centre point with visible upper central bearing plate which is circular with four strengthening struts and
a fastening bolt between each, which is somewhat larger and supported on the downdip side and one of
the sides at right-angles by a sturdy timber baulk laid across the passage for just over the width of the
rails. The revolving upper plate was held in place during use by a sturdy hinged clip which fitted into
one of four notches in the plate.
This turntable lies on a section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the
entrance via points to a branch of the incline accessing late working areas to the right side (looking
down) of the main incline and at the bottom of the quarry. There are three turntables at intervals down
the incline), but in all cases the tramways on horizontal access passages to which they led have all been
taken up indicating they were not used in the latest phases of quarrying.
02:129 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose (now missing); the main loop has
broken off. Further examples along this branch of the incline are all part of a set that held electrical
wiring for lighting.

02:130 Dog Nails
Two rusty ‘iron’ dog nails on a ledge at the passage side.
02:131 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The zinc-alloy cable clip
remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:132 Drill Bit (Threaded Cross-head)
On a ledge in the passage pack wall there is cross-headed drill bit, of 40mm diameter, with screw thread.
02:133 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
In the centre of the passage, above the tramway, there are is a short section of shallow wear grooves in
the rock roof, over a 0.7m width, from where the wire rope caught when tubs were being hauled up the
tramway.
02:134 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in very poor condition,
discarded on the passage floor to the side.
02:135 Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which is attached to two
short horizontal timbers, one above the other, onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable.
No cable clip remains but there is a piece of rubber coated galvanised electrical wiring used to form a
tying loop. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
02:136 Roof Lifting Pins with U-Shackle
Four circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, in a short line, with suspension holes in
bulbous circular parts close to the lower ends. One contains a large U-shaped shackle. The other three
pins have broken across their suspension holes and the lower parts are missing. The pins are fixed in
roof drill holes, one with three metal shims, and another with two (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 53415346).
02:137 Unfinished Pack
A short stretch of wall pack is unfinished, with stone missing for up to 0.8m at the top. Presumably
there was not enough waste stone produced in the vicinity to complete the work.
02:138 Dumping Area
A minor dumping area on the top of Unfinished Pack 8, with:
• A metal kettle lid.
• Pieces of slow fuse.
• A small dump of spent carbide.
02:139 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The location of the drill hole, above the
unfinished wall pack, shows it was in use before the pack was built.
02:140 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
To one side of the passage, in the clay on the floor, there are a series of shallow wear grooves from the
wire rope (of about 22mm diameter) used on the tramway.
02:141

Hanging Pins (one reusing a File)

Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are eight short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Four use pieces of wood and at
four iron bars have been utilised to create the pins. The bar nearest the bottom is a reused large ‘iron’
‘bastard-file’ with its end turned-up for hammering it into the wall. One of the bars and two of the
pieces of wood have attached short pieces of electrical cable used for hanging loops. One of the pieces
of wood has a small plank at the end.
02:142 Hanging Pin and Electrical Cable Hanging Loop
A relatively sturdy timber has been has been reused as a hanging pin placed relatively high in the
passage wall. The end of the timber has two small boards attached, similar to those used for roof cabling
in the incline. The timber is too large to fit within one of the roof drill holes usually used.
Attached to the hanging pin is a piece of electrical cable of ‘domestic type’ used as a hanging loop.
02:143 Plastic Bucket
A bright-red plastic bucket left on the floor at the passage side, possibly of 1960s vintage.
02:144 Gelignite Wrapping Paper
On the rubble of the pack here there is a wrapping paper, now rotted, for half a stick of gelignite.
02:145 Alcove and Unfinished Pack
The end of this pack between the incline and the un-quarried face is unfinished, with stone missing in
the upper half, with it being at its lowest at the incline-side corner (Photo 2010-12-16 Images 5362,
5367-5369). Presumably there was not enough waste stone produced in the vicinity to complete the
work.
A triangular area between the face and incline originally probably had no waste stone, forming an
alcove, but it may be that this was left because of a lack stone and there being no perceived need for
roof support here, rather than the alcove being created to hold machinery or equipment. It now has
dumped stone associated with the next feature.
02:146 Drill Bit (Threaded Cross-head) and Slow Fuse
On the pack here there is a cross-headed drill bit, of 40mm diameter, with screw thread, and also a small
coil of slow fuse.
02:147 Dumping Area
On Pack 15 there are several dumped objects. These include:
• Two electrical light bulbs of domestic type with bayonet fittings, one inscribed ‘Osram 240V
60W’, the other unmarked.
• Short pieces of cotton-covered electrical cable with a single wound copper core.
• A cross-headed drill bit, of 40mm diameter, with screw thread.
02:148 Wire Rope and Cigarette Packet
On the rubble of Pack 15 close to the edge of the incline there is a short piece of wire rope of normal
twisted-spiral strand type, with frayed ends.
Nearby there is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 WD & HO Wills, Gold Flake,
Honey Dew cigarettes, in poor condition (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5352-5257).
02:149 Low Pack
At the updip part of this feature a low pack is retained at the incline side by a low drystone face of
crudely-placed stones. The roof above has shed a bed of stone and it may well be that the pack is the
stone from here which fell while the incline was in use and thus was moved to one side (Photo 201012-16 Images 5360-5362, 5367-5369).

The downdip part of this feature comprises low un-retained waste of unknown origin.
02:150 Timber Roof Supports and Light Fitting
Two long sturdy timber posts, suitable for roof supports, placed together at the passage side as if for
future use (Photo 2010-12-16 Images 5362, 5367-69). One has clearly been used previously as it has a
broken brass light fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type attached with nails nearly
half way along its length.
02:151 Metal Plate
A hexagonal metal plate, measuring 85mm across, with two protruding rings on one side both with
screw threads. This is possibly from a drilling machine.
02:152 Wire Rope and Detonator Box
A rough coil of several metres of discarded wire rope of Lang’s lay type with a diameter of 20mm
(Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5373).
Nearby there is a very-rusty, lidless, rectangular detonator box. Comparison with another in the mine
in better condition shows it may well have contained Nobel’s No. 6 detonators (Photo 2010-12-16
Image 5374-5376).
02:153 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
02:154 Newspaper
A small piece of rotted newspaper screwed up and placed in a crack in the passage wall pack. This is
partially readable, with an article about 19 killed in a plane crash while landing in fog and a date of
March 1948.
02:155 Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head) and Cigarette Packet
Knock-on drill bit of 35mm diameter discarded on the passage floor to the side.
Nearby is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in very poor
condition.
02:156 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a nine drill holes in the rock face in a vertical band. All are of c. 40mm diameter
and three are about 1.5m long. However, the other six are only shallow at about 20m long; why these
were started but never completed is not known (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5378-5381). The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
02:157 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section and 0.16m
diameter. The support lies next to a passage junction, but there are no specific indications of potential
roof instability.
02:158 Inscriptions and Electrical Plug with Electrical Cable
In a small area at shoulder height there are four inscriptions on a large corner block in the pack wall
(Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5383-5390):
• ‘1949 Feb 14’ with 2-3 words beneath that have later been scribbled over or smeared (in pencil).
• Tallies ‘III’ with a second ‘III’ below (in pencil – perhaps associated with first).
• ‘Block down Dec 16 1949’ within a crude square (finely scratched into rock).
• ‘Block down 12 July 1952 within a crude square (finely scratched into rock).

On a ledge below there is three-pin electrical plug in Bakelite, with two short lengths of rubber-coated
electrical cable attached, each with single core, one used for live and the other for neutral, both of which
have been cut at the ends opposite the plug.
02:159 Tramway Turntable
This turntable comprises a solid ‘iron’ plate that is circular with a diameter of 1.37m, which revolved
(Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5365-5366, 5393-5398). On it are two tramway rails, made as part of the
plate, with a gauge of just over 17.0 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of 17 inch gauge). The turntable plate lies
on a fixed, solid, square, lower plate, largely buried, attached at the centre point with visible upper
central bearing plate which is circular with four strengthening struts and a fastening bolt between each,
which is somewhat larger and supported on the downdip side and one of the sides at right-angles by a
sturdy timber baulk laid across the passage for just over the width of the lower plate. The revolving
upper plate was held in place during use by a sturdy hinged clip which fitted into one of four notches in
the plate.
This turntable lies on a section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the
entrance via points to a branch of the incline accessing late working areas to the right side (looking
down) of the main incline and at the bottom of the quarry. There are three turntables at intervals down
the incline, but in all cases the tramways on horizontal access passages to which they led have all been
taken up indicating they were not used in the latest phases of quarrying.
02:160 Roof Lifting Pins
Two circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, with suspension holes in bulbous
circular parts close to the lower end. One has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is
missing. The pins are fixed in roof drill holes.
02:161 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, in poor condition, discarded
on the passage floor to the side.
02:162 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has three drill holes in the rock face in one small area. The obvious one is 40mm in
diameter and only 0.2m long. The other two are below and under a small overhang. The presence of
undisturbed white drilling dust on the face surrounding the holes suggests they were drilled as part of
the drill steel testing within the quarry. Why further examples were not drilled here is unknown. The
testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the
1960s.
02:163 Hanging Pins (one reusing an Iron Pipe)
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One piece of 2in metal pipe and
an ‘iron’ bar have been utilised to make the pins.
02:164 Cigarette Packets
Two paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, one for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in poor
condition the other for 20 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in very poor condition, discarded on the passage
floor to the side (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5402-5404).
02:165 Wire Rope Roller Bearing and Wire Rope Roller Support Post
On the passage floor near the side there is the missing bearing from a roller found nearby but catalogued
separately. Adjacent is part of a broken timber post, with wire-rope wear grooves, that may well have
been part of the removed wire rope roller support on the other side of the passage.
02:166

Wire Rope Roller

A wire rope roller of wall type resting against the passage wall (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5406-5411);
this may well have been fixed somewhere in this vicinity given the curvature of the passage here, but
no obvious sign of where it was fixed remains; this must have been purposefully removed and other
parts of the same fixture have been discarded on the other side of the passage (see the last feature).
The cylindrical un-flanged ‘iron’ roller has a length of 0.73m and a diameter of 0.10m. One sturdy
bearing with two fastening down bolt holes remains attached to the shaft at one end, while the one at
the other end has been removed (found nearby but catalogued separately).
02:167 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
02:168 Paraffin Heater Gauze
A circular ‘iron’ rim surrounding a ‘brass’ gauze, discarded on the passage floor to the side, may be
from a paraffin heater (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5414).
02:169 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Protruding parts of blocks in the pack wall at the passage side, most of hard chert-rich rock and close
to the floor, have shallow wear grooves from a narrow wire rope.
02:170 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Towards one side of the curving passage, just to one side of the tramway, there are is a short section of
7+ shallow wear grooves in the rock roof, over a 0.25m width, where the wire rope caught when tubs
were being hauled up the tramway.
02:171 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has three sets of drill holes in the rock face. That to the updip comprises 12 holes in a
long vertical line from roof to floor, intersected by 7 holes forming three short horizontal lines. The
central feature is a single hole. The downdip set comprises a long near-vertical line of 9 holes from
roof to near the floor. All are c. 40mm diameter and a selection was measured at 1.0 to 1.4m long
(Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5416-5421). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield
Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.

Passage 3: Eastern Incline (Sheet 3)
03:01
Waste Rock
A long length of the upper part of the incline here has been partially backfilled from updip with waste
rock, of all sizes and including fine material, in one part so that there is only an accessible crawl, but
downdip a long stretch with access of stooping height.
03:02
Alcove
An alcove was left here, partially backfilled when this whole area was filled, when the adjacent packs
were first built, but whether this held machinery, was a refuge, or just reflects the pack building
sequence is not known.
03:03
Alcove
A small alcove was left here, partially backfilled when this whole area was filled, when the adjacent
packs were first built, but whether this held machinery, was a refuge, or just reflects the pack building
sequence is not known.
03:04
Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Holes for Roof Pins or Roof Plugs
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, which has broken leaving only a stub end. It
was fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
Nearby there are two large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill holes in the roof for a now-missing
‘iron’ roof pins for lifting or wooden plugs.
03:05
Alcove
A small alcove was left here, partially backfilled when this whole area was filled, when the adjacent
packs were first built, but whether this held machinery, was a refuge, or just reflects the pack building
sequence is not known.
03:06
Roof Plug with Small Eye
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes
downwards. The end has a metal screw eye. In this old part of the mine, it is unclear whether the roof
plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had another purpose; in this case the eye
may well be a surveying station.
03:07
Small Roof Pin
Circular-sectioned, ‘iron’ roof pin, of smaller type than usually used for lifting but with similar
suspension hole in a bulbous circular part at the lower end. The pin is set within a drilled hole in the
roof, secured with the aid of two metal shims.
03:08
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.11m
diameter. It is 1.02m long and runs from a point part way up the pack wall to the roof, placed here
when it was unfinished, but now set into the wall which has been built around it.
03:09
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. In this old part of the
mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had
another purpose.
03:10
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug, with this protruding. In
this old part of the mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold support for electrical
wiring, or had another purpose.
03:11

Roof Plugs and Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug

Two drill holes driven vertically into the roof and filled with rotten wooden plugs, one flush with the
roof the other protruding. In this old part of the mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed
to hold support for electrical wiring, or had another purpose.
Between the two there is a hand-drilled vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin
for lifting or a wooden plug.
03:12
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar at the passage side, which is of rectangular crosssection re-used ‘railway sleeper’, measuring 0.26m by 0.12m across, which runs from part-backfilled
floor to roof and leans slightly inwards.
03:13
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter hole hand-drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking
it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
Nearby there is a large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’
roof pin for lifting or a wooden plug.
03:14
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
03:15
Unfinished Pack
This small pack is unfinished, infilling a small triangular area between two earlier pack walls,
presumably rationalising the space when the incline here was primarily for access, left unfinished
because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
03:16
Unfinished Pack
This small base of a pack is unfinished, standing only about 0.25m high and perhaps a continuation of
that a short distance downdip, presumably representing a change in plan to improve the alignment of
the incline.
03:17
Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. It has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
About 0.15m away there is a second large-diameter hole hand-drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin
which has been removed. Taking it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
03:18
Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This incline has had a tramway removed. There are 11 visible sleeper slots of the long type suitable for
timber sleepers, one where two sleepers appear have been placed together, and elsewhere in the incline
where the old floor is not buried spaces for at least four more.
03:19
Unfinished Pack
This small base of a pack is unfinished, standing only about 0.3m high and perhaps overlain by the pack
wall corner immediately downdip, presumably representing a change in plan to improve the alignment
of the incline.
03:20
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.

03:21
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. In this old part of the
mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had
another purpose.
03:22
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large sturdy circular ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks
etc. The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6966-67).
03:23
Unfinished Pack
This narrow pack is unfinished, standing to just above head height and infilling a wider than average
space between the passage sides, presumably rationalising the space when the incline here was primarily
for access, left unfinished because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone
to complete the feature.
03:24
Crab Winch
To the side of the passage there is smashed crab winch and platform, apparently well out of position;
why it was moved and where its working position was is not known (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 696990). It appears to have been purposely smashed and placed against the wall. There are various remaining
components. Leaning against the wall there are:
• Two sturdy timbers fastened at right-angles to each other, which were part of the winch
platform.
• Other very-rotted timbers.
• A short section of bridge rail, presumably part of the winch platform.
On the floor there are:
• The winch drum of 0.62m length and 0.13m diameter, with flange to one end and with a large
but broken toothed cog of 0.72m diameter to the other end (a small part of which has been
dumped at the bottom of the incline). Protruding from either end is the axle which fitted into
the A-frame sides.
• Two sturdy winch sides – cast iron A-frame type, both now broken. These have short horizontal
feet with fastening bolts remaining and were probably attached to timbers or possible an iron
plate. One side has its top part missing.
• One of the sides has a long attached tie bar at right angles which ran from the top to the other
A-frame top.
• Another short section of bridge rail, presumably part of the winch platform.
• One long round-sectioned timber roof prop (not certainly originally associated with the winch).
Other parts are gone and some were perhaps taken for reuse; these include two small cogs, and the cog
shafts and two further tie bars that ran between the A-frame sides. The last have been purposefully cut
off.
03:25
Roof Plug with Small Eye
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof, which may once have had a wooden plug which has now
rotted away. Protruding from the hole there is a metal pin, the end of which is bent round to form a
small eye hole. In this old part of the mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold
support for electrical wiring, or had another purpose; in this case the pin may be a surveying station.
03:26
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
03:27

Roof Lifting Pin with Eye

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large sturdy circular ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks
etc. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
03:28
Unfinished Pack
This small pack is unfinished, standing 0.7m high and infilling a small triangular area between two
earlier pack walls, presumably rationalising the space when the incline here was primarily for access,
left unfinished because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature.
03:29
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. In this old part of the
mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had
another purpose.
03:30
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
03:31
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand drilled, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
03:32
Carbide Lamp Sooting
The sharp corner of the pack has two clear areas of sooting which show that a carbide lamp was hung
from here at about halfway up the pack at just below head height.
03:33
Boot Iron
A boot heel iron on the pack top.
03:34
Alcove and Unfinished Pack
There was a large alcove here when the adjacent pack walls were first built, but whether this held
machinery or just reflects the pack building sequence is not known. It is now partially backfilled with
low packs, up to 0.9m high, with faces indicating they were built in three abutting parts. That none
were taken to the roof suggests that when the building was taking place, there was not enough stone to
complete the task.
03:35
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a wide rotten wooden plug. In this old part of
the mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had
another purpose.
03:36
Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small dumping area (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6961-64),
with items comprising:
• A rusty curved-bottom shovel blade with the point missing.
• A paint tin with wire handle that has been reused as a grease tin.
• A small piece of the smashed main crab winch cog, most of which lies further up the incline.
03:37
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6958-59).

Passage 4: North-Eastern Incline (Sheet 3)
04:01
Modern Passage Backfill
This passage, which beyond the now-accessible area, was open to day via a ‘shaft’ and/or the open
quarry, has been fully backfilled. The earth-dominated fill has modern rubbish.
04:02
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large and very long rectangular cross-sectioned wooden beam that runs
across the passage at roof level at a diagonal angle, which fits into slots at the walling tops. It is higher
to one side compared with the other, roughly matching a rise in roof level. No timber packers remain
in-situ on the beam top but it is likely they once existed for the beam to function, as the beam does not
touch the roof.
04:03
Doorframe with Door
A crudely assembled wooden doorframe made from sturdy rectangular-section timbers (reused
sleepers) used as for one side upright and a lintel, defining a large doorway/barrier across the passage.
Above the doorway the gap to the roof is filled with corrugated galvanised ‘iron’ sheeting attached to a
timber frame with two side uprights, the lintel at the base and a second cross-piece above.
The doorway contained a single large wooden door, which opened inwards, installed to prevent
unauthorised entry to the quarry. Much of this door probably remains but it has fallen inwards and now
is largely buried by the passage backfill which has spilled from beyond the doorway. The door is made
from corrugated galvanised ‘iron’ sheeting on a timber frame, with one large ‘iron’ strap hinge visible
(Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7521-22).
04:04
Unfinished Pack
High in the very-high pack wall, there are two redundant interlinked openings, perhaps once used for
access to workings beyond, where the pack has not been finished by filling these.
04:05
Oil Can and Anchor (Bullhead Rail)
Placed for storage on a ledge in the pack wall an intact but now-rusty oil can, with drum shaped oil
chamber, with small screw-on top with handle, thumb pumping arm and long oiling nozzle (Photo 201108-10 Images 7508-09). On the floor below there is a short piece of bullhead rail which may have been
cut for an anchor.
04:06
Storage/Dumping Area
A long length of the passage side has been used for storing ‘spares’ and dumping unwanted items.
These comprise:
• One short piece of flexible compressed air hose, with three Hercules Clips joining pieces of
the hose together (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7511-14).
• Fragments of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm section.
• A large ceramic push-in fuse with twin copper terminals, with one end broken, of the type found
in an electrical isolator box.
• A small crowbar
• A broken cast-iron tub wheel, of 250mm diameter with flange and six spokes; one third missing
(Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7515-16).
• A turkshead brush head.
• Various pieces of unused or displaced timber that are perhaps associated with timber roof
supports.
• A small, circular, lidded metal tin of Zubes lozenges (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7511-14).
• A set of four decorated brass furniture handles (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7511-14).
• A circular fine-meshed brass filter from a tundish funnel (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7511-14)
04:07

Timber Roof Support

This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar which is of square cross-section and 0.12m across.
It is 1.40m long and runs from a point 2.40m up the pack wall to the roof, placed here when it was
unfinished, but now set into the wall which has been built around it (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 751720).
04:08
Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This horizontal passage and incline beyond (see 04:21), have had a tramway removed. In the horizontal
area there are 13 visible sleeper slots of the long type suitable for timber sleepers and spaces for at least
3 more. These include two slots set close together but offset from each other, with one for the tramway
going down the incline and the other for the branch passage.
04:09
Tub Wear
The two pack-wall corners here have been smoothed where tramway tubs have touched the rock,
confirming a tramway went down the backfilled incline, which was winched from well inside the top
chamber. In one case this wear reaches 0.40m from the floor, while the other is 0.65m.
04:10
Wall Timber
A large but rotted timber of c. 150mm diameter, which protrudes horizontally by 0.70m from the wall
pack at just above head height. Its function is unknown.
04:11
Storage/Dumping Area
The passage floor to the side has an assortment of loose items that have been stored and/or dumped.
These include:
• Two short lengths of bridge rail, possibly previously used as an anchor points.
• Two rusty 45-gallon oil drums that may have been imported into the quarry as supports for
planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level. (Photo 2011-08-10 Image
7530)
• A large paint tin.
• Three timbers which have been discarded or stored for future use.
• A tin can.
• A food tin containing grease.
04:12
Timber Roof Support
A very large but rotted roof support post, of circular cross-section and 0.28mm diameter, which has
fallen and now lies on the passage floor (Photo 2011-08-10 Image 7530). At one end, adjacent to the
pack wall corner, there is a 0.10m deep hole in the floor where the timber stood and timber fragments
on the roof above. Why it was thought necessary to place this here is unknown as there are no obvious
issues with potential roof instability.
04:13
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
The pin is set into a drilled hole in a vertical face where the roof steps down.
04:14
Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clips
One long flexible compressed air hose, with five Hercules Clips joining pieces of the hose together.
This lies on the passage floor at the passage side from close to the main winch base (see below) running
back towards the old entrance and may well be associated with the compressed air used to drive the
winch that once stood here.
04:15
Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, high up the wall at 2.7m above the floor, there is one short pin, protruding
into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of ‘iron’ rod has
been utilised to make the pin.

04:16
Drill Holes for Fittings to Install Winch
In the passage roof there are three pairs of drill holes, two above the main winch platform and the third
close by in the centre of the passage outby of the platform. All are 10-20cm deep and their positions
suggest they were possibly for roof pins placed to lift the winch onto the winch platform.
04:17
Unfinished Pack or Pack Removal
The pack here reaches the roof at the corner, but has a ragged edge downdip and has either never been
finished here, or robbed away to create space for the winch platform here.
04:18
Alcove, Winch Platform (Concrete) and Corrugated Sheet (Winch Roof)
The shallow alcove to the passage side has been filled with a large raised concrete winch base used for
the winch that hauled trucks up the adjacent incline. This platform has vertical sides, is about 0.5m
high, and has a flat top (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7531-44). The longest side is at the edge of the used
part of the passage, the other side is at the pack wall, while the two short ends form a trapezoidal
platform whose shape effectively fills the alcove. The top has four sturdy fastening bolts in a trapezoidal
arrangement, protruding vertically, with loose nuts nearby left when the winch was removed. There is
also a vertically-set iron ‘pipe’ nearby which is 1.06m high, with an external diameter of 65mm.
Towards the outby end of the platform top there are also two vertical holes for ‘rods’ in the platform
top relatively near its corner.
Above the winch platform there are remains of a roof made of corrugated iron sheeting supported on
two long lengths of bridge rail. Most of the in-situ roof sheeting has gone, with very-rotted remains
now on the top of the winch platform below.
The platform top had been used as a minor dumping area. Articles include:
• A metal toasting fork.
• A compressed air hose connector, with screw threads of 1.5inch at one end and 1inch at the
other.
• A plastic knob.
• A level made of iron bar.
04:19
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle and Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with metal
shims.
About 0.35m away downdip there is another drill hole, made either for a now-missing lifting pin or
wooden plug.
04:20
Timber Roof Supports and Bell Crank
This roof support comprises a large square cross-sectioned wooden beam that runs across the passage
at roof level, which fits into slots at the walling tops (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7535-37).
Nearby, displaced with one end on the floor and resting diagonally against the pack wall, there is a
second timber, of circular cross-section, which has a bell crank attached. Rotted remains in the roof at
the timber ends show this timber was originally positioned next to the first timber, running parallel to
it. The bell crank is placed half way along the timber and comprises a central support of iron with a
bolt holding the pivoting part which comprises a shallow-U shaped bar with holes at either end (Photo
2011-08-10 Image 7506). Whether it was in use when the timber was in place in the roof, or already
attached when placed here, is not clear,
04:21

Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)

This part of the incline has slots at regular intervals where sleepers have been removed. One sleeper
remains in-situ, 26 sleeper slots are visible, 5 of which are ledge-like rather than sunken slots, while
one which contained a pair of sleepers and may have been associated with points of possibly a turntable,
and there are gaps with spaces for about 17-21 more which cannot now be traced. While no sleeper
slots are visible in the lower part of the leg, it is likely the tramway extended to the bottom of the incline
and therefore 6-8 sleepers are likely to be missing here. The sleepers were originally of rectangularsectioned timber.
The in-situ sleeper lies next to a sleeper slot and these may be associated with points or possibly a
turntable below at the junction. However, the spacing of sleeper slots at the junction further up the
incline, and again at a further junction, is such that it is likely there were points rather than a turntable
and this may have been the case all down the incline.
04:22
Oil Drum
Placed against the passage side at the top of the incline is a rusty ‘iron’ 45 gallon oil drum. This drum
may have been imported into the quarry as a support for planking used to work higher than was possible
from floor level.
04:23
Small Roof Pin and Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Circular-sectioned, light duty, ‘iron’ roof pin, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to
the lower end. The pin is fixed in the roof drill hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 749495).
Adjacent, with a further example nearby, there are two other vertical large-diameter drill holes in the
roof, presumably for now-missing roof lifting pins.
04:24
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of square cross-section, 0.30m x
0.30m across (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7499-7502). At the top there are wooden wedges between the
post and the roof. It is 2.40m high and stands at the junction of the two passages; why it was thought
necessary to place this here is unknown as there are no obvious issues with potential roof instability.
04:25
Grease Tin
A grease pot, placed out of the way against the wall at the passage junction, which is a reused bottom
section of a metal thermos flask.
04:26
Iron Beam
A piece of sturdy iron ‘channel’ leant against the passage side, which has five drilled holes suggesting
it had previously been used elsewhere (Photo 2011-08-10 Image 7504).
04:27
Hanging Pins (one reusing Bullhead Rail, one reusing an Iron Pipe)
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are 17 short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of both wood and short
sections of ‘iron’ pin, ‘iron’ bar, ‘iron’ pipe and ‘iron’ bullhead tramway rail have been utilised.
04:28
Light Bulb
In a hole in the wall side pack there is an electrical light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting,
inscribed: ‘Mazda 100W R793 Made in England’.
04:29
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
04:30

Bell Crank and Electrical Cable Hanging Loop

This ‘iron’ bell crank is in-situ, fixed to the roof using a wooden plug in a drill hole. It comprises a
central support of iron with a bolt holding the pivoting part which comprises a shallow-U shaped bar
with holes, with a small iron ring in the hole at one end. The crank was originally connected to a now
missing signalling wire for the tramway, placed at this position as a deflector for the slightly curving
passage (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7490-92).
The crank appears to have been reused as a hanger, as there is a loop of rubber-coated electrical cable
tied to one end.
04:31
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
04:32
Unfinished Pack
This small and low base of part of a pack is unfinished, part of an earlier pack, where above a later pack
wall has been re-oriented. In the small triangular area created a few deads have later been piled above.
04:33
Glass Bottle
Broken one-pint glass bottle inscribed ‘Chesterfield Brewery’, placed in a hole in the side wall pack.
04:34
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. It has broken in-situ, at the point of weakness across the central hole, with
the lower part missing. The pin is fixed in the roof drill hole with metal shims.
04:35
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing roof pin for lifting. ‘Iron’ shims
remain.
04:36
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
04:37
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is fixed in the roof drill hole with metal shims.
04:38
Clay Deposit
To the passage side, on the floor, there is a small purposefully made heap of plastic clay, with two sets
of finger grooves where small amounts have been scooped up (Photo 2011-08-10 Image 7449).
04:39
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
04:40
Alcove, Unfinished Pack and Storage/Dumping Area
The passage side here has a large alcove, later part-filled with an unfinished pack that is up to about
1.2m high, which reduced the alcove size by half but leaving a smaller space free of stone rather than
the intention being to fill the whole alcove; what these phases of alcove were used for is not clear.
This area has been used for storage/dumping. Items include:
• A white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.
• Broken glass bottles.
• Three knock-on cross-head drill bits, of 30mm diameter (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7443-45).

•
•
•
•
•

A now-empty, rusty ‘iron’, carbide drum (for 1cwt of carbide?). This has a diameter of 0.32m
and it is 0.54m high. The top has a rim for a smaller diameter removable lid (missing). The
drum has multiple perforations on its side, indicating it has been converted to a brazier.
A coil of slow fuse.
A flimsy folding coat hanger made of iron wire (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7443-45).
A rusty ‘iron’ 45 gallon oil drum that may have been imported into the quarry as a support for
planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
A rotted paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes.

04:41
Grease Tin
Small metal tin containing grease and a stick, placed on the floor by the corner of the pack at the passage
side.
04:42
Dumping Area
The unfinished pack here has been used as a dumping area. Items include:
• Two small coils of slow fuse.
• Two broken soft-drink bottles, one with the inscription ‘Whittakers’.
• One white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.
• One square-sided glass bottle with a metal screw top.
04:43
Unfinished Pack
This narrow pack is unfinished, standing to about 1.5m high at the updip corner and reaching the roof
near the downdip end, infilling a wider than average space between the passage sides, presumably
rationalising the space when the incline here was primarily for access, left unfinished because at the
time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
04:44
Timber Roof Supports
These roof supports comprise two long wooden beams set diagonally across the passage at roof level.
One has a circular cross-section and the other is square. These support two smaller cross timbers and
there are various packing timbers between the four main timbers and the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images
7439-41).
04:45
Wedge
An ‘iron’ wedge of about 150mm length, ‘stored’ on a ledge at the passage wall.
04:46
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shaped shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7436-37).
04:47
Wedge
An ‘iron’ wedge of about 150mm length, ‘discarded’ on the passage floor.
04:48
Iron-Beam
A piece of sturdy ‘iron’ channel placed across the passage near the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images
7397-7400). In cross section it has a base of c. 300mm width, with sides that are c. 100mm high. Drill
holes and bolts indicate former use elsewhere. Above, inside the channel, over half its length, there is
a rectangular timber. Wrapped twice around the channel and timber, close to the passage centre, there
is a sturdy ‘iron’ chain. The timber prevented it slipping sideways. This chain may well have been
used for a lifting pulley, although the possibility that it was associated with guiding the winding cable
cannot be dismissed.
04:49

Crab Winch Handle

Hung from the passage wall pack there is an ‘iron’ crab winch handle, with a 0.32m long handle and a
0.35m long curved shaft with a loop at the other end with square hole at the centre. Presumably this
was placed here so that it could easily be relocated, but it is likely there was never a winch in the
immediate vicinity and that the handle had already been moved from elsewhere since last used (Photo
2011-08-10 Images 7392-94).
04:50
Hanging Pin (reusing a Crowbar)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a short crow bar, of 25mm
diameter.
04:51
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section. Its base is set into the
passage wall, at 2.5m off the floor, and it rises at a slight diagonal angle into the passage, to the roof
(Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7389-90).
04:52
Wire Rope Clamps
Two small ‘iron’ clamps for wire rope, placed on a ledge at the passage wall pack.
04:53
Wedge
An ‘iron’ wedge, broken into two pieces, ‘discarded’ on the passage floor.
04:54
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.

Passage 5: First Western Cross Passage (Top) (Sheet 1)
05:01
Wire Rope Roller Fittings
Site of Wire Rope Roller, originally placed vertically on the wall at the point where the haulage Wire
Rope would have caught because of the bend in the passage. On the wall there are the remains of two
broken ‘iron’ pins in drill holes, set one above the other in the passage wall, with the hole for a third
below, which secured the backing board (now displaced and catalogued below) to the passage side.
There is an in-situ diagonal brace from floor to passage wall made of round-section ‘iron’ bar of 20mm
diameter which stopped lateral movement of the backing board at the upslope side of its bottom end
and also guided the wire rope upwards to keep it off the floor (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3521/3525).
05:02
Wire Rope Roller
A sturdy Wire Rope roller associated with haulage on the tramway which has ‘fallen’ from the wall and
now lies on the passage floor (original nearby site catalogued above). The roller itself comprises a
manufactured ‘iron’ drum which is 0.90m long and 0.14m in diameter. At either end there is a bearing
in a mount with fastening holes. The unit is bolted to a sturdy wooden backing timber which originally
was flush to the passage wall (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3521/3525).
05:03
Tramway Rails (Bullhead) and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate
with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m
long and 0.18m wide (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3525/3526).
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance, via points to
a late working area a short distance downdip. A section starting at the downdip part of the tramway
catalogued here is buried by dumped rubble but the tramway reappears again beyond where it is given
a different catalogue number.
05:04
Wire Rope
A long section of wire rope, running down much of this leg of the passage, used for hauling tubs up the
tramway (with a hook at the bottom end – catalogued below). In the updip part of the passage there are
two ‘parallel’ lengths of the rope that lie sinuously on the floor where they fell when the Wire Rope
broke (presumably at or after the abandonment of the workings here). The Wire Rope, of normal
twisted-spiral strand type, is rusty and has a diameter of about 15mm (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 352729/3532).
05:05
Fishplate
A single fishplate, for joining lengths of tramway rail, lying on the passage floor. It is of the standard
type found at Pretoria and comprises an ‘iron’ plate which measures 360x40mm with four bolt holes
regularly spaced along its length (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3534-35).
05:06
Compressed Air Pipe
This metal pipe fed compressed air for drilling to the working face. The first section, which continues
from updip where it is given a different catalogue number, is placed close to the roof (at c. 35-40cm
below) so that traffic could pass under it in the main incline. A short distance down the branch incline
the pipe has two right-angle joints to bring it down to floor level. From here it runs down close to the
passage side to a point where a section has been removed (its continuation catalogued separately below).
The pipe has a 60mm external diameter and is galvanised. The joints are Victaulic Couplings with
rubber seals (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3536-37).
05:07
Storage Area
This small area, where there is a high ledge behind the passage-side walling which here does not run up
to the roof, has been used to store ‘spares’ (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3539-42). These include:
• An ‘iron’ wedge.
• Three ‘iron’ plugs and three ‘iron’ feathers.

•
•
•

A short section of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type with ‘iron’ hook.
A small coil of now-rotted slow fuse.
Two ‘domestic-type’ light bulbs with bayonet fitting.

05:08
Unfinished Pack
A short stretch of pack wall here is unfinished, with a gap from the pack wall top to the roof of up to
0.95m.
05:09
Hanging Pin (reusing a Drill Steel with Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)) and Spanner
A rusty ring spanner hung on an ‘iron’ hanging pin high in the wall.
The hanging pin is made from a broken and very rusty piece of hexagonal drill steel with attached crosshead drill bit (it is only assumed that this is of knock-on type).
The double-ended spanner is for an eight-sided nut of about 55mm and a six-sided nut of about 25mm,
presumably made for a specific purpose (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3545-47).
05:10
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, of 45mm diameter and 130mm length, with suspension
hole in bulbous circular end. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use
before the wall pack was put in place.
05:11
Detonator Box
A rusty rectangular detonator box with lid, made from ‘iron’ and coated with red paint. Readable text
indicates it contained Nobel’s No. 6 detonators (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3551-53).
05:12
Storage Area
A collection of objects have been carefully stored on the floor, placed on the top of a large wooden
beam (Photo 2010-08-29 Image 3566-73). These included:
• Four ‘iron’ wedges.
• Nine ‘iron’ feathers and two ‘iron’ plugs.
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting.
• One rubber gasket from a compressed air hose end.
• Nearby was a small used greenstone grindstone, made of a grey-green coloured composite,
which was 100mm in diameter and 25mm across, discarded as fully used.
05:13
Storage Area
A long length of the passage side has been used for storing ‘spares’ (and perhaps dumping unwanted
items) (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3554-55/3557/3566/3573-74/3588-93/3594-3603; Photo 2010-09-30
Image 4687-90). Specific items have been catalogued separately above. Other items include:
• Several large iron shovelling plates, made of flat sheets, leant against the wall.
• Timbers including old railway sleepers of rectangular cross-section (including two on the other
side of the passage), presumably stored for use as roof supports and other purposes, but possibly
also already used as such.
• Loose Victaulic Couplings for compressed air pipes.
• Scaffolding poles and clamps.
• Three oil drums.
• A rusty circular metal tin which contained SAAB two stroke engine oil (Photo 2010-08-29
Image 3563-64).
• Other oil tins.
• A small electrical fuse box, inscribed ‘Crabtree 50/50 10 amp, 250 volt’.
• Hexagonal drill steels.
• A wood saw with long ‘iron’ blade with curved coarse-toothed sawing edge and slightly-curved
back edge. A wooded handle at right-angles to the blade survives at one end; the blade is

•
•

broken, with a short part with second handle missing at the other. The remaining part of the
blade is 1.25m long and 0.15m broad at the central widest point (Photo 2010-08-29 Images
3559-61).
Short sections of loose metal compressed air pipe with T-junctions (Photo 2010-08-29 Image
3588-93).
A small coil of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3625-26).

There are other items which either belonged to the miners or were introduced by later explorers,
including:
• An Elastoplast tin.
• Two beer cans (Newcastle Brown and Carling Black Label).
05:14
Timber Roof Supports
Originally this roof support comprised a large circular cross-sectioned wooden pillar against one wall
of the passage, with a rectangular-cross sectioned beam above that ran across the passage at roof level
and which fitted into in a slot at the walling top at the other end. The beam is rotted and has become
detached from the pillar, has dropped somewhat and currently hangs precariously. The pillar is fastened
to the floor with three sturdy iron pins, with shims, to stop lateral movement. About a third of the way
up the pillar it is fastened to the roof by an ‘iron’ hoop set into the passage wall. The roof beam is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ with various holes and a white-paint stencilled inscription – ‘Date Oiled’ with
‘District No’ beneath. Two smaller timber packers still remain in-situ on the beam top (Photo 201008-29 Image 3578-87; Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4687-90).
05:15
Anchor Points (Iron Rods)
Two sturdy ‘iron’ anchor points, comprising solid rods coming vertically from the floor, set 0.95m
apart. One is about 40mm diameter and 0.42m high, the other 45mm diameter and 0.46m high. What
was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is a winch (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3594-96).
05:16
Compressed Air Pipe
Section of in-situ compressed air pipe on the floor, a continuation of that described above and of the
same type.
05:17
Waste Rock
A small heap of waste stone against the passage side, part-filling a small recess.
05:18
Roofing Bar
2.6m long roofing bar which is ‘home-made’ from a hollow ‘iron’ tube of 25mm diameter, with a
modified piece of drill steel ‘welded’ to one end which has been modified to give it a chisel point (Photo
2010-08-29 Images 3606-07).
05:19
Anchor Point (Iron Rod)
A sturdy ‘iron’ anchor point, comprising a solid rod coming vertically from the floor. It is 40mm
diameter and 0.40m high. What was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is the winch in the
next entry (Photo 2010-08-29 Image 3608).
05:20
Winch Platform (Wood with Iron Plate) and Dumping Area
A crude rectangular platform set on the floor, measuring 1.80 x 1.35m in plan, made of timber, with an
‘iron’ plate that measures 1.36 x 0.52m at the upslope end. The downslope end comprises a sturdy
wooden beam with two vertical fixing pins of ‘iron’, while the two sides each have a single wooden
plank. The platform is presumably for a winch (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3613-25).
This same area has been used as a dumping area, with the following present:

•
•
•

A dilapidated traditional-type mine ladder, with wooden sides of D shaped cross section, and
‘iron’ rungs. It is 2.9m long, 0.35m wide and has 13 rungs set 0.21m apart (Photo 2010-08-29
Images 3613-25).
A rectangular one-gallon metal tin which once contained ‘Tot’ cleaner; instructions for use can
still be partially made-out (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3616-19).
A sturdy self-reeving choke chain with ‘iron’ links and an oval ring at either end, the whole 2m
long (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3620-23).

05:21
Drill Steel and Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
A complete hexagonal drill steel which is 3.32m long with a ‘4 inch’ shank, with a tungsten-tip crosshead bit of 35mm diameter (it is only assumed this is of knock-on type) (Photo 2010-08-29 Images
3629-30)
05:22
Pulley with Hook
On the floor deads there is a sturdy ‘iron’ pulley with hook (total 0.55m long), with a 16cm diameter
pulley, with attached wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, which runs up the passage
(catalogued above) (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3631-35).
05:23
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackles and Chain with Rings
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
end, set in the roof with metal shims, the pin containing a sturdy U-shaped shackle. This is attached to
an in-situ lifting chain with self-reeving rings at the ends, with a second U-shaped shackle at the bottom.
The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3638-39).
05:24
Light Fittings and Electrical Cable
A wooden plank hung loosely on the wall from a metal bar, used as a base board for two plastic lightsocket fittings for standard-size bayonet bulbs of domestic type, with the site of a third socket with
traces of burning on the plank. Perhaps it was moved here after being used elsewhere. The two
surviving fittings are connected, in Heath-Robinson fashion, to ‘domestic-type’ electrical 3-core cable
with a black plastic sheath (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3641-47).
05:25
Waste Rock
The pile of waste rock against the passage side here is of relatively fine material and appears to respect
the line of the tramway.
05:26
Spanner
An one-ended open spanner, with a jaw of c 25mm, with a suspension hole at the handle end.
Presumably made for a specific machine. Lying on rubble at the passage side.
05:27
Pulley with Hook
A sturdy ‘iron’ pulley with hook (total 0.52m long), with a 12cm diameter pulley. Placed on floor
against passage side (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4692-95).
05:28
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Roof Lifting Pin
Two circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, set about 20cm apart. Both are set into
drilled holes in the roof. One, with two metal fastening shims, has broken at the suspension hole and
presumably was replaced by the second. This second pin, also with shims, has a suspension hole in an
identical bulbous circular part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle (Photo
2010-09-30 Image 4696-4702).
05:29
Shackle Pin and Electrical Cable Hanging Loop
A bow shackle pin has been placed in the wall at about shoulder height. Attached is a single strand of
rubber-coated electrical wire from a ‘domestic type’ cable, presumably used to attach something to the
pin.

05:30
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with metal shims.
05:31
Waste Rock
The waste rock across this passage is in two irregular heaps and is a continuation of that in the updip
working passage adjacent to the face. This material was in the process of being moved by the haulage
bucket at the top of the slope in the working passage.
05:32
Tramway Rails (Bullhead) and Tramway Sleepers (Iron)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate
with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m
long and 0.18m wide (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4729-31).
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance, via points,
to a late working area a short distance downdip from the part catalogued here where it ends at tub-stops
(catalogued separately).
05:33
Winch Platform (Wood with Iron Plate) and Drill Steel with Drill Bit (Threaded Cross-head)
Platform made to support a now-removed winch in an alcove at the passage side. The platform
comprises a thick rectangular ‘iron’ plate placed on two sturdy timber beams, placed parallel to each
other and the passage centre line, one under each end of the plate. The plate measures 0.60m by 0.77m
and has four fastening bolts protruding which have diameters of 20-23mm and are 50-51mm long.
Three nuts that may well be associated have been placed on a nearby ledge in the passage wall at ‘cover
level’ (see below). The timber beams are reused rectangular-section sleepers and are 1.04 and 1.07m
long. At their outby end there are two vertical ‘iron’ pins that prevent horizontal movement, which are
0.10m (nearest wall) and 0.23m high (nearest passage centre). Lying next to these, at right angles to
the sleepers and protruding into the passage to the edge of the alcove, is a length of heavy-duty bullhead
tramway rail. Near the end of the inbye end of the platform there is a section of bridge-rail set vertically
into the ground next to the outer sleeper to prevent lateral movement of the winch. On the opposite side
there is a vertically-placed timber which led up to a now-collapsed ‘cover’ over the winch at about
shoulder height. Two ‘cover’ fastening pins in the wall remain, and the corrugated metal sheet and
timber roof now lies nearby resting against the passage wall (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4703-05, 4712).
The air hose at the next feature may well be associated with the winch.
Nearby on the floor there is a complete drill steel, which has a screw-threaded tungsten-carbide crossheaded chisel bit. The steel is only 0.47m long and has a 0.105m long, square-section, shank (Photo
2010-09-30 Image 4710-11).
05:34
Compressed Air Hose with Compressed Air Hose Connectors
A flexible air hose, with screwed ‘iron’ fittings at either end, lying on the passage floor along one side.
This may well have been used to provide the compressed air to power the nearby winch catalogued
above (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4706-09).
05:35
Funnel
A small and unusual rusty ‘iron’ funnel on the passage floor, with the wide upper tapering part that is
oval/very-flattened in cross section.
05:36
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.

05:37
Detonator Wire
Two small and neat coils of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating placed on a ledge at the passage
side.
05:38
Light Bulb
A light bulb of ‘domestic’ type with bayonet fitting, placed between pack stones at the passage side.
05:39
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
05:40
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Pulley with Hook
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with ‘iron’ shims’, with suspension hole in a
bulbous circular part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle, hanging from
which is a large ‘iron’ pulley with hook. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo 2010-0930 Image 4737-40).
05:41
Wire Rope and Hook
Lying on the passage floor there is a c. 5m long length of rusty wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand
type, of 10mm section, with one end tied to an ‘iron’ hook with a simple knot, the other end broken
(Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4717-21).
05:42
Tramway Stops
Both tramway rails, a short distance from their ends, have had large heavy-duty ‘iron’ staples placed
over them and ‘hammered’ into the ground. There were placed here to act as truck stops (Photo 201009-30 Image 4724-27).

Passage 6: Second Western Cross Passage (Sheet 1)
06:01
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to packs suggests
the pin was in use before that beneath and the wall packs nearby were put in place.
06:02
Timber Roof Supports
This complex area of supports lies next to the passage junction. There are two large vertical wooden
pillars, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole and both with intact lightening conductor wire, which
are of circular cross-section and 0.18m diameter. One rises from floor to a horizontal timber close to
the roof, while the other starts 1.35m from the floor, placed closer to the junction on the unfinished wall
pack, and runs up to the roof. The first pillar has a roof timber running from its top to a notch on the
other side of the passage. This timber comprises a reused rectangular cross-sectioned railway sleeper,
with packing timbers above including two pieces of sleeper and several smaller timbers. A second roof
timber closer to the junction runs from a notch across the roof, but with a missing pillar at its other end.
This comprises a reused rectangular cross-sectioned railway sleeper, with three small packing timbers
above. There are pieces of a round cross-sectioned timber with bark on the floor and leaning against
the pack wall which may be parts of this. There is enough broken timber on the floor for one or two
more structural timbers (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5569-71).
06:03
Unfinished Pack
This pack wall is not quite finished, coming to about 0.35-0.50m from the roof, presumably left because
at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature. At the
corner, and the other end of the unfinished stretch, there are two ‘temporary’ stone supporting pillars to
the roof.
06:04
Wall Pin
Protruding from the pack wall there is a metal pin with a bulbous end with central suspension hole.
06:05
Unfinished Pack
This pack wall is not quite finished, coming to about 0.60m from the roof, next to the corner, presumably
left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the
feature. At the corner itself there is a ‘temporary’ stone supporting pillar to the roof.
06:06
Unfinished Pack
This area has a steep slope of deads placed to infill the area but no pack wall. It appears to be an area
that had been partially backfilled, where unusually the quarrymen never built this up to the front to flank
the passage; perhaps they had run out of stone.
06:07
Drill Steel Retaining Clip
Resting on deads at the passage side, a clip from a compressed air drill for retaining the drill steel, made
from ‘iron’ bar and comprising a central looped ‘clip’ and two parallel arms ending in tight spirals
(Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5560-62).
06:08
Roof Hook
A roof hook made from square section bar, with a two right-angled bends a forming the hook and the
shank hammered into a crack in the roof.
06:09
Small Roof Hanger
A small roof hanger made from an iron square-sectioned bar with a flattened end with a small central
hole, with the shank driven horizontally into a crack in the roof. The position behind the line of the
unfinished wall pack suggests it was in use before this was built; one possible interpretation is that the
pin is a surveying station.
06:10

Oil Drum

A rusty small oil drum at the passage side. This is about 360mm across and 500mm deep, with a
carrying handle and pouring hole at the top.
06:11
Timber Roof Support
A short roof support timber set diagonally from high in the pack wall to a loose roof slab. This is 1.60m
long and is of rectangular cross-section, measuring 120mm by 90mm across.
06:12
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole (of circular compressed air type star-pattern scars at end) to
one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack
was put in place.
06:13
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin and Roof Plug with Hook
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
After the pin was removed a wooden plug was placed in the hole and an ‘iron’ round-sectioned bar
inserted. This has two right-angled bends and forms a hook (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5556-58).
06:14
Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This section of passage, with turntables at either end, has indications of a former tramway in the form
of six intermittently spaced visible sleeper slots of the long type suitable for wooden sleepers. One of
these contains remaining timber fragments. Three form a short consecutive group.
06:15
Iron Bar (Possible Curtain Support)
A long iron bar, of 25mm diameter and bowed somewhat, has been placed diagonally across the passage
well above head height, with the ends placed in interstices in the pack wall. Below, on the floor, there
is a scrap of remaining hessian which may suggest the bar supported a curtain to screen the toileting
area beyond (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5553-54).
06:16
Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Two large-diameter holes drilled in the roof for ‘iron’ lifting pins which have been removed, set a
relatively short distance apart. Taking each out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
The position of the pins so close to the wall suggests they were in use before the wall pack was put in
place.
06:17
Cigarette Packet
On the pack top, a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 Player’s Navy Cut Cigarettes
Medium (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5548-51).
06:18
Toilet Area
In two small patches on the passage floor, to the side, there are several poorly-preserved coprolites;
there are no associated torn sheets of newspaper.
06:19
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a short U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal
shim.
A short distance away there is a large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which
has been removed, leaving three metal shims.
06:20

Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes

The pack wall here has large blocks with one hand drilled and two compressed air plug and feather drill
holes.
06:21
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains an oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The pin
is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims.
06:22
Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, on the passage floor
to the side.
06:23
Unfinished Pack
This long stretch of pack wall is unfinished, with the front wall standing only about 1.4m high,
presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5544-46). There is one roof support timber (catalogued
separately).
06:24
Newspaper
On the top of the pack a sheet of newspaper from the Daily Mail for 24 th April 1951.
06:25
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar made from a re-used ‘railway sleeper’ with
in-situ rail dogs. It runs from the top of the unfinished pack wall to the roof, placed on a stone block to
make up the height, designed to support the wide roof until the pack was finished (Photo 2011-01-06
Images 5544-46).
06:26
Glass Bottle and Cigarette Packet
On the pack top a carbonated soft drink bottle in clear glass inscribed THE B&S PRODUCTS DERBY,
with a top with an internal screw thread for a screw top, the side with decorated diamond grid panels
but a paper label missing from the main plain panel. Nearby there is a paper packet of early midtwentieth century type, for 10 Gallaher’s Park Drive cigarettes (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5533-41).
06:27
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a small oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:28
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed, leaving a
metal shim. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack
was put in place.
06:29
Unfinished Pack
This short stretch of pack wall is unfinished, with the facing wall standing only about 0.75m high,
presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature. There has been minor collapse.
06:30
Hanging Pin (reusing a Spanner)
On one side of the passage, in the pack wall at just above head height, there is a possible hanging pin
protruding into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This comprises
a large double-ended, open ended spanner, one end with 45mm jaws, the other, which was smaller, with
one side broken. It is 310mm long and only one third protrudes (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5529-31).

An alternative interpretation is that the spanner had been stored in the wall and was left protruding so
that it could easily be relocated.
06:31
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U- shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the
roof.
06:32
Toilet Area
On the passage floor, to the side, there is a single coprolite; there are no associated torn sheets of
newspaper.
06:33
Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
06:34
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin behind the line of the
passage wall indicated the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:35
Unfinished Pack
This length of pack wall is unfinished, with the uppermost area, down to 0.8m from the roof, not walled
off but with much of the fill behind complete, with two small roof support pillars placed above the
completed face below (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5526-27).
06:36
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains an oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. Fastened
in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
06:37
Wire Hanging Loop
A long piece of galvanised wire attached to a timber roof packer, placed for use as a hanging loop.
06:38
Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A short section of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, with frayed ends.
• Pieces of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with what may be rubber or plastic
coating, surrounding a single wound copper wire core.
06:39
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The upper 1.3m of the pack wall between the two butt joints is later than that below, with greyer
limestone and several 40mm diameter drill holes for plugs and feathers (Photo 2011-01-06 Images
5521-23).
06:40
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5518-19).
06:41
Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, with a sloping top and minor collapse of the front wall.
06:42

Hanging Pin

In the pack wall there is a short pin protruding into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical
lighting cable or air hose. A broken piece of wood has been utilised.
06:43
Tramway Sleeper (Wood)
This section of passage has indications of a former tramway in the form of a now-isolated wooden
sleeper set in the floor somewhat diagonally to the passage. Sleeper slots further along are catalogued
separately.
06:44
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:45
Shelf and Fish Plates
A carefully-placed shelf at the pack wall just above head height, with wooden plank resting on two
‘iron’ fish plates of normal type, hammered into horizontal cracks between the stones. The shelf is
1.14m long and 0.24m wide (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5514-16).
06:46
Dumping Area
The passage floor to the side has a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A small piece of corrugated galvanised sheet.
• Two short pieces of ‘domestic-type’ electrical cable.
06:47
Storage/Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small storage and/or dumping area, with items comprising:
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting in hole in pack wall to side.
• A compressed air hose connector, which has two threaded ends designed to join a 1.5inch
pipe to a 1inch pipe.
06:48
Oil Can and Metal Tin
On a relatively low pack which fills a small part of the Alcove 16 there is the remains of a partiallycrushed ‘iron’ oil can, circular with vertical sides, with a long spout but missing top section (Photo
2011-02-10 Images 61-3-06). Nearby there is ‘rusty’ one-quart tin.
06:49
Winch Platform (Wood) and Timber Roof Supports
Two sturdy sleepers, both 250mm by 120mm in cross section, are place parallel to each other on the
passage floor (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6095-6101). Protruding from these are four 5/8th Whitworth
fixing bolts, with some of the nuts and spacers still in place. These form a rectangle which is 0.94 wide
and 1.62-1.63m along the sleepers. It is likely that these held down an iron plate with a winch above.
Rising from the two floor timbers, relatively near the ends, there are four roof supports, two per timber,
each comprising a large vertical wooden pillar. One was made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole,
which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m diameter. The other three are also wooden posts but not
pitch-coated. Two have diameters of 0.17m, while the fourth, which has fallen, also has a diameter of
0.17m. The uprights lie next to a passage junction, with no specific indications of potential roof
instability, but were presumably installed as a precaution to protect the winch and its operator.
At 1.02m above the pillar bases (from sleeper tops) there are shallow slots and bolt-holes where two
horizontal bars were fixed along the long axis of the floor bolt rectangle. Close to the roof, the two
posts at the ‘updip’ end each has a hammered-in iron hook with upturned end.
06:50
Iron Bar
A long ‘iron’ bar of unknown purpose placed in the Alcove just described, between the dumped material
and the site of winch described below. The ‘handle’ end is a 1.32m long solid bar of 20mm diameter,

which is attached to a thinner ‘business end’ comprising a 0.49m long 10mm diameter bar with a pointed
end.
06:51
Alcove and Storage/Dumping Area
This alcove lies at the junction of the incline and a horizontal side passage which come in at a very
acute angle to retain level. Although the centre of the side passage has the site of a winch, it is not clear
whether the alcove itself was designed to have a specific earlier function, or whether it is the fortuitous
product of the lack of completion of the pack at the downdip end.
The area has been used as a storage and/or dumping ground, objects including:
• A large heap of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, with pieces of different
diameters, including 10mm, 14mm and 22mm diameter (Photo 2011-02-10 Images 6108-09).
• Offcuts from circular roof support posts.
• Two offcut pieces of corrugated galvanised sheet.
• One white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.
• One standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate with four drilled holes.
• A short length of ‘iron’ chain.
• An ‘iron’ bar with curved hook end.
• An ‘iron’ bar with one looped end and the other angled.
06:52
16-17: 1A: Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
At the end of the passage leading from the turntable in the incline, there are 6 visible sleeper slots where
timbers have been removed.
06:53
Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy cable clip
remains.
06:54
Matchbox
A rotted box of ‘Englands Glory’ matches placed on a ledge in the passage wall.
06:55
Small Roof Pin
Circular-sectioned, ‘iron’ roof pin, of smaller type than usually used for lifting but with similar
suspension hole in a bulbous circular part at the lower end. The pin is set within a wooden plug inside
a drilled hole in the roof.
06:56
Compressed Air Pipe and Compressed Air Pipe Diaphragm Valve
This metal pipe brought compressed air for drilling into the workings, from a compressor which
presumably lay outside the entrance. The feed pipe is now rusty, with a 60mm external diameter. At
the upper end the pipe is buried as it passes under the tramway, coming from a Y-Piece where air was
taken off the feed line that comes down the incline.
At the lower end the pipe finishes at a screwed on diaphragm valve with a solid circular handle upon
which the embossed word ‘ENGLAND’ can be made out – other words nearer the centre are unreadable.
Beyond the valve there is a screw thread at the pipe end where a flexible hose could be attached (Photo
2010-12-09 Image 5215-16).
06:57
Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are eight short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Broken pieces of wood and pieces
of ‘iron’ bar have been utilised to make the pins.
06:58

Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug

A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
06:59
Hanging Pin
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of ‘iron’ bar has been
utilised to make the pin.
06:60
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Two metal
shims protrude from the hole.
06:61
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
06:62
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:63
Detonator Box
A very rusty/incomplete rectangular detonator box. Comparison with another in the mine in better
condition shows it may well have contained Nobel’s No. 6 detonators.
06:64
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin behind
the wall indicates the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:65
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A short section of the pack wall here has partially collapsed and the rubble cleared from the floor.
06:66
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin behind
the wall indicates the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:67
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims.
06:68
Roof Lifting Pin and Wire Hanging Loop
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin so close
to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
Attached to the pin is a short section of alloy wire, presumably used to fasten an electrical cable during
secondary use (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5218-21).
06:69
Tramway Bed and Tramway Sleeper (Wood)
This horizontal passage, which runs from a turntable in the incline has had a tramway removed. A
sturdy wooden sleeper is set so that its top is almost flush with the floor. Adjacent to the sleeper to one
side of the passage there is slight break of slope which marks one side of the tramway bed.

06:70
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims. The position
of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:71
Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Blocks in the pack wall at the passage side have wear grooves from a narrow wire rope. These are
angled gently upwards towards the face rather than running horizontally. The approximate height above
the floor at the mid-point is 1.1m.
06:72
Light Bulb Packaging
A rotted box of thin card for a single light bulb, printed in blue and red with white background, with
the main inscriptions: ‘Ensign – British Made - Maximum Efficiency Guaranteed’ and ‘Ensign Lamp –
British Made – Built to Ensure Lasting Service (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5223-25).
06:73 Collapsed Pack
A short section of the pack wall here has partially collapsed and the rubble on the floor tidied into a
heap at the passage side.
06:74
Feathers
Two ‘iron’ feathers from a plug and feather set, placed on a large block at the passage side.
06:75
Light Fitting
A white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type, on the floor at
the passage side.
06:76
Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Broken pieces of wood have been
utilised to make the pins.
06:77
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims.
06:78
Hacksaw Blade
A rusty ‘iron’ hacksaw blade of standard width but only c. 240mm long, discarded on the floor at the
passage side.
06:79
Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin has broken across the hole and the section below is missing. It is
set into a drilled hole in the roof with five metal shims which have protruding parts that are bent over
and splayed around the hole (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5227-28).
There is a second drill hole nearby in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
06:80
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
06:81

Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)

This horizontal passage, which runs from a turntable in the incline has had a tramway removed. Well
beyond the in-situ sleeper mid-way down the passage, further towards the working face, there are 6
sleeper slots where timbers have been removed.
06:82
Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pin
Two large-diameter holes drilled in the roof about 0.4m apart, for ‘iron’ lifting pins which have been
removed. Taking both out was facilitated by drilling relieving holes to one side.
06:83
Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 WD & HO Wills, Gold Flake, Honey Dew cigarettes,
in poor condition, discarded near an irregular large stone block at the passage side (Photo 2010-12-09
Image 5230-34).
06:84
Dumping Area
To one side of the length of passage side, between the boulder and a point near the end, has been used
as a minor dumping area. Objects include:
• A crowbar made of hexagonal bar of 180mm diameter, which is 1.04m long. With one flattened
end.
• One brown glass bottle, 1 pint, with the inscription - Mansfield Brewery.
• One short piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 1inch internal diameter.
• Three circular-diameter timbers that look to be off-cuts from roof supports.
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting with text ‘Mazda 250V 60W’.
• A short length of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type.
• A rotted cardboard box.
• A small piece of rotted carpet.
06:85
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof with metal shims. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use
before the wall pack was put in place (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5236-39).
06:86
Gelignite Wrapping Paper
On the floor at the passage side there is a wrapping paper, now rotted, for a stick of gelignite, with blue
lettering with the brand name ‘ROKRIFT POWDER’. A printed ‘seal’, with part missing, is inscribed
‘COOKE’S EXPL…’ and ‘PENRHYND…’. This identifies the product as made at Cooke’s Explosive
Works at Penrhyndeudraeth (SW of Blaenau Ffestiniog in North Wales) and owned by the Cooke’s
Explosives Ltd which operated here from 1922 to the 1990s, latterly as a subsidiary of Nobel and then
ICI from 1958 (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5240-41).
06:87
Compressed Air Hose and Supporting Pins for Drip Protector or Shelf
On the floor at the passage side, there is one short off-cut of flexible air hose, with a 1 inch internal
diameter.
Above are two ‘iron’ pins coming horizontally straight out from a joint in the pack wall, as if designed
to support something like a short shelf or drip protector at about 0.9m from the floor.
06:88
Anchor Points (Drill Holes)
At about 0.10m from the passage floor large blocks in the pack wall have been drilled horizontally using
a compressed air drill. The diameters at the beginning of the three holes are 20mm, 20mm and 30mm.
They are 0.63m and 1.30m apart. These look to be purposefully drilled to anchor a machine or other
form of equipment.
06:89

Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin

A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed, leaving a
metal shim.
06:90
Detonator Wire
Short fragments of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating, placed scattered on the passage floor
next to the wall pack.
06:91
Inscription
At about head height the wall pack has been chalked – 42 – in prominent lettering, about 100mm high.
This appears to be a survey-station or passage-recognition number.

Passage 7: Third Western Cross Passage (Sheet 1)
07:001 Glass Bottle
In the pack wall, the lower half of a broken bottle in clear glass, with an inscription near the bottom,
reading ‘Goldwell Farms Limited East Malling Kent’.
07:002 Allen Keys
On a ledge in the pack wall there are two ‘iron’ allen keys.
07:003 Collapsed Pack, Pack Removal and Cigarette Packet
A small area of the wall pack near the roof has fallen, with the debris subsequently removed from the
passage floor. On the pack top there is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild
Woodbine cigarettes.
07:004 Cinders
In a patch on the floor at the centre of the patches, there are cinders and coal fragments, presumably
from an emptied brazier.
07:005 Hanging Pins (one reusing an Air Valve Lever)
On one side of the passage, near the roof, there are three short pins, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Two of the pins are iron bars. The third reuses
an air valve lever, hand-made from an old metal file (with diamond-shaped cut surfaces still visible),
modified so that one end has a square hole at the centre of a flat plate, the rest somewhat narrower and
forming the handle (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6265-66)
07:006 Electrical Cable
A length of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with rubber coating, which has been cut
lengthwise and the internal wire removed. It then has been tied into a complex ‘celtic’ knot to form a
ball, before being discarded on the floor at the side of the passage (Photo 2011-03-26 Image 6259)
07:007 Metal Tin
On the passage floor to the side, a one-gallon sized, rusty but black painted, metal rectangular tin, with
top carrying handle and corner circular pouring hole (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6261-63).
07:008 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A short stretch of the pack wall to the passage side, in its lower half, has partially collapsed and the
material on the floor has been tidied away.
07:009 Hanging Pins
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are four short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of wood have been utilised
to make the pins.
07:010 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
07:011 Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A large number of sheets of plain paper which is part-burnt.
• Hessian sacking, part-burnt.
• A paper packet of early/mid-twentieth century type and good condition, for 10 Craven A
Virginia Cigarettes (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6268-70).
07:012

Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal

A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
07:013 Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins, and Roof Plug with Hook
A large-diameter hole, hand drilled, in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking
it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. Nearby there is a second hole which was
started but abandoned which was presumably also for a roof lifting pin, replaced by the completed one.
The relieving hole has been reused, with a wooden plug inserted, into which an ‘iron’ pin has been
hammered. This 10mm bar has a right-angled bend near the end, forming a hook.
07:014 Toilet Area and Newspaper
In several patches on the passage floor, to both sides, route there is an obvious toilet area, presumably
created after other uses for the passage had ceased. There are many poorly-preserved coprolites and
associated very-rotted and torn sheets of newspaper.
07:015 Roof Plug with Hook
A drill hole in the roof with a wooden plug inserted, into which an ‘iron’ pin has been hammered. This
bar has a right-angled bend near the end, forming a hook.
07:016 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
07:017 Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This horizontal passage has had a tramway removed. There are thirteen visible tramway sleeper slots
of the long type suitable for timber sleepers and space for at least two more between. Further along in
both directions none are visible.
07:018 Newspaper
On the top of the pack, a sheet of newspaper from the Daily Mail (no readable date).
07:019 Cigarette Packets and Newspaper
On the passage floor, to the side, there are paper packets of mid-twentieth century type of different
designs, for 20 ‘Player’s Medium Navy Cut’ and 20 ‘Player’s Navy Cut Cigarettes Medium’, and a
piece of newspaper dated 1932 (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6272-76).
07:020 Timber Pack Support
This timber is set high in the passage, running across it with a gap between it and the roof, and was
inserted because of concerns over the stability of the wall packs, particularly on the updip side. At
either end there is a timber set vertically against the pack walls in the upper half of the passage to
increase the area supported. All three timbers are reused railway sleepers (Photo 2011-03-26 Images
6280-81, 6285-87)
07:021 Unfinished Pack
This stretch of pack wall is unfinished, coming to about 0.8m from the roof, presumably left because at
the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
07:022 Newspaper and Cigarette Packet
On the top of the pack, several sheets of newspaper, including one from The Daily Mail for 22nd Oct
1951, and also a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes.
07:023

Roof Lifting Pin with Eye and Wire Hanging Loop, and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim. Attached to the eye there is a hanging wire.
Nearby there is a large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed.
Taking it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
07:024 Iron Bar
Protruding from high in the pack wall there is a bent ‘iron’ bar.
07:025 Carbide Lamp Sooting
At four places along the pack wall there is smoke sooting from a carbide lamp at about waist height,
probably from when the passage was being used for toileting.
07:026 Collapsed Pack
A short stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and is spread across the
passage floor.
07:027 Iron Pipe
Protruding horizontally from the pack wall there is a long piece of ‘iron’ pipe of 12mm diameter, which
is bent part way along to a downward angle. Its function is unclear.
07:028 Inscription
At about chest height the wall pack has been smoked with a carbide lamp – 28 – in lettering about 50mm
high. This appears to be a survey-station or passage-recognition number.
07:029 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
In the centre of the passage, running parallel to it, there is a short section with three wire rope wear
grooves in the rock roof
07:030

Now not used (Part of 25)

07:31
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
07:32
Timber Pack Support
This pack support was similar to the others in this passage, with a cross member near the roof and side
timbers to spread the support; in this case it has collapsed and lies on the floor.
07:33
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin behind the wall suggests the pin was in
use before the wall pack was put in place.
07:34
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
07:35
Drill Steel Retaining Clip
On the passage floor one side of a broken clip from a compressed air drill for retaining the drill steel,
made from ‘iron’ bar and comprising part of a central looped ‘clip’ and one of the parallel arms ending
in a tight spiral (Photo 2011-03-26 Images 6283-84).

07:36
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
07:37
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole at the passage centre drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been
removed. Taking it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
07:38
Small Roof Pin
Circular-sectioned, ‘iron’ roof pin, of smaller type than usually used for lifting but with similar
suspension hole in a bulbous circular part at the lower end. The pin is set within a wooden plug inside
a drilled hole in the roof. The position behind the line of the wall pack suggests it was in use before
this was built.
07:39
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
07:40
Timber Pack Support
This timber is set at head height, running diagonally across the passage with a gap between it and the
roof, and was inserted because of concerns over the stability of the wall packs, particularly on the
downdip side. At either end there is a timber set vertically against the pack walls in the upper half of
the passage to increase the area supported. All three timbers are reused railway sleepers, with the cross
timber split lengthwise, and one of the side pieces shortened. Above the cross timber, close to the roof,
a ‘horizontal’ wire has been inserted for reasons unknown (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5602-03).
07:41
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
07:42
Toilet Area
In a small patch on the passage floor, to the side, there are several poorly-preserved coprolites; there
are no associated torn sheets of newspaper.
07:43
Unfinished Pack
The corner of this pack is unfinished, being somewhat short of the roof, presumably left because at the
time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
07:44
Shovel
On the unfinished pack there is a discarded square-ended shovel blade, with the handle sawn off.
07:45
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims.
07:46
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away. Later there has been further minor collapse which remains on the floor.
07:47
Collapsed Pack
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and is spread across the passage
floor.

07:48
Floor Timber
A sturdy timber at the passage side, set flush with the passage floor for reasons unknown. This measures
840mm by 320mm.
07:49
Timber Pack Support
This timber is set close to the roof, running across the passage and was inserted because of concerns
over the stability of the wall packs, particularly on the updip side. On the downdip side it is set on the
top of the pack wall in a hole next to the roof. On the updip side the pack wall has collapsed and a
rotted timber on the floor may have been once set vertically against the pack wall in the upper half of
the passage to increase the area supported. The main cross timber is a reused railway sleeper (Photo
2011-01-06 Images 5599-5600).
07:50
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing.
It is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
07:51
Timber Pack Support
This timber is set at head height, running slightly diagonally across the passage with a gap between it
and the roof, and was inserted because of concerns over the stability of the wall packs, particularly on
the updip side. At either end there is a timber set vertically against the pack walls on the downdip side
in the upper half of the passage, to the updip side over the fill height, both placed to increase the area
supported. All three timbers are reused railway sleepers, with the wall timbers crushed and in the updip
case broken, due to the pressure on them (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5596-97).
07:52
Wire Rope Wear Grooves
In the centre of the passage, running parallel to it, there is a short section with eight+ wire rope wear
grooves in the rock roof.
07:53
Corrugated Sheet
A corrugated un-galvanised iron sheet, with a large U-shaped piece cut out of on end, leant against the
passage wall/floor. What this was designed to fit is unclear (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5592-94).
07:54
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
07:55
Winch Platform (Concrete) with Seat
To the side of the passage in the alcove, protruding slightly from the floor, is a square concrete winch
base measuring 0.58m by 0.58m across. There are four 10mm fastening bolts at the corners of a
rectangle measuring 0.33m by 0.36m. Each has its nut remaining. Adjacent there is a large stone block
which has been purposefully placed as a driver’s seat, with stone wedges below for levelling and
stopping any rocking (Photo 2011-01-06 Image 5579).
It is not known how the adjacent ‘winches’ here were powered, nor why two would be needed. An
alternative interpretation is that the platform with the seat was for the winch while the other was for an
electricity generator; the visible power supply provision stops at the alcove.
07:56
Victaulic Couplings
On the floor hidden behind the winch seat there are two new galvanised Victaulic couplings (Photo
2011-01-06 Images 5581-82)
07:57

Toilet Area and Newspaper

In a small patch on the passage floor, out of sight in the alcove, there are several poorly-preserved
coprolites associated with rotted and torn sheets of newspaper.
07:58
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
07:59
Winch Platform (Concrete) and Alcove
To the side of the passage in the large triangular alcove apparently left to hold machinery, protruding
from the floor, is a rectangular concrete winch base measuring 1.30m by 0.64m across. There are four
15mm fastening bolts at the corners of a rectangle measuring 0.45m by 0.33m (Photo 2011-01-06
Images 5576-77).
It is not known how the adjacent ‘winches’ here were powered, nor why two would be needed. An
alternative interpretation is that the platform with the seat was for the winch while the other was for an
electricity generator; the visible power supply provision stops at the alcove.
07:60
Dumping Area
The floor of this part of the alcove has been used as a dumping area (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 557677), with items comprising:
• A heap of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 8mm and 10mm section.
• A rat-tail ‘iron’ file which is 370mm long.
• A machine part comprising cogs and a shaft.
• A pen knife.
• Piece of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with rubber coating.
07:61
Dumping Area
The floor at the passage side has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• Several pieces of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’.
• A small tin of pipe-thread compound for use with compressed air pipes.
• On ledge above a rotted packet of thin card for a single light bulb, printed in red on white with
buff background, with the main inscriptions: ‘Victory - Electric Lamps - Fully Guaranteed’
(Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5585-90).
07:062 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. Further examples in
the quarry show that the Feature may be part of either a set where a nail is likely to have held a short
horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting, or
where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical wiring.
07:063 Collapsed Pack
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and is spread across the passage
floor.
07:064 Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Two large-diameter holes drilled in the roof, placed relatively close together, for ‘iron’ lifting pins
which have been removed. Taking both out was facilitated by drilling relieving holes to one side. The
position of one of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put
in place.
07:065 Brasso Tin
On the floor to the passage side, a rotted metal tin made for Brasso.
07:066

Hanging Pin (reusing an Iron Pipe)

On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a length of ‘iron’ pipe.
07:067 Toilet Area and Newspaper
In a small area of the passage floor, to the side, there are several poorly-preserved coprolites together
with badly-preserved newspaper fragments.
07:068 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable, and Roof Plug with Board for Electrical
Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. The zinc-alloy cable clip
remains.
Nearby there is a second drill hole driven vertically into the roof which is filled with a rotten wooden
plug where the board has rotted away but the fastening nail remains.
Both features are part of a set which run down the roof of this branch of the main incline.
07:069 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
07:070 Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 Player’s Navy Cut Tobacco, discarded on the
alcove floor (Photo 2011-01-06 Images 5574).
07:071: Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A long stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed. The material on the floor has
been partially tidied away.
07:072 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. Further examples in
the quarry show that the Feature may be part of either a set where a nail is likely to have held a short
horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for electrical cables for lighting, or
where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held electrical wiring.
07:073 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A short stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed. The material on the floor
has been tidied away.
07:074 Light Bulbs and Slow Fuse
On the unfinished pack there is a ‘Mazda’ light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting, with a second
broken bulb with bayonet fitting, and a small coil of slow fuse nearby.
07:075 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
07:076 Drive Belt
On a ledge in the wall there is a small piece of flat drive belt, made from rubberised canvas and 100m
across, with corroded ‘iron’ joining pins at one end.
07:077

Timber Roof Support

This roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section. Only the
rotted stump remains in-situ (max. height 0.70m), the rest has fallen and lies in fragments across the
passage floor. It was presumably installed because of concerns about potential roof instability at the
adjacent passage junction. (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5246-53)
07:078 Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in very poor condition,
discarded on the working floor.
07:079 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal.
A short section of the pack wall here has partially collapsed and the rubble cleared from the floor.
07:080 Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has broken off. Inside the hole
there is the stump remaining.
07:081 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
07:082 Unfinished and Collapsed Pack
The passage wall here is unfinished, with a gap of up to 0.9m to the roof from the pack wall. The
exception is at the end, where a small part of the pack has later collapsed onto the floor.
07:083 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are eight short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Broken and flimsy pieces of wood
and one piece of ‘iron’ bar have been utilised to make the pins.
07:084 Toilet Area
The passage floor has several poorly-preserved coprolites; there are no associated torn sheets of
newspaper.
07:085 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is badly bent and has broken across the hole; the section below is
missing. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with a metal shim (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 525660).
07:086 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug. The position of the hole behind the wall indicates it was in use before the wall pack was put in
place.
07:087 Toilet Area
The passage floor has several poorly-preserved coprolites; there are no associated torn sheets of
newspaper.
07:088 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with a metal shim. The position
of the pin relatively close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
07:089

Newspaper

Folded sheets of newspaper, in rotted condition, placed in a crack between blocks in the passage wall.
The paper is ‘The Star - Late Final’ (a Sheffield paper) - for Mon. 30 July 1951 and one of the headlines
is about Atlee awaiting a reply.
07:090 Gelignite Wrapping Paper and Cigarette Packets
On the floor at the passage side there is a wrapping paper, now rotted, for a stick of gelignite.
Nearby are two packets of 10 Wild Woodbine (Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5264-66).
07:091 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin has broken across the hole and the section below is missing. The
pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims.
07:092 Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
On the floor at the side of the passage there is as a knock-on drill bit, of cross-head type and 40mm
diameter.
07:093 Glass Bottle
A green glass bottle with four flat sides and metal screw top, re-used and still containing mineral oil.
07:094 Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Broken pieces of wood have been
utilised to make the pins.
07:095 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
07:096 Electrical Cable
Short length of electrical cable, of ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with what may be rubber or plastic coating,
surrounding a single wound copper wire core.
07:097 Tramway Bed
The site of the tramway hear is clearly seen as a slightly raised flat-topped area against the passage side,
with rust stains marking the sites of the rails, particularly that immediately above the break of slope
(Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5076-80).
07:098 Hercules Clip
A disused Hercules Clip, which is designed to link two lengths of 1 inch (25mm) flexible compressed
air hoses together, lies on the passage floor to its side and was presumably accidentally lost (Photo
2010-11-11 Image 5062-63).
07:099 Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
This high pack wall has several plug and feather holes.
07:100 Roof Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy ‘iron’ bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled
hole in the roof.
07:101 Tramway Stops
Two large heavy-duty ‘iron’ staples ‘hammered’ into the ground, originally placed here in association
with tramway rails, set a short distance from their ends, put over then to act as truck stops. When the

tramway rails were removed one of the staples was levered upwards sufficiently to allow the rail to be
taken out. Similarly, the other was turned through ninety degrees (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5063-64).

Passage 8: Fourth Western Cross Passage (Sheet 2)
08:001 Dumping Area
This part of the passage floor has been used as a dumping area (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5337-5339).
Objects include:
• Three relatively short lengths of large circular-diameter timbers, perhaps offcuts from installing
roof supports.
• A length of electrical cabling of ‘domestic-type’ diameter, comprising the plastic outer coating,
cut lengthwise with the copper wiring removed.
• Short pieces of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type.
08:002 Dumping Area
This part of the passage floor has been used as a dumping area (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5322-5336).
Objects include:
• Six relatively short lengths of large circular-diameter timbers, perhaps offcuts from installing
roof supports.
• One long length of large circular-diameter timber, suitable for a roof support.
• A wooden tobacco-pipe bowl.
• The front part of a black leather shoe.
• A pair of worn black leather work boots, with steel toecaps, ‘brass’ eyelets and ‘iron’ hobnails
and heel ‘iron’.
• A large metal kettle, with lid, with an exterior of back enamel.
• A metal oil can, with handle and primer, with the spout missing.
• One small tin for Tate and Lyle’s Golden Syrup.
• One large straight-sided metal bucket with sturdy wire handle.
• A short section of compressed air hose cut for use as an electrical cable insulator, placed in a
loose metal roof pin.
08:003 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with one metal shim.
08:004 Wire Rope Wear Groove
A short section of a single shallow wear groove in the rock roof, from where a wire rope has caught.
08:005 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The location of the drill hole, above the corner
of the wall pack, shows it was in use before the pack was built.
08:006 Timber Roof Support and Graffiti
This vertical roof support comprises a vertical post, made from a 0.15m diameter pitch-coated telegraph
pole, which runs from floor to roof; it is cracked/bent near the bottom where a stone block has fallen
against it. The number ‘061’ has been punched or burnt into the post (each number done separately).
A separate number ‘120’ has also been added, made up of individually added raised metal plates with
embossed numbers that have been hammered in. These are upside down in relation to the first set
(Photo 2010-12-09 Image 5310-15).
At roughly head height there is a pencil graffiti drawing of ‘Chad’, comprising a stylised head with eyes
and nose peering over a wall. The ‘hair’ is drawn as a question mark coming upwards from the top of
the head. Whether this drawing was added by a miner or a later visitor to the mine is not known (Photo
2010-12-09 Image 5316-18).
08:007

Inscription

At about shoulder height the wall pack has been chalked – 44 – in prominent lettering, about 100mm
high. This appears to be a survey-station or passage-recognition number.
08:008 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Several wire rope wear grooves on the roof of the passage, running parallel to this (but see the further
grooves down the passage), over two main low points at its centre. They are from a very narrow cable
of only c. 10mm diameter.
08:009 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. It has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing, and
it is fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims.
08:010 Hanging Pins (one reusing a Fishplate)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the pack wall, there are two short pin, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One uses a piece of wood, the
other reuses a standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate with four drilled holes.
08:011 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; pin now broken and insulator now
lying on the floor nearby. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set that
held electrical wiring.
08:012 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. It has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing, and
it is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
08:013 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. It has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing, and
it is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
08:014 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 Double Ace Cigarettes, in poor condition,
discarded on the passage floor to the side (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6718-19).
08:015 Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
An ‘iron’ roof pin driven into a crack in the roof. This pin has a very distinctive double bend, with the
main loop created to contain an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now
missing. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set that held electrical
wiring.
08:016 Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Several wire rope wear grooves on the roof of the passage, running at an angle to this and heading to
an area now behind the pack wall, over a low point to the passage side. In the other direction they
match further grooves down the passage. They are from a very narrow cable of only c. 10mm
diameter.
08:017 Tramway Sleeper Slots (Iron) and Tramway Bed
This passage has short sleeper slots of a type suitable for the standard iron sleepers used in the quarry,
the rails now removed but originally running from the tramway turntable on the incline. In one half of
the passage there are 26 visible slots and spaces for at least 9 more. Running intermittently between

the slots there is a visible tramway bed, with the positions of the rails seen because of the slight buildup of material spilt from the tubs along the passage.
Further down the passage nothing is visible, but after a short distance there is a visible tramway bed,
seen as a slight hollow along the centre of the passage because of the slight build-up of material spilt
from the tubs along the passage sides (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6745). At the far end of the passage
there are a further two sleeper stots of the same type, with spaces for several more.
08:018 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the wall is now only of shoulder
height. The material on the floor has been tidied away.
08:019 Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a dumping area, with items comprising:
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, and another
for 10 Player’s Weights.
• A piece of canvas.
• A cooking pan with a broken handle.
• A woven straw rim (possibly from packaging or a hat)
• A piece from a wooden box, with the lettering ‘8948R WW’
• Rotted pieces of newspaper (no readable dates or paper names).
• A small dump of spent carbide.
• Two short pieces of ‘iron’ wire.
08:020 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples down
the passage show that the feature is part of a set that held electrical wiring.
08:021 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very
distinctive double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short
section of cut rubber hose. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set
that held electrical wiring.
08:022 Metal Tin
On the passage floor to the side, a small metal tin which is circular, has a diameter of about 80mm and
a height of about 20mm.
08:023 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle, and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim.
About 0.4m away there is what is probably a failed hole for the pin, which was abandoned in favour of
the one nearby.
08:024 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very
distinctive double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short
section of cut rubber hose. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set
that held electrical wiring.

08:025 Line of Rust and Compressed Air Pipe (Site of)
On the passage floor to the side there is a long line of rust fragments, perhaps where a rail has been
stored or more probably where a pipe ran (presumably compressed air).
08:026 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
08:027 Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, discarded on the
passage floor to the side.
08:028 Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Double Ace Cigarettes, discarded on the passage
floor to the side.
08:029 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug into which is driven
an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive double bend, with the main loop created to contain an
electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber hose; now missing. Further examples down
the passage show that the feature is part of a set that held electrical wiring.
08:030 Carbide Drum and Brazier
The upper part of a standard large carbide drum, with the lower part decomposed. Two remaining holes
in the side show that it had been converted to a brazier.
08:031 Collapsed Pack
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and is spread across the passage
floor.
08:032 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very
distinctive double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short
section of cut rubber hose. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set
that held electrical wiring.
08:033 Light Bulb Packaging and Matchbox
On the passage floor to the side there is a very-rotted light bulb packet (unknown make) and a veryrotted box of ‘Englands Glory’ matches.
08:034 Wedge
On a pack wall ledge, a broken ‘iron’ wedge made from rectangular bar with widened hammering end,
now only 110mm long.
08:035 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
08:036 Chain
A short length of ‘iron’ chain on the passage floor.
08:037 Light Bulb
One broken light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting on the passage floor.

08:038 Wall Plug with Nail
In the pack wall at shoulder height, there is a wooden plug of quarter-post section, with a protruding
nail; this was presumably used for hanging (a cable wire?).
08:039 Wedge
On the floor at the passage side, a broken ‘iron’ wedge with widened hammering end, now only 120mm
long.
08:040 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive
double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut
rubber hose. Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set that held electrical
wiring.
08:041 Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail)
A sturdy ‘iron’ anchor point at the passage side, comprising a length of bullhead rail coming vertically
from the floor by about 0.30m. What was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is a winch.
08:042 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
08:043 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable and Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive
double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut
rubber hose. Jammed in the insulator is a c. 40cm length of electrical cable, comprising a single-core,
black-coloured, rubber-coated flex, which had torn off when the cabling was being withdrawn (Photo
2011-05-12 Images 6721-22). Further examples down the passage show that the feature is part of a set
that held electrical wiring.
08:044 Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal
shim.
08:045 Feathers
On the passage floor to one side, five ‘iron’ feathers from plug and feather sets which on average are
170mm long and 30mm across.
08:046 Cigarette Packet
In a hole in the pack wall, a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine
cigarettes.
08:047 Wire Rope Wear Groove
To one side of the passage, running an angle to the side to a point behind this, there is a short section
with a single wire rope wear groove in the rock roof.
08:048 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very
distinctive double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short
section of cut rubber hose (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6725). Further examples down the passage show
that the feature is part of a set that held electrical wiring.
08:049

Shovelling Plate

A large rusty iron shovelling plate, of flat sheet type and measuring 2.44m by 1.22m, heavily dinted,
leant against the wall. (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6724)
08:050 Roof Plug with Roof Pin for Electrical Cable
A drill hole is driven vertically into the roof and filled with an ‘iron’ roof pin. This has a very distinctive
double bend, with the main loop containing an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut
rubber hose (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6725-26). Further examples down the passage show that the
feature is part of a set that held electrical wiring. The example catalogued here shows the cabling ran
into the now blocked passage to the side.
08:051 Unfinished Pack
This stretch of pack wall is unfinished, with the facing wall standing to over shoulder height,
presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature. The pack blocks a previous routeway to a working face, as shown by the
electricity supply pin in the roof above (catalogued separately).
08:052 Line of Rust (Possible Compressed Air Pipe – Site of)
On the passage floor to the side there is a long line of rust fragments, perhaps where a rail has been
stored or more probably where a pipe ran (presumably compressed air).
08:053 Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin.
08:054 Light Bulb
One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting on the passage floor to the side.
08:055 Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Two large-diameter holes, a relatively short distance apart, drilled in the roof for ‘iron’ lifting pins
which have been removed. Taking each out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
08:056 Electrical Cable Insulator (Displaced) and Bolt
On the passage floor to the side there is an electrical insulator comprising a short section of cut rubber
hose, with a large iron bolt nearby.
08:057 Cold Chisel and Shim
On the floor of the passage there is a heavy-duty ‘iron’ cold chisel. This is made from round section
bar, with one widened hammering end and the other forged to a pointed flat-ended chisel blade.
Nearby there is an ‘iron’ shim of the type used in conjunction with fastening roof lifting pins.
08:058 Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin has broken across the suspension hole and the lower part is missing.
It is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims.
Close by there are two large-diameter holes drilled in the roof for ‘iron’ lifting pins which have been
removed. Taking each out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
08:059 Corrugated Sheet
Offcut piece of corrugated galvanised sheet, at the passage side.
08:060 Wire Rope Wear Groove
To the side of the passage in the pack wall at head height there is boulder with a wire rope wear grooves.

08:061 Shackle Pin
Placed in a hole in the pack wall there is shackle pin.
08:062 Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins and Roof Plug with Electrical Cable Insulator
Two large-diameter holes, a relatively short distance apart, drilled in the roof for ‘iron’ lifting pins
which have been removed. Taking each out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. One
of these drill holes has later had a wooden plug inserted, to which is nailed an electrical insulator
comprising a short section of cut rubber hose. Further examples down the passage show that the feature
is part of a set that held electrical wiring.
08:063 Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes from
the hole. Further examples in the quarry show that the Feature may be part of either a set where a nail
is likely to have held a short horizontal timber onto which were fastened one or two ‘insulators’ for
electrical cables for lighting, or where an ‘iron’ pin protruded downward from the plug and again held
electrical wiring.
08:064 Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away. Subsequent further collapse at one end remains spread across the passage floor.
08:065 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the pin behind
the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
08:066 Roof Plug with Nail for Board and Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes and
contains a nail standing proud. Further examples show that the feature is part of a set where the nail is
likely to have held a short horizontal timber board onto which were fastened ‘insulators’ for electrical
cables for lighting.
08:067 Roof Lifting Pins, with Bow Shackles and with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle to which are attached s large
bow shackle and a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims (Photo 201105-12 Images 6728-30).
In very close proximity, to either side of the pin described, there are two circular-sectioned, heavy duty,
‘iron’ roof pins for lifting, each with a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the lower end.
Both have broken across the suspension hole and the lower parts are missing. The pins are set into
drilled holes in the roof, one with three metal shims. They were presumably replaced with the intact
pin (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6728-30).
08:068 Hanging Pins (all reusing Fishplates) and Shackle Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three short pins protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One is at shoulder height, the next
near the roof, and the last above head height. All reuse standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplates with four
drilled holes. The last has a thin single core electrical wire that was used for hanging.
Below one of the two closely spaced pins, on a ledge at shin height, there is a shackle pin.
Further down the passage towards the face there are six short pins protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. All comprise reused pieces of wood.

08:069 Roof Lifting Pins with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with two metal shims.
Nearby there is a second circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole
in a bulbous circular part close to the lower end. The pin is also set into a drilled hole in the roof.
The position of the pins so close to the wall suggests they were in use before the wall pack was put in
place.
08:070 Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clip
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a Hercules Clip joining pieces of compressed air hose together,
which has been chopped out so that there are only short lengths of hose remaining.
08:071 Wire Rope
On the pack top there are several short lengths of heavy-duty wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand
type, of 20mm diameter.
08:072 Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, at one end coming relatively close to the roof, with a section of the wall
completed as roof support. The other half is less complete and has been built in two stages, each with
a retaining wall, which allowed two-staged shovelling to the higher parts towards the roof (Photo 201105-12 Image 6737-38). The final face wall, which at the time of abandonment was still only low is
carefully built of large block, while the inner face is crude as it was only a temporary expedient.
Presumably it was left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature.
08:073 Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle and Wire Hanging Loop
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a small U- shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the
roof. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was
put in place.
Attached to the shackle/pin there is a hanging loop made of electrical copper wire.
08:074 Corrugated Air Hose
On the floor in the centre of the passage there is an air hose of corrugated walled rubber with an internal
spiral of wire reinforcing with an internal diameter of c. 60mm. This type of hose was used for sucking
air for such tasks as dust extraction. (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6732-34)
08:075 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin, which is bent, is set
into a drilled hole in the roof.
08:076 Wire Rope
On the pack top there is a small heap of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm
diameter.
08:077 Slow Fuse
On the pack there are small pieces of slow fuse.
08:078

Wire Rope Wear Grooves

In the centre of the passage, running a very different angle to it and aligning with the roof nearby at the
passage side, there is a short section with three wire rope wear grooves in the rock roof.
08:079 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with three metal shims. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before
the wall pack was put in place.
08:080 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim.
08:081 Sacking
A piece of hessian sacking on the passage floor to the side.
08:082 Leather Glove
A chromed-tanned leather work-glove, discarded on the floor at the passage side. The glove is pale
yellow in colour except for the cuff which is red.
08:083 Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall here is clean and has plug and feather holes.
08:084 Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail) and Anchor Point (Bridge Rail)
Two sturdy ‘iron’ anchor points at the passage side, comprising short pieces of tramway rail coming
vertically from the floor, both 0.18m high, set 0.50m apart. One comprises bridge rail, the other is
bridge rail. What was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is a winch (Photo 2011-05-12 Images
6740-41).
08:085 Light Fitting for Extension Cable
An unusual light fitting placed on a ledge in the passage pack wall. One half comprises a varnished
solid wooden drum with two protruding bayonet pins, with the other half made of varnished wood,
again of drum shape but with rounded edges, with a slightly larger diameter than the bayonet end. This
has a central hole at the end for an electrical cable (now missing), with two screws, one to either side
of the hole, which presumably hold the two halves together. This object was for pugging an extension
cable into a light socket (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6747-48)
08:086 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Pulley
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle to which is attached a large
pulley. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6744-45, 6750-51)
08:087 Unfinished Pack
This short stretch of pack wall is unfinished, coming to about 0.6m from the roof, presumably left
because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
08:088 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its
construction.
08:089 Pack Wall with Clean Surfaces
The pack wall here is clean in its upper half.

08:090 Unfinished Pack
This complex pack in a very high passage is unfinished and has been built in two stages, each with a
retaining wall, which allowed two-staged shovelling to two separate higher parts towards the roof
(Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6753-55). The final face wall, which at the time of abandonment was
shoulder height to the lower stage and well above head height one of the upper ones, was carefully built
of large block, while the inner faces are somewhat cruder as they were only a temporary expedients.
Presumably it was left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature.
08:091 Greenstone Grindstones
Two ‘greenstone’ grindstones of the type used for sharpening tungsten-tipped drill steels. Both are
made of a grey-green coloured composite, are about 100mm diameter, discarded as fully used. Both
placed on the upper level of the unfinished pack.
08:092 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its
construction.
08:093 Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a dumping area, with items comprising:
• An un-inscribed piece of corrugated cardboard light bulb packaging.
• One piece of flexible compressed air hose, of 3/4inch diameter, with two Hercules Clips joining
pieces of the hose together.
• Three roles of cotton-covered detonator wire (but no detonators).
• Four paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes.
• A single metal label, comprising a thin rectangular plate.
• Two small but sturdy rectangular cardboard boxes, fastened together with metal staples, of the
type used to contain a single drill bit. One is in yellow colour and measures 130mm x 50mm x
50mm. The other is also yellow and measures 90mm x 50mm x 50mm (Photo 2011-05-12
Images 6757-58).
08:094 Railway Sleeper (Unused or Displaced)
On the floor at the side of the passage there is a railway sleeper with dogs, presumably placed here for
future use as because it was no longer wanted.
08:095 Detonator Box
On a ledge in the pack wall, a rusty rectangular detonator box with lid, made from ‘iron’ and coated
with red paint. Readable text indicates it contained Nobel’s No. 6 detonators (Photo 2011-05-12 Image
6764-66)
08:096 Drill Steel Testing Holes and Detonator Wire (Cotton Covered)
The passage side has two small groups of close-spaced, small diameter, drill holes in two blocks in the
pack wall. Drilled from floor level up to about waist height, with one at head height. In two groups.
The upper one at waist height has eight 22mm diameter holes in a regular grid. A lower one near the
floor an irregular arrangement of fourteen holes at 22mm and twelve holes of 13mm diameter (Photo
2011-05-12 Images 6760-63). There is an additional single hole in another block at head height. The
testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the
1960s.
One of the holes has a small coil of cotton-covered detonator wire.

08:097 Drill Bit Cap (Chisel-head)
On the floor at the centre of the passage a discarded yellow plastic cap for an integral carbide tipped,
chisel tipped, drill bit of c. 35mm diameter (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6757-58).
08:098 Cigarette Packets and Compressed Air Hose Connector
On the floor in the middle of the passage there is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10
Park Drive cigarettes and another for 10 Navy Cut.
Nearby there is a compressed air hose connector, which has two threaded ends to join 3/8inch
compressed air pipes.
08:099 Drill Bit (Knock-on Chisel-head)
On the floor in the middle of the passage there is a drill bit of knock-on, tungsten carbide, chisel-bit
type.
08:100 Compressed Air Hose and Drill Steel Extractor
On the floor at the passage side there is a piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 1/2inch internal
diameter.
Nearby there is a one half of a drill steel extractor, made from ‘iron’ and comprising a cylindrical hinged
sleeve with a central groove for a hexagonal drill steel, with a lug half way along the side which contains
a swivelling tightening bolt (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 6772-79).
08:101 Dumping Area
The floor to the side of the passage has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• One half of a broken ‘greenstone’ grindstones of the type used for sharpening tungsten-tipped
drill steels. Made of a grey-green coloured composite and of 180mm diameter.
• A small condensed milk tin with the lid bent back.
• A small toothed ‘iron’ wheel of 28mm diameter, of a type made for dressing ‘greenstone’
grindstones.
08:102 Cigarette Packet
A paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, placed in a crack in the
pack wall at shoulder height.
08:103 Drill Bit Cap (Chisel-head)
On the floor at the centre of the passage a discarded yellow plastic cap for an integral carbide tipped,
chisel tipped, drill bit of c. 35mm diameter.
08:104 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage floor has a small area of exposed bedrock a small but dense array of 16 close-spaced drill
holes. Sampled at c. 30mm diameter and 0.2m long (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6768-70). The testing
holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
08:105 Top Cut
This small area on the corner has two vestiges of top cuts, with a central area where the rock has not
been removed and runs to the roof.
08:106 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim.

Passage 9: Fifth Western Cross Passage (Sheet 2)
09:01
Shackle Pin and Cigarette Packet
On a ledge at the end of the unfinished pack, there is a rusty small shackle pin which is only 90mm
long.
Nearby is paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, in poor condition.
09:02
Unfinished Pack and Pack Removal
This pack is unfinished, coming up to about waist height near the passage junction but with the pack
wall not started further along the horizontal passage, presumably left because at the time it was being
created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature. At one point a pre-existing pack
appears to have had one face robbed; why this was done is not clear.
09:03
Tramway Sleeper (Iron), Tramway Sleeper Slots (Iron) and Tramway Bed
This passage has short sleeper slots of a type suitable for the standard iron sleepers used in the quarry,
the rails now removed but originally running from the tramway turntable on the incline. There is one
metal sleeper that has been left in-situ. It is the standard type found in the quarry of manufactured ‘iron’
sleepers made from a narrow sheet of plate with both long edges bend down to make diagonal sides
when seen in section. These sleepers are 0.84m long and 0.18m wide. There are 10 visible slots and
spaces for at least 3 more. Running intermittently between the slots there is a visible tramway bed, with
the positions of the rails visible because of the slight build-up of material spilt from the tubs between
the sleepers and rails. Further along the passage there is only one isolated visible sleeper slot, but the
line of the tramway is visible as a shallow hollow with a build-up of spillage to either side (Photo 201102-17 Images 6161-63). In one short section the built-up tramway bed runs to the side of a deep retained
hole where the face has been kept open (catalogued separately). In parts towards the face end the
tramway bed has a slight break of slope at its down dip side.
09:04
Hanging Pins (two reusing Drill Steels)
On one side of the passage, four hanging pins at irregular intervals down the passage, all relatively high
up the wall and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. The two nearest the passage
junction have reused parts of hexagonal drill steels. The other two are pieces of wood.
09:05
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
09:06
Carbide Dumps
Two small dumps of spent carbide on the unfinished pack and the passage floor nearby.
09:07
Storage/Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a storage/dumping area (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6137-38),
with items comprising:
• Two ‘domestic-type’ light bulbs with bayonet fittings.
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, and another
for 20 of the same brand.
• Rotted piece of newspaper (no readable date or paper name).
• A filter from a 1939-45 gas mask, comprising a metal cylinder with a damaged flat plate at the
end with a regular grill of circular perforations (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6140-41)/
• An ‘iron’ wedge made from rectangular bar, 30mm across and 140mm long.
• One drill bit of knock-on cross-head type with a 30mm diameter. There is also a clearing wire.
• A pile of metal labels, comprising c. 125x65mm thin rectangular plates with rounded corners
and a single hole for attaching string or wire placed at one end on the central axis.
09:08

Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin

A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side. The position of the pin so close to the wall
suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in place.
09:09
Storage/Dumping Area
The floor at the passage side has been used as a small storage/dumping area, with items comprising:
• A boot heel iron.
• A drill bit of knock-on cross-head type, of 30mm diameter.
• Two ‘iron’ nuts.
• One un-inscribed piece of light bulb packaging.
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting on ledge above.
09:10
Shelf
A small shelf placed at shoulder height at the pack wall, made of a wooden floor board resting on three
irregularly-placed pieces of wood driven into a crack between pack blocks (Photo 2011-02-17 Images
6143-44).
09:11
Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head) and Cigarette Packet
On the passage floor to the side there is a drill bit of knock-on cross-head type, of 30mm diameter, and
a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes.
09:12
Newspaper
In a crack in the pack wall there was a placed, folded but rotted piece of newspaper from the Daily
Express 22nd June 1949.
09:13
Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, coming to about 1.2m from the roof, presumably left because at the time it was
being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
09:14
Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A leather boot, with the ankle part cut away, with hob nails and heel iron.
• A short section of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type.
• Wrapping paper, now rotted, for four or more sticks of gelignite.
• A small coil of slow fuse.
09:15
Drill Steel Rest from Drilling Rig
At the passage side, a manufactured artefact made from metal plate, with a curved base and one high
side with side wings and semi-circular top with central hole; with a sturdy fastening ring with central
hole beneath. Thought to be a drill steel rest (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6157-59).
09:16
Collapsed Pack
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and is spread across the passage
floor.
09:17
Timber Pack Support
This timber is set high in the passage, running across it, and was inserted because of concerns over the
stability of the wall pack on the down dip side.
09:18
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.

09:19
Winch Platform (Concrete)
To the side of the passage, protruding from the floor, are three sturdy fastening bolts at three corners of
a rectangle. These are probably for a winch and are presumably set in a concrete platform which is now
buried.
09:20
Oil Staining
To the passage sides there are three small patches of oil staining on the floor, two being opposite each
other.
09:21
Hanging Pins
Spaced along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three short pin, protruding
into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of wood has been
utilised to make the pins.
09:22
Feather
On the passage floor, to the side, there is an ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set.
09:23
Hook and Wire Rope, and Wire Rope Clamp
Lying on the passage floor there is an ‘iron’ hook, attached to a short piece of wire rope of normal
twisted-spiral strand type, with frayed ends, using a wire rope clamp to fasten the rope to either side of
a loop going through the hole at the end of the hook (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6165-68)
09:24
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with metal
shims. The position of the pin so close to the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was
put in place.
09:25
Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with two
metal shims.
09:26
Conveyor Belt
On the passage floor to the side, a small waste piece of rubberised-canvas conveyor belting, with cut
edges, imported for reuse as home-made electrical insulators.
09:27
Drill Holes for Roof Pins or Roof Plugs
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug. About 0.15m away there is the start of a second hole which was abandoned.
09:28
Waste Rock
At the passage side a single boulder has been placed vertically.
09:29
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackles and Pulley Sheaf
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle to which is attached a second
large bow shackle and a small bow shackle. The second large shackle is attached to the sheaf of a large
pulley with the axle pin partially drawn and the pulley wheel missing. The lifting pin is set into a drilled
hole in the roof (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6170-77).
09:30
Water Needle from Compressed Air Drill
Leaning on the passage wall is a small, bent, hollow tube with one domed end and a slightly tapered
nozzle at the other. This is a water needle from a compressed air drill (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 617981)

09:31
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large circular cross-sectioned wooden beam, made from a pitch-coated
telegraph pole, that runs across the passage at roof level, which fits into slots at the walling tops.
09:32
Feather
On the passage floor there is an ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set.
09:33
Scaffolding Clamp
On the passage floor there is half of a scaffolding swivel–clamp.
09:34
Hanging Pins (reusing a Drill Steel and a Fishplate)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One reuses part of a hexagonal
drilling steel, the other a tramway fishplate of the standard tramway type with four bolt holes.
09:35
Winch Platform (Tramway Rails) and Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail)
On the floor of the passage to one side there are two heavy-duty lengths of bullhead rail, laid
horizontally and set a short distance apart in a semi-parallel arrangement. It is likely that these
supported a metal plate with winch above. Nearby there is a short piece of protruding bullhead rail set
vertically into the floor which probably acted as an anchor (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6183-85).
09:36
Electrical Detonators
Two electrical detonators on a ledge in the pack wall, each comprising a small tight coil of rusty wire,
one with a small cylinder at one end with a green coloured copper oxidisation coating (Photo 2011-0217 Images 6187-92)
09:37
Metal Tin
A very rusty circular tin, with lid, which is small and shallow, placed in the pack wall.
09:38
Light Fitting and Light Bulb
A white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type, and a broken
domestic-type light bulb with bayonet fitting, both on the floor at the passage side.
09:39
Stone Slab with Plug and Feather Hole
A split slab on the floor at the passage side has a scar from a plug and feather drill hole at the split face.
09:40
Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal
A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed and the material on the floor has
been tidied away.
09:41
Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a drill bit of knock-on cross-headed type with a diameter of 30mm.
09:42
Corrugated Sheets
Four corrugated un-galvanised iron sheets, placed on the passage floor (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 619495).
09:43
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackles and with U-Shackle, and Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle, to which is attached a small
bow shackle which in turn is attached to a large U-shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof
(Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6197-99).
Nearby there are short lengths of wire rope wear grooves in the roof radiating from the pin.

09:44
Hanging Pin and Electrical Cable Hanging Loop
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make
the pin; this has copper staining. On the floor below the pin there is a piece of copper wire which has
presumably fallen from the pin.
09:45
Electrical Cable
A short piece of electrical cable of ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with pale-grey plastic coating, surrounding
a two-core wire. Possibly used for shot firing. Found lying on the floor in the middle of the passage.
09:46
Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clips and Compressed Air Hose Connector
One piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 1inch diameter, discarded on the passage floor. The
hose has an ‘iron’ connector at one end with a 3/4inch screw thread, and also two Hercules Clips joining
pieces of the hose together.
09:47
Storage/Dumping Area
The floor at the wide area at side of the passage has been used as a small storage/dumping area, with
items comprising:
• Two glass bottles, one in clear glass with screw top, for Kiaora orange squash, the other in palegreen glass for 3 Star Martell (Cognac).
• A discarded tin (perhaps originally used for grease?). It is a moderate-sized circular drumshaped tin, outside white with blue lettering, with a main text: ‘WELFARE FOOD SERVICE
– NATIONAL DRIED MILK – MODIFIED DRIED FULL CREAM MILK’.
• One large ‘iron’ bolt.
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting.
• One un-inscribed piece of light bulb packaging.
• A piece of half-inch diameter hose pipe.
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes.
• Piece of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with rubber coating, surrounding a
single wound copper wire core.
• A rectangular metal tin, of one gallon size, outside yellow paint coated, with top carrying handle
and off-centre circular threaded pouring hole.
• Seven rusty labels, with two more on a nearby pack wall ledge, comprising c. 125x65mm thin
rectangular plates with rounded corners and two holes for attaching string or wire placed at
either end on the central axis (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6953-56).
• A right-angle type scaffolding clamp.
• A broken sledgehammer handle.
• A small piece of wire rope.
• An ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set placed on a ledge in the pack wall.
• Against the pack wall was a badly decomposed paper packaging, presumably for a machinery
part (possibly associated with compressed air drilling). This was c. 30mm wide and 300mm
long, coloured orange with black lettering and a white background to a circular logo. This
could be partially made out, reading: ‘CERTIFIED JOY – GREENOCK SCOTLAND’.
Elsewhere ‘machines only’ and ‘genuine’.
09:48
Anchor Point (Iron Rod)
0.20m above the passage floor a block in the pack wall has been drilled near-horizontally for a sturdy
protruding ‘iron’ bar. This is 380mm long and appears to have had its end sawn off relatively recently.
This looks to be purposefully placed to anchor a winch or some other form of equipment.
09:49

Hanging Pin

On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of twisted copper wire, with a
loop at the end, has been utilised to make the pin.
09:50
Feather
An ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set placed on a ledge near the floor in the pack wall.
09:51
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Drilled from floor
level up to about head height. Sampled at c. 30-35mm diameter and 1.5m long. The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
09:52
Light Bulb
One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting, pearl glass of flattened spotlight profile type, on
ledge in pack wall.
09:53
Oil Drum
A rusty and rather bent 45-gallon oil drum wedges at the top of the sunken area. This drum may have
been imported into the quarry as a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from
floor level (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6948-50).
09:54
Scaffolding Clamp
A scaffolding swivel-clamp dumped in the sunken area.
09:55
Tramway Revetment
Four reasons that are not clear a section of the passage against the rock face has not been infilled up to
tramway level, with a crudely-built drystone-walled revetment to the linear hole, up to 1.4m high,
supporting the tramway bed (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6948-50).
09:56
Dumping Area
The sunken area below the tramway retaining has been used as a minor dumping area, with items
comprising:
• A short section of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type.
• Parts of two circular cross-sectioned timber roof supports which appear to have been discarded
rather than stored for future use.
• Pieces from a broken porcelain tea cup or mug.
• A short length of copper wire.
09:57
Storage/Dumping Area
A ledge in the pack-wall has been used as a small storage/dumping area, with items comprising:
• A broken ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather.
• Two standard fishplate bolts, with four more on the floor below.
• Two dog nails.
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes.
09:58
Anchor Point (Iron Rod)
About 0.4m above the passage floor the working face has been drilled for a sturdy protruding ‘iron’ bar
set angled to the rock wall. This looks to be purposefully placed to anchor a winch or some other form
of equipment.
09:59
Gas Mask Filter
A circular iron plate with a grill of regularly-placed circular holes, with deep rim, from a 1939-45 gas
mask (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6945-46).

09:60
Drill Steel Testing Holes
Two short drill holes of 30mm diameter, placed about 0.3m above the floor in the rock face, and only
about 0.05 to 0.10m long. It is not known whether this was an aborted drill steel testing area or if they
were intended for other purposes. The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm
called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
09:61
Glass Bottle
At the working face a brown-glass bottle, plain, of full-bottle of sherry shape.
09:62
Winch Platform (Wood with Stone Revetment) and Anchor Points (Iron Rods)
To the passage side there is a low plinth defined towards the passage centre by a 0.20m high stone
plinth, comprising a retaining wall of stone one course high. To the other edge of the plinth there is the
slot for a rectangular cross-sectioned timber, now rotted, that was 1.10m long and 0.17m wide. These
were probably for a winch set on an iron plate. Nearby there are two sturdy iron rods set horizontally
into the wall at a point 0.05m off the floor, which acted as anchors (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 694041).
09:63
Hacksaw Blade
On the passage floor there is a discarded standard hacksaw blade.
09:64
Hanging Pin (reusing a Fishplate) and Bolts
On one side of the passage, at shoulder height, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a standard tramway fish plate with
four drill holes. On a ledge nearby there are two large ‘iron’ bolts.
09:65
Electrical Cable
Two pieces of single wound copper wire core, one with a rubber coating, both discarded on the passage
floor.
09:66
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackles and Snatch Block Pulley
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle to which is attached a second
bow shackle which in turn has a large galvanised snatch-block pulley. The pin is fastened in a roof drill
hole with a metal shim (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6933-38)
09:67
Hanging Pin (reusing a Drill Steel with Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head))
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This comprises part of a hexagonal drill
steel, with a forged end that contains a cross-head drill bit of 40mm diameter (it is only assumed it is of
knock-on type).
09:68
Waste Rock
At the passage side there are four large blocks, awaiting removal, presumably to the adjacent unfinished
pack.
09:69
Roof Lifting Pin and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position in relation to the
unfinished pack beneath may well indicate it was used in its construction.
About 0.4m away there is an unfinished drill hole which presumably abandoned in favour of the one
still with the pin.
09:70

Unfinished Pack

This short stretch of pack wall is unfinished, with the facing wall standing only about chest height. It
was probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
09:71
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackles
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains two large circular bow shackles. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim.
09:72
Hanging Pin (reusing a Fishplate)
On one side of the passage, at above head height, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate
with four drilled holes.
09:73
Oil Drum and Brazier (Metal Bucket)
A rusty 45-gallon oil drum on the passage floor. This drum may have been imported into the quarry as
a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level. Nearby there is a metal
bucket with five pick holes along one side, with sooting, showing it had been used as a brazier.
09:74
Oil Drum (site of)
A ring of rust on the passage floor showing a 45 gallon oil drum once stood here (presumably that across
the passage).
09:75
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. Now significantly bent. Fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims. The
position of the pin so close behind the wall suggests the pin was in use before the wall pack was put in
place.
09:76
Tramway Revetment
The end of the now-removed tramway entered the face-working area on a semi-circular spur of madeup ground that protrudes into the area, with a level top and a crude steeply-sloping retaining of rubble
at the edge which is up to 1.4m high (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6818-20).
09:77
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin, which is bent, is set
into a drilled hole in the roof.

Passage 10: Sixth Western Cross Passage (Bottom) (Sheet 2)
10:01
Oil Drums
Four rusty and somewhat battered 45-gallon ‘iron’ oil drums, placed in a neat line at the passage side,
three horizontal and one vertical, for in storage for later use, presumably for supporting planked
platforms needed because of the high passages in this part of the mine (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 54235425).
10:02
Waste Rock
Two large boulders placed at the passage side.
10:03
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a set of drill holes that comprises 15 holes in a long vertical line from roof to floor,
intersected by two horizontal lines, each with 4 holes. They are of c. 40mm diameter (Photo 2010-1216 Image 5433-5436). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called
Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
10:04
Tub Bucket
The bucket from a side tipping tub of Hudson-type tub, which is rectangular in plan (1.03x0.72m) and
has vertical U-shaped ends (0.75m high) (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5426-5431). At the centre of each
end there are four sturdy pins in a square arrangement, protruding from a U-shaped plate, which were
‘attached’ to the tub frame verticals at the ends of the tub.
This has been discarded and lies on its side, part buried in rubble at the passage side; originally it was
presumable used for transporting waste stone.
10:05
Tramway Rails (Bullhead), Tramway Sleeper Slots (Iron) and Tramway Sleeper (Wood)
These ‘iron’ rails are of flat-bottomed bullhead type laid to a gauge of 17.5 inch (0.45m) (for trucks of
17 inch gauge). The rails are placed on manufactured ‘iron’ sleepers but throughout the short section
where the rails survive at this part of the passage the sleepers are buried.
The rails end at the bottom of the incline where they have been robbed beyond, at a point where there
is no formal stopping arrangement. The tramway once extended further as indicated by 31 sleeper slots
after a gap, where sleepers have been removed. They are mostly even spaced but with two set very
close together and spaces where five more are not visible. Whether they held iron or wooden sleepers
is not certain, but the shortness may well suggest the former. Next to one of the short slots there is a
single timber sleeper with its top nearly flush with the floor. While this may be a vestige of an earlier
tramway, this seems unlikely given what we know of the date of this part of the workings; it may be
contemporary with the iron sleepers, perhaps placed for added stability, or to attach something to.
This section of tramway was one of the last used in the quarry, running from the entrance via points to
a branch of the incline accessing late working areas to the right side (looking down) of the main incline
and at the bottom of the quarry.
10:06
Alcove and Unfinished Pack
It appears there was a large alcove here when the adjacent packs were first built, but whether this held
machinery or just reflects the pack building sequence is not known.
The whole of the ‘alcove’ has been partially backfilled, with stone placed up to chest to shoulder height
in this exceptionally high passage. Presumably there was not enough waste stone produced in the
vicinity to complete the work.
10:07
Dumping Area
The top of the unfinished pack has been used as a small dumping area (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 54385422). Objects include:

•
•
•
•

Four electrical light bulbs of domestic type with bayonet fittings, pearl and clear, one inscribed:
‘Mazda, 250V 100W, made in England’.
A piece of rotted cloth.
A loop of rubber-coated electrical cable of ‘domestic type’.
A white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic type.

10:08
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with metal shims.
10:09
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug. However, a large block has fallen out of the roof here and this may have happened while a roof
pin was in use, leading to it being replaced by the last feature.
10:10
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of hundreds of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face over a long
length, mostly extending downwards from 0.3-0.4m below the roof to the passage floor (Photo 201012-16 Image 5454). Most are in regular-spaced arrays and of c. 40mm diameter and where tested c.
1.5m long. There are two broad patches of yellow-brown discolouration on the wall where oil has
sprayed from the drilling machine. Some of the lowermost holes are buried by a pile of waste stone on
the passage floor. The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley
and Venables in the 1960s.
10:11
Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are five short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Two broken and flimsy pieces of
wood, an ‘iron’ pin and two piece of ‘iron’ bar have been utilised to make the pins.
10:12
Air Seal for Airleg
A small ‘plastic’ circular seal for an air leg.
10:13
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling of four relieving holes around it.
10:14
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is fixed in the roof drill hole and its position close to the passage
wall indicated it was in use before this pack was built.
10:15
Air Lance
A short length of one-inch copper pipe, with an ‘iron’ fitting at the end with a one and a quarter inch
screw thread. This is almost certainly an air lance, designed to attach to a flexible compressed air hose,
used to clear dust from drill holes.
10:16
Waste Rock
A low pile of waste rock on the passage side, which covers some of the drill holes in the passage face.
10:17
Leather Glove
A chromed-tanned leather work-glove (right), now falling into pieces, discarded on the floor at the
passage side. The glove is pale yellow in colour except for the cuff which is red. Its pair lies on the
other side of the passage (catalogued separately).

10:18
Drill Bit (Knock-on Chisel-head)
Knock-on chisel-head, tungsten carbide tipped, drill bit of 40mm diameter, placed on a ledge in the wall
pack (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5448-5452).
10:19
Cigarette Packet and Compressed Air Hose
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Senior Service cigarettes, in relatively poor
condition, placed on a ledge in the wall pack (Photo 2010-12-16 Image 5444-5446).
Discarded on the working floor below there are several short offcuts of flexible compressed air hose
with an internal diameter of half-inch, made from rubberised-canvas.
10:20
Leather Glove
A chromed-tanned leather work-glove (left), now falling into pieces, discarded on the floor at the
passage side. The glove is pale yellow in colour except for the cuff which is red. Its pair lies on the
other side of the passage (catalogued separately).
10:21
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
10:22
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole.
10:23
PVC Glove
A red plastic-coated cloth work-glove part buried in the heap of fine waste on the floor at the passage
side.
10:24
Timber Beam (Unused or Displaced)
A timber beam on the floor at the passage side which looks to be placed here for future use or has been
discarded. It measures 1.20m by 0.29m and is 0.12m thick. While of similar size to a railway sleeper,
it is too thin and has had a different previous use, as indicated by six drill holes through it and six slots
cut into the visible face.
10:25
Hanging Pin (reusing Blacksmiths Tongs)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the pack wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a pair of blacksmiths
tongs which protrude from the wall by 250mm. The ‘iron’ tongs have two long handles and a D-shaped
tong end, with the opening to the D-side (Photo 2011-01-27 Image 6005)
10:26
Hanging Pin (reusing a Shovel Handle)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses the handle end of a shovel
handle.
10:27
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle to which is attached a large Ushackle. Pin fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 6001-03).
10:28
Hanging Pin (reusing a Fishplate)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This reuses a standard ‘iron’ tramway

fishplate with four drilled holes, with a wooden wedge in one of the holes used to create a small hook
or wedge to trap the hanging wire.
10:29
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall here has several plug and feather drill holes (and also shotholes).
10:30
Dumping Area
The floor at the passage side has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A battered ‘Carrs Biscuits’ tin printed in red, blue and gold, containing grease (Photo 2011-0127 Images 5995-97).
• a ‘sauce’ bottle in clear glass with moulded decoration and a screw top (Photo 2011-01-27
Image 5998)
• A small piece of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating.
• Four pieces of a white china tea cup rim with black transfer decoration of a simple pattern of
flowers and leaves (Photo 2011-01-27 Image 5999).
• A Hercules Clip for joining pieces of compressed air hose together.
10:31
Anchor Point (Iron Rod)
A short distance above the passage floor a block in the pack wall has been drilled near-horizontally for
a sturdy protruding ‘iron’ bar. This looks to be purposefully placed to anchor a winch or some other
form of equipment.
10:32
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with metal shims.
10:33
Alcove
This small alcove may have been for a winch; there is a wall anchor nearby. Alternatively it may just
be that there may have been a passage leading off from here which has been sealed with a pack wall,
but this seems less likely as there is no obvious reason why the wall would be inset.
10:34
Cigarette Packets
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, and another for 10 Wild
Woodbine, discarded on the passage floor to the side.
10:35
Electrical Isolator Box
The isolator box, which today rests on the floor at the passage side, is a sturdy but rusty rectangular
‘iron’ container, the front of which is hinged and open. Inside there are three large ceramic fuses with
three isolator switches at the off position (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5990-93).
10:36
Newspaper
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a rotted sheet of newspaper from the ‘Machinery Market’ for 2 nd
Aug. 1957.
10:37
Dumping Area
The floor at the passage side has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A tin that contained Saab engine oil.
• A paintbrush
• A small drill bit of knock-on cross-head type.
• A small piece of wide drive belting.
10:38

Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with metal shims.
10:39
Plastic Coat
The very-rotted remains of a waterproof coat made from black plastic, placed on the floor at the passage
side.
10:40
Compressed Air Claw Fitting
On the passage floor at the side there is an ‘iron’ compressed air fitting, comprising a short pipe with
screw thread at one end and claw prongs at the other.
10:41

Now not used

10:42
Drill Steel Sharpening Area and Dumping Area
The floor at the passage side has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• An ‘iron’ wedge.
• An ‘iron’ nut and bolt.
• A small coil of ‘domestic-type’ electrical cable.
• Seven ‘greenstone’ grindstones of the type used for sharpening tungsten-tipped drill steels. All
are made of a grey-green coloured composite, are 25mm thick and about 120mm diameter,
discarded as fully used. Some retain red paint on one face, with one with a largely illegible
script, but with ‘A PRODU..’ still readable (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5985-88).
• A bright-blue coloured cloth rag (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5985-86).
The number of grindstones dumped here suggests the immediate area was used for sharpening drill
steels whist they were being tested on the rock face nearby. This is confirmed by a small heap of
grinding dust on the floor.
10:43
Hanging Pins
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two pins, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of wood has been utilised to make
the pins.
10:44
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall over a long length is made from large blocks with many plug and feather holes.
10:45
Hanging Pins
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are three pins, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of wood has been utilised to make
the pins.
10:46
Scaffolding Pole and Scaffolding Clamp
An aluminium scaffolding pole set horizontally across the passage above head height, with a swivelclamp at the middle.
10:47
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
10:48
Roof Lifting Pin with Shackle Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular shackle pin. The lifting pin is bent and set

into a drilled hole in the roof. The position of the lifting pin behind the wall suggests it was in use
before the wall pack was put in place.
10:49
Timber Roof Support (Displaced)
A large timber roof support, of circular cross-section, presumably originally used somewhere nearby,
now lies displaced leaning against the passage wall pack.
10:50
Feather
On the pack there is an ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set.
10:51
Bow Shackle
Placed on the pack there is a small bow shackle of the same type as commonly used with roof pins.
10:52
Corrugated Sheet
A corrugated galvanised sheet, leant against the wall.
10:53
Small Roof Pin
Circular-sectioned, ‘iron’ roof pin, of smaller type than usually used for lifting but with similar
suspension hole in a bulbous circular part at the lower end. The pin is set within a wooden plug inside
a drilled hole in the roof. It lies behind the line of the pack wall and must have been in use before this
was built.
10:54
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall is made from large blocks, with three plug and feather holes.
10:55
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with metal shims.

Passage 11: First Eastern Cross Passage (Top) (Sheet 3)
11:01
Shovelling Plates
Six large and two small iron shovelling plates, made of flat sheets, leant against the wall (Photo 201108-10 Images 7535-37).
11:02
Iron Ring
On a pack wall ledge a sturdy, straight-sided, ‘iron’ ring, probably from a machine (of unknown type),
which has a diameter of 100mm, a thickness of 25mm and a central hole of 25mm diameter.
11:03
Tramway Sleepers (Wood) and Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This whole length of passage has had sleepers for a tramway. One sleeper, a part buried part of a
second, and 26 visible sleeper slots where sleepers have been removed (a further sleeper lies displaced
– catalogued separately).and there is space for at least nine more which cannot now be traced. The
sleepers were originally of rectangular-sectioned timber. That which remains fully visible has three insitu dogs (a pair at one end and a single at the other), indicating the tramway gauge was about 24 inches
(0.6m). The other remaining sleeper also has dogs. That there is a change of floor level part way along
the passage may indicate there are two phases of tramway here.
11:04
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof, 0.15m deep, for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
11:05
Fishplate Bolts
On the floor at the passage side are two heavy duty ‘iron’ fishplate bolts, both have which have had
their nuts cut off, with these lying adjacent.
11:06
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof, 0.20m deep, for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
11:07
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.17m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed
or a wooden plug.
11:08
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.25m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed
or a wooden plug.
11:09
Fishplate
A standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate with four drilled holes, comprising a plate measuring 360 by
340mm with four regularly spaced oval bolt holes.
11:10
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.18m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed
or a wooden plug.
11:11
Waste Rock
The outer half of the passage has a fill which is about 0.30-0.35m higher that the inner section, with a
break of slope between the two. The outer fill is finer material and there is laid flat floor. The inner
fill (which is still thick) is still flat but has stones scattered across it and is generally untidy. Whether
both floors are part of the same backfilling exercise, or two phases of activity is not known. The
tramway may have run unbroken between them (in the last phase), with sleepers possibly helping bridge
the change in level. However, alternatively there may two phases, with a new tramway brought in at a
higher level to introduce more floor fill.

11:12
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. What remains
of the hole is only 0.20m deep, but the pin has been chiselled out leaving a wider scar cut into the roof.
11:13
Tramway Sleeper (Wood)
An exceptionally-long, rectangular-sectioned, but displaced, wooden sleeper, with two dogs near one
end. This is 2.7m long and would just fit in the sleeper slot nearby which is set diagonally across the
passage (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7193-94).
11:14
Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of ‘iron bar’ has been utilised to
make the pin.
11:15
Hanging Pins
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. ‘Iron’ bars have been utilised to
make the pins.
11:16
Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.24m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed.
Nearby is a second aborted hole, presumably drilled and abandoned in favour of the complete one.
11:17
Fishplate Bolts
Two standard-sized fishplate bolts have been stored on a passage-side ledge. A third lies nearby on the
main passage floor.
11:18
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.16m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed.
An ‘iron’ sleeve infilling the outer circumference of the hole remains in-situ.
11:19
Tramway Rail (Displaced Bullhead – Possible Anchor)
On the passage floor, by the wall, there is a short loose section of tramway rail of flat-bottomed
bullhead type. This may have been cut to use as an anchor point.
11:20
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. The pin has
been chiselled out leaving a wider scar cut into the roof. The remaining part of the hole is 0.19m deep
and has a diameter of 48mm.
11:21
Shotfiring Wire
On the passage floor there is a discarded small length of shotfiring cable, comprising wound copper
strands with an outer casing of largely decomposed pink ‘rubber’.
11:22
Waste Rock
The passage adjacent to the working face on the updip side of the tramway route has been largely filled
to the roof in a relatively late phase of work, leaving one area where it is possible to see over the top in
two directions for a short way because the fill does not quite reach the roof.
11:23
Unfinished Pack
This pack wall is not quite finished, but coming to about 0.6m or less from the roof, presumably left
because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
11:24

Timber Roof Support and Anchor Point (Bullhead Rail)

Set against the passage side there is a rotted-timber vertical roof support of round cross-section, which
presumably once went to the roof but now stops well short, protruding only 0.83m from the floor. This
roof support can be seen to be set into the floor by at least 0.90m, indicating the passage has been partbackfilled with waste to this depth, with a tramway laid on the top of this.
Adjacent to the roof support, set at an angle, there is a short section of heavy-duty bridge rail protruding
from the floor. What was anchored here is unclear but one possibility is a winch.
11:25
Unfinished Pack
This pack wall is not quite finished, but coming to near the roof, presumably left because at the time it
was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
11:26
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. What remains
of the hole is 0.27m deep, but the pin has been chiselled out leaving a wider scar cut into the roof.
11:27
Railway Sleeper (Unused or Displaced) and Corrugated Sheet.
On the passage floor, against the side, there is a railway sleeper (displaced or stored for reuse). This is
1.40m long, 0.25m wide and 0.12m deep. It has 7 in-situ dogs, with other protruding ‘nails’, in two sets
which would fit with the nearby bridge rail (see above). There are also signs of re-use of the timber,
with a drilled circular hole and a shallow rectangular slot.
Nearby there is also other timbers and the very-decomposed remains of a corrugated iron sheet.
11:28
Waste Rock
The passage adjacent to the working face on the updip side of the tramway route has been largely filled
to the roof in a relatively late phase of work, leaving one area where it is possible to see over the top for
a short way because the fill does not quite reach the roof.

Passage 12: Second Eastern Cross Passage (Sheet 3)
12:01
Shovel Blade
Rusty shovel blade, with curved bottom, on floor against passage side.
12:02
Tramway Sleepers (Wood) and Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This whole length of long horizontal spur passage off the main adjacent incline has slots at regular
intervals where sleepers have been removed. At the face end there are three rectangular wooden
sleepers still in-situ, while 16 long sleeper slots for further rectangular-sectioned timbers are visible and
there is space for one or two more at either end which cannot now be traced.
12:03
Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clip and Corrugated Air Hose
On the floor there are two discarded and relatively short pieces of flexible hose for compressed air
(Photo 2011-08-10 Image 7451). One is of smooth walled reinforced rubber with an internal diameter
of 1 inch. It comprises two lengths of hose joined together by a Hercules Clip. The other is corrugated
walled rubber with an internal spiral of wire reinforcing and something like double the internal diameter.
This type of hose was used for sucking air for such tasks as dust extraction.
12:04
Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clip
On the floor there is a discarded and relatively short piece of flexible hose for compressed air. This is
smooth walled reinforced rubber with an internal diameter of 1 inch, with a Hercules Clip at one end.
12:05
Hanging Pins
Along one side of the passage, at the top of the pack against the roof, there are seven short pins,
protruding into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. Pieces of both
wood and ‘iron’ bar have been utilised.
12:06
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting. ‘Iron’ shims
remain.
12:07
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
12:08
Chain
On the floor close to the passage side there are two discarded short sections of ‘iron’ chain, with three
and five links respectively.
12:09
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug. Several ragged pieces of wood fill the hole and protrude downwards; whether they served a
purpose is not known.
12:10
Glass Bottles
In a cavity on the passage wall pack there are two pale green bottles. One with its top missing, of under
half pint capacity, has an inscription that reads ‘M WHITTAKER TRADEMARK MATLOCK BATH
AND ASHFORD’. The other, of half pint capacity, has a screw thread and is inscribed ‘THE
CHESTERFIELD BREWERY CO LTD CHESTERFIELD’ (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7484-88).
12:11
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
12:12

Collapsed Pack and Pack Removal

A stretch of the pack wall to the passage side has partially collapsed, as shown by steep unstackable
sides in parts, and the wall is now about half passage height. The material on the floor has been tidied
away.
12:13
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof, with three metal shims, for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof
pin for lifting.
12:14
Tramway Rails (Displaced Bullhead)
Four pieces of bullhead tramway rail, three loose on the floor and the last wedged (at an unknown date)
across the passage above head height.

Passage 13: Third Eastern Cross Passage (Bottom) (Sheet 3)
13:01
Brazier (Oil Drum)
At the side of the passage there is a very-rusty ‘iron’ 5 gallon oil drum with multiple perforations on its
side, indicating it has been converted to a brazier, each hole roughly hexagonal and created with a drill
steel hammering pin with hexagonal head (with two found nearby but catalogued separately) (Photo
2011-08-10 Images 7407-11). There are wood ashes in the bottom.
13:02
Carbide Drum and Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
Placed at the corner between the two passages there is a now-empty, standard large, rusty ‘iron’, carbide
drum (for 1cwt of carbide?). This has a diameter of 0.32m and it is 0.54m high. The top has a rim for
a smaller diameter removable lid (missing) (Photo 2011-08-10 Image 7405).
On a ledge in the pack wall above there is a knock-on cross-head air drill bit, of 30mm diameter.
13:03
Wax Taper
Hidden in gap between pack stones in the passage wall there is a wax taper. This has a diameter of
3mm, is parallel sided, about 200mm long and comprises a string wick surrounded by white candle
wax.
13:04
Tramway Sleeper Slots (Wood)
This length of passage, which is a short horizontal spur off the main adjacent incline, has long slots at
regular intervals where sleepers have been removed. Three are visible and there is space for at least 3
more which cannot now be traced. The sleepers were originally of rectangular-sectioned timber.

Passage 14: Western Working Face (Sheet 1)
14:001 Shothole Stemming
Three pieces of stemming ‘dust’ (a gravel/sand), placed on a wall ledge, each of circular cross-section
and wrapped in newspaper to create their shape. Each of 25mm diameter and the longest section with
a length of 80mm (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3649-53).
14:002 Crowbars
‘Iron’ crowbars placed together on floor – both rusty. One is 1.10m long and made from a drill steel
modified to have one slightly curved end. The other is made from round section bar (30mm diam.) and
is 1.47m long (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3654-55).
14:003 Waste Rock
The waste rock across this broad passage is in irregular heaps up to 1m high and includes some large
blocks. This material was in the process of being moved by the haulage bucket at the top of the slope.
14:004 Haulage Bucket and Oil Drum
An upturned ‘iron’ ‘haulage’ bucket on the floor, which has a rectangular top with curved sheet forming
the sides and rounded bottom. The two end plates, in their lower halves are drilled with several holes
to allow water to drain. Top measures 0.87m by 0.70m. Depth 0.73m. Inside, in two corners at either
end of one of the longer sides, there are two sturdy iron loops to attach the haulage chain (lying nearby
– catalogued separately), underneath at the centre is a third loop for a short chain length that dragged
on the floor and prevented tipping when the drag was in operation. The bucket is abandoned in-situ,
with roof pulley above – used to drag waste material upslope for tipping, using a wire rope through the
pulley, via another roof fitting at the base of the slope from the winch near here (Photo 2010-08-29
Images 3661-66).
Adjacent is a 45-gallon oil drum on the floor, which is rusty, bent and with holes. This drum may have
been imported into the quarry a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from floor
level.
14:005 Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle and Pulley with Hook
Circular-sectioned ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in bulbous circular end, containing
an iron U-shaped shackle. Hung from this is a sturdy ‘iron’ pulley with hook (total 0.50m long). The
pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3668-71).
14:006 Shovelling Plate with Stone Pile
In-situ rectangular ‘iron’ plate on a flat floor, used for shovelling. Flat sheet, rusty, but still sound –
1.70m by 0.93m. This was used for the fine material sorted after being dragged upslope by the haulage
bucket, lying in an adjacent/overlapping pile ready for shovelling onto the adjacent pack.
14:007 Spanner
Rusty open-ended spanner, placed on a large flat-topped rock, for nuts of about 1 inch and 1.25 inch,
one end broken (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3674-75).
14:008 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, of 44mm diameter and 130mm length, with suspension
hole in bulbous circular end. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim. The location suggests it
either predates the unfinished pack underneath or was used in its construction.
14:009 Snatch Block Pulley, U-Shackles, Haulage Bucket Chains, Drill Steel
A sturdy ‘iron’ snatch block placed on the pack, 0.34m long, with a pulley of 0.19m diameter. The
block has one side plate in the ‘open’ position and the block is attached to two U-shaped shackles (Photo
2010-08-29 Images 3679-84).

Nearby on the pack there is a sturdy ‘iron’ fastening chain with ‘iron’ hooks at the ends and a large
‘iron’ ring half way along – the whole about 1.10m long. The last links at either end are U-shaped.
These chains would have been used for the haulage bucket that lies nearby (Photo 2010-08-29 Images
3679-84).
Adjacent, leant against the pack, there is a hexagonal drill steel with broken drilling end, now 1.60m
long, with a ‘4 inch’ shank.
14:010 Unfinished Pack
This pack was in process of being built when quarrying ceased. In has two stages, an upper part was
having small stones placed here. The lower part was nearly flush with the surrounding deads and was
being used in association with the nearby shovelling plate for emptying material for transfer to the upper
area.
14:011 Working Area and Waste Rock
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. These include the haulage bucket, the adjacent shovelling sheet and unfinished
pack, and the low spread of deads downslope; the work primarily involved the processing of waste rock,
moving this to fill redundant spaces.
In this upper part of the passage there is a substantial heap of waste rock of different sizes in an irregular
heap, presumably dragged up the slope by the haulage bucket. Near this and the shovelling sheet the
material has been sorted into a finer stones ready for pack building.
14:012 Roofing Bar
A 3.7m long roofing bar which is ‘home-made’ from a hollow ‘iron’ tube with a modified piece of drill
steel ‘welded’ to one end with a cranked chisel point (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3689-90).
14:013 Detonator Wire
This area of passage has rubble with scattered fragments of yellow-plastic coated detonating wire,
distributed here with the fired rock after the blast has taken place.
14:014 Crowbar
Rusty ‘iron’ crowbar, on floor, which is 1.50m long (Photo 2010-08-29 Images 3685-87).
14:015 Unfinished Pack
A low drystone pack partially buried by rubble placed across the working. Nearby there is a larger
walled stacking space which was never completed and both may reflect the abandonment of this part of
the quarry at a stage when plans for pack building were ongoing.
14:016 Undercut
An undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which is
either the vestige of one where removal above was to a straight edge, or is the start of an new one
which was never completed.
14:017 Shotholes
The working face has two good examples of long shot holes scars, drilled roughly horizontally, the
longest 1.90m long, with evidence that only a very-short high-explosive charge was used (Photo 201009-30 Image 4770-72).
14:018 Working Area and Waste Rock
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. These include an area where there are two blocks on the floor left after being split,
an adjacent small unfinished pack, and the low spread of deads downslope; the work primarily involved
the processing of stone after it had been removed from the nearby face. The workings here were

abandoned just prior to starting extraction cycle again by undercutting a new part of the face, hence
little trace of the stone working in the passage remains as all useful stone had been removed. The waste
rock on the floor appears to be just a thin skim.
14:019 Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall here has an upper part that is clean in appearance with plug and feather drill holes. The
bottom part is dirtier.
14:020 Drill Hole for Wall Hauling Pin
A drill hole, of 75mm diameter, for a now-missing ‘iron’ pin placed in the ‘working-face’ wall for
haulage at about 1m from the floor. Five ‘Iron’ shims remain.
14:21
Chain with Ring and Hook
Placed on the rubble to the tramway side there is a light ‘iron’ chain with an ‘iron’ ring at one end and
an ‘iron’ hook at the other. In total this is about 2m long. The chain has been mended with D-links in
14 places (clearly not fit for purpose – being used for heavier work that it was capable of)!
14:22
Wire Rope
Lying on the rubble at the working floor there is a long length of rusty wire rope of normal twistedspiral strand type, of 10mm section, with broken ends, in a crudely ‘coiled’ heap.
14:23
Wall Hauling Pin with Bow Shackle and Drill Hole for Wall Hauling Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ pin for hauling, placed in a drilled hole in the ‘working-face’ wall
at about head height. The pin has a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the outer end
which contains a large circular bow shackle (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4733-35).
At about 0.05m above the pin there is a second empty drill hole in the wall, which is 250mm long. This
may well have held a similar pin, with the extant example being a repositioning of the first.
14:24
Bow Shackle and Wire Rope
Lying on the rubble at the working floor there is a bow shackle of the same type as commonly used
with roof pins, attached to a piece of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, with frayed end,
using a simple knot.
14:025 Shovelling Plate and Threaded Pipes
Lying on the passage floor at the chamber side, placed against the pack wall, there is a large ‘iron’
shovelling plate of flat sheet type and two lengths of long heavy duty pipe of 50mm external diameter.
One end of each pipe is threaded, but otherwise they are similar in character to a scaffolding bar and
may have been used as such (also see other example nearby catalogued separately). Taking the pipes
together, they may have been used as ‘three-legs’ for lifting or as scaffolding to help reach the upper
parts of the passage.
14:026 Oil Drum
A very-rusty and badly-bent 45-gallon oil drum on its end in the centre of the ‘passage’ floor (Photo
2010-09-30 Image 4767-69). This drum may have been imported into the quarry a support for planking
used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
14:027 Iron Bar
Placed against the passage side there is a long, straight, ‘iron’ bar of 30mm diameter (Photo 2010-0930 Image 4767-69).
14:028 Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall here has a clean appearance with plug and feather drill holes.
14:029

Shotholes

The working face, in its upper part, has shotholes driven up diagonally which are distinctive in that they
have no shattered inner ends and are surrounded by dark-grey ‘soot’. This may suggest a use of
explosive that was chosen not to fracture the surrounding rock/chert beds (Photo 2010-09-30 Image
4781-85).
14:030 Undercut
An undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which is
either the vestige of one where removal above was to a straight edge, or is the start of an new one
which was never completed.
14:031 Scaffolding Clamp
A scaffold clamp for linking two bars running in the same direction, which is noteworthy because it has
a stainless-steel washer, indicating it is relatively modern. This clamp may have been used in
association with the bars at nearby (catalogued separately).
14:032 Retained Barrow Way
Where the passage following the ‘working face’ turns a corner the floor has been built-up and supported
on one side by a low drystone retaining wall with two visible courses of stone blocks. The top is
horizontal and comprises chatter. The most likely interpretation is that this raised ‘platform’ was made
as a barrow way for tipping waste in the passage around the corner (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4773-80).
14:033 Waste Rock
The narrow passage here has been used as a dumping area for waste rock, which lies in an irregular
heap, brought here by wheelbarrow via the nearby retained route from updip. There is an end to the
waste rock tip at the downdip corner, where material drops away steeply.
14:034 Air Brattice
The narrow section of passage between working face and pack at the corner was once blocked-off by
an air brattice, the collapsed parts of which remain. At the roof there is an in-situ horizontal timber
with an attached piece of rotted canvas. Scattered on the floor there is another timber, a canvas sheet
in a heap, and three pieces of galvanised corrugated sheeting (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4791-95).
14:035 Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage end wall has a discrete area with a dense array of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face.
Drill holes extend to the face corner and appear to have been created after Brattice 34 had been taken
down. All the drill holes lie in the lower part of the face, up to about shoulder height. Here, most are
in a regular grid and of about 35mm diameter and one was measured as 1.6m long. There are also two
noticeably smaller diameter holes which are only 25mm across. The testing holes throughout the mine
were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
14:036 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin has been bent significantly to one side. It is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
14:037 Electrical Cable
On the chamber’s rubble floor there is a piece of rubber-coated two-core electrical cable of ‘domestictype’.
14:038 Hook and Wire Rope
Lying on the rubble at the working floor there is an ‘iron’ hook, attached to a piece of 10mm diameter
wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type using a simple knot.
14:039

Waste Rock

The passage here has been used as a dumping area for waste rock, brought here from updip. In parts
the dump appears to be little more than a skim. There is a small pile of finer material against part of
the rock face. Downdip it is thicker and there is an end to the waste rock tip at the downdip end, where
material drops away steeply. Much of the material is covered in drilling dust.
14:040 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ roof pin which has been removed. To take the
pin out three adjacent relief holes were drilled and high explosives used leaving radial cracking.
14:041 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
14:042 Boot
On a ledge near the roof, at the beginning of the section when the wall pack has not been taken to the
roof, there is a single miner’s rubber ankle boot (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4796-98).
14:043 Pulley Wheel and Cigarette Packets
On ledges at the section where the wall pack has not been taken to the roof, there is a large ‘iron’ pulley
wheel and five paper cigarette packets, all for 10 cigarettes; two Park Drive and three Wild Woodbine
(two of latter now moved from close by), all with designs of mid-twentieth century type (Photo 201009-30 Image 4799-4808).
14:044 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
14:045 Roof Bar
A small rectangular-section ‘iron’ bar has been hammered into the roof, leaving a short section
protruding. What this was used for is not clear.
14:046 Waste Rock
This area has a low heap of fine stone which appears to have been shovelled onto the top of the
unfinished pack here. Much of the material is covered in drilling dust.
14:047 Slow Fuse
A small coil of rotted slow fuse.
14:048 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position in relation to the
unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction.
14:049 Unfinished Pack
The pack here is unfinished; a lower part has a pack wall which stops at c. 1.5m short of the roof, which
updip rises to the roof where the pack is finished. The lower part was probably abandoned due to lack
of stone when nearby quarrying ceased.
14:050 Newspaper and Toilet Area
One rotted and torn sheet of newspaper from the Derbyshire Times for 4th Jan. 1957 (Photo 2010-0930 Image 4809-10). The usual explanation for torn paper in the quarry is that it is associated with
toileting.
14:051 Spanner
A medium-sized adjustable spanner, now in two pieces, discarded when the handle broke off.

14:052 Newspaper and Toilet Area
One rotted and torn sheet of newspaper from the Machinery Market for 9 th Nov. 1956 (Photo 2010-0930 Image 4811-18). The usual explanation for torn paper in the quarry is associated with toileting.
14:053 Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clip
A piece of flexible air hose made of rubberised canvas, with a Hercules Clip near one end joining pieces
of the hose together, discarded on the pack.
14:054 Drill Holes for Roof Lifting Pins
Four large-diameter holes drilled in the roof, which given their location and distribution were
presumably for ‘iron’ lifting pins which have been removed. Three occur in a tight cluster, while the
fourth is a short distance away.
14:055 Undercut
An undercut of low-stooping height, but partially filled with waste rock, where the chert beds above
have not been dropped, which is either the vestige of one where removal above was to straight edges,
or more probably is the start of an new one which was never completed.
14:056 Waste Rock
The wide passage here has been used as a dumping area for waste rock, which is earlier that that updip,
and extending into the link passage leading to the incline. There is an end to the waste tip next to the
face at the downdip corner, where material drops away steeply. Much of the material is covered in
drilling dust.
14:057 Oil Drum
A very-rusty and partially crushed 45-gallon oil drum on the working floor. This drum may have been
imported into the quarry a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
14:058 Unfinished Pack
A low and partially buried unfinished pack.
14:059 Waste Rock
A small head of waste rock against the side of the unfinished pack/working floor. Much of the
material is covered in drilling dust.
14:060 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
14:061 Timber Roof Support and Oil Drum
Originally this roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section
and 20cm diameter. The rotted base remains in-situ and stands 0.4m high, the upper parts, broken into
several pieces, lie nearby. Originally there were at least two pillars here, only one of which still stands
(see next entry). These pillars, which rest on a flat working area on part-finished pack (see below),
were presumably installed because of concerns about the wide span of the working and potential roof
instability.
Adjacent to the pillar base there is a very-rusty 45-gallon oil drum on the working floor. This drum
may have been imported into the quarry a support for planking used to work higher than was possible
from floor level.
14:062

Timber Roof Support

This roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section and 20cm
diameter, with a rectangular-cross sectioned beam set horizontally at roof level. The roof beam is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ with in-situ rail dogs (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5017-19).
The timberwork is rotten and would fall if pushed. Originally there were at least two pillars here, but
one has now fallen (see last entry). These pillars, which rest on a flat working area on part-finished
pack (see below), were presumably installed because of concerns about the wide span of the working
and potential roof instability.
14:063 Bow Shackle
Lying on a ledge of the wall pack at the working floor (see below) there is a bow shackle of the same
type as commonly used with roof pins. This has broken into two pieces after being distorted out of
shape. Nearby are the two shackle-pin nuts on the ledge and the pin itself is above, protruding from
between two of the pack stones.
14:064 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
14:065 Unfinished Pack and Working Area
One half of this pack top comprises a platform that has been carefully levelled and given a surface
which is easy to walk on. This may well have been a workshop area. Much of the material is covered
in drilling dust.
This pack, with particularly striking wall blocks of often megalithic proportions, retains the temporary
flat-floored working area with timber pillars supporting the roof, with a pillar of stone blocks nearby
doing the same job.
If work at the adjacent part of the face had continued, the flat-floored working area would have been
abandoned, replaced by another, and the pack extended to the roof to prevent collapse as the working
was widened further.
14:066 Unfinished Pack
The pack wall here is unfinished, with the face wall up to 0.5m from the roof; it was presumably in the
process of being filled when quarrying nearby ceased.
14:067 Face Collapse
A relatively large high area with very large boulders at various angles, too large to easily move, that
are probably collapsed from the adjacent face. Much of the material is covered in drilling dust.
14:068 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking it out
was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
14:069 Unfinished Pack
A small narrow pack which is unfinished, with 1.3m between its top and roof.
14:070 Iron Bush
Placed on a small ledge of the pack wall there is a small cylindrical ‘iron’ bush, which is 7-mm long,
with an external diameter of 50mm and a central hole with diameter of 25mm. What sort of machine
this is from is not known.
14:071 Waste Rock
This very wide passage has an irregular floor of tipped waste rock, often relatively large. Much of the
material is covered in drilling dust.

14:072 Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy U-shaped ‘iron’ shackle. The pin is set into a
drilled hole in the roof with metal shims (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5025-28).
14:073 Undercut
An undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which is
either the vestige of one where removal above was to a less straight edge, or less probably is the start
of an new one which was never completed.
14:074 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, discarded on the working floor
(Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5033-40).
14:075 Shotholes
The lower part of the working face has several good examples of long shot holes scars, drilled roughly
horizontally, with diameters of 45mm, the longest 2.15m long. Nearby there is a similar shothole at the
upper part of the face.
14:076 Chain with Ring and Wire Rope
Placed on the working floor there is a sturdy ‘iron’ ring, attached to a short chain of 9 links, which in
turn is linked to a piece of 10mm diameter wire rope which has been tied to the chain using two half
hitches; the other end of the wire rope has broken.
14:077 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in very poor condition,
discarded on the working floor.
14:078 Unfinished Pack
This pack was nearly finished, downdip it reaches the roof, while updip there was about 0.6m to fill.
14:079 Unfinished Pack
This small pack is unfinished.
14:080 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The position in relation to the
unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction.
14:081 Drill-Bit (Knock-on Cross-head) and Matchbox
Knock-on cross-head drill bit of 40mm diameter placed on a ledge at the wall pack. Next to this is a
rotted box of ‘Englands Glory’ matches (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5048-5052).
14:082 Electrical Cable
Short length of electrical cable, of ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with what may be rubber or plastic coating,
but surrounding a single wound copper wire core.
14:083 Waste Rock
This area of wide passage floor has a waste rock dumped, mostly a fine rock deposit. Much of the
material is covered in drilling dust.
14:084 Wall Hauling Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ pin for hauling, placed in a drilled hole in the ‘working-face’ wall
at 2.4m above the floor and secured with a shim. The pin has a suspension hole in a bulbous circular

part close to the outer end which contains a sturdy U-shaped ‘iron’ shackle (Photo 2010-11-11 Image
5042-45).
14:085 Roof Collapse
A linear area near the face has a series of slabs which fell from the roof a few weeks after the survey
control was put in.
14:086 Drill Steel Testing Holes and Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
The passage side has a dense array of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face over a relatively long
length, mostly at about head height but with further examples below. Most are in regular-spaced arrays
and of c. 40mm diameter and 1.8m long. The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a
Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
One of the drill holes contains a knock-on cross-head drill bit of 40mm diameter placed her for
safekeeping but not recovered.
14:087 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a large ‘iron’ bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled
hole in the roof with two metal shims (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5054-56).
14:088 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 20 Player’s Weights, in very poor condition, discarded
on the working floor (Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5058-60).
14:089 Compressed Air Hose with Compressed Air Hose Connector, and Toilet Area, and Cigarette
Packet
A short length of flexible hose discarded on the floor. This is made of rubberised canvas and has an
internal diameter of three-quarter inch (19mm). One end has an ‘iron’ connecting fitting with screw
thread, and there is a nearby Jubilee Clip around the hose.
Nearby there is a rotted and torn sheet of newspaper, probably from the ‘Machinery Market’. The usual
explanation for torn paper in the quarry is that it is associated with toileting.
Close by there is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes, in
poor condition, again discarded on the working floor.
14:090 Waste Rock
A bank of boulders at the tramway side, including dressing waste left in-situ. Much of the material is
covered in drilling dust.
14:091 Wall Hauling Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ pin for hauling, placed in a drilled hole in the ‘working-face’ wall
at just under 2.5m above the ‘original’ floor. The pin has a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part
close to the outer end. A second drill hole was created adjacent to that containing the pin, as a relief
hole to remove the pin; this failed.
14:092 Drill Bit (Knock-on Cross-head)
Knock-on cross-head drill bit of 40mm diameter on the working floor.
14:093 Waste Rock
The broad passage here has been used as a dumping area for waste rock, brought here from updip. In
parts the dump appears to be little more than a skim but downdip it is thicker and there is an end to the
waste rock tip at the downdip end where material drops away steeply to the tramway bed. Unlike the
passages downdip, the floor has little drilling dust coating floor surfaces.

14:094 Detonator Wire
Short fragments of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating placed scattered on the passage floor
which may well have been imported with the waste rock that has been introduced into this working.
14:095 Roof Collapse
A discrete are near the rock face has boulders/slabs on the floor which are probably from a roof collapse
above.
14:096 Undercut
A broad undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped.
14:097 Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy U-shaped ‘iron’ shackle. The pin is set into a
drilled hole in the roof (Photo 18-22: 10).
14:098 Toilet Area and Newspaper, and Cigarette Packets
In an area of working just out of sight from the tramway route there is an obvious toilet area, presumably
created after adjacent face working had ceased (Photo 18-22: 5). Evidence includes several poorlypreserved coprolites, most associated with rotted and torn sheets of newspaper. For the most part these
papers are too poorly preserved to handle and dates were not observed. However, one was from the
Daily Mirror and dated to 23 Jan. 1965. Another is from a magazine with an article on ‘do-it-yourself’
chair upholstery.
Close by there are three paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes,
discarded on the working floor.
14:099 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims.
14:100 Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of circular cross-section and of
0.25m diameter. It is rotted and would fall if pushed. It was presumably installed because of concerns
about the wide span of the working and potential roof instability.
14:101 Waste Rock
The undercut is partially backfilled with waste stone of various sizes which is part of the general tip in
the broad passage, but separated from this (at surface) by roof collapse material.
14:102 Cigarette Packet
Paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, discarded on the working floor
(Photo 2010-11-11 Image 5072).
14:103 Unfinished Pack
A large unfinished pack, with a wall of massive blocks, which is up to c. 1.8m from the roof, with sides
partially buried by further waste rock and roof collapse.
14:104 Roof Collapse
The floor here has a discrete area of large slabs, all from a roof collapse above, which took place during
the life of the quarry as they are heavily covered in drilling dust.
14:105

Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug

A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
14:106 Undercut
A broad undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped.
14:107 Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
14:108 Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, coming to about 1m from the roof, presumably left because at the time it was
being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature. The surface is heavily
covered in drilling dust.
14:109 Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The hole contains a sturdy ‘iron’ bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled
hole in the roof with a metal shim.
14:110 Unfinished Pack
The pack wall here has a robbed updip end and behind was unfinished. This area has later been filled
to the roof in a crude fashion.
14:111 Waste Rock
There is much waste stone on the floor in this broad passage over a long distance, which was presumably
imported at a later date after this part of the workings has ceasing being used for extraction. The surface
is heavily covered in drilling dust. At the updip part of the deposit, the direction of dumping is from
downdip.
14:112 Feathers
Some distance apart, discarded on the working floor here, there are two ‘iron’ feathers, one bent, from
a plug and feather set.
14:113 Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end; the pin has broken across the hole with the lowermost part now missing.
The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims.
14:114 Dumping Area
Within easy throwing distance from the ‘alcove next to the main tramway incline, above the high walled
pack across the passage, there is broad area where objects have been dumped (Photo 2010-11-11 Image
5081-95).
The objects include:
•
•
•

•

Two short pieces of flexible compressed air hose made of rubberised-canvas.
Short lengths of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type.
Wrapping papers, etc., from several sticks of gelignite, including one with an oval motif and
the inscription ROKRIFT POWDER, all in purple-blue ink. This identifies the product as made
at Cooke’s Explosive Works at Penrhyndeudraeth (SW of Blaenau Ffestiniog in North Wales)
and owned by the Cooke’s Explosives Ltd which operated here from 1922 to the 1990s, latterly
as a subsidiary of Nobel and then ICI from 1958.
Many short pieces, and a longer one, of now-rotted slow fuse.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A water chamber from a standard-type of large miner’s Premier carbide lamp.
The internal cloth head cradle from a miner’s helmet.
A very-rotted ‘iron’ shovel blade with broken and mostly-missing wooden handle.
Several lengths of electrical cabling of ‘domestic-type ‘diameter, comprising the plastic outer
coating, cut lengthwise with the copper wiring removed. Nearby is a single short length of
corroded wound copper wire which may have been removed from such sheathing.
An electrical cable drum with rotted cardboard sides.
A broken light bulb with bayonet fitting.
Rotted course cloth (sacking?).
A pair of leather boots, and pieces from another pair placed elsewhere in the heap.
Broken pieces from two white-glazed, pint-sized, pottery, tea mugs.
A brown-glass half-pint bottle inscribed ‘R Orme & Co - Bakewell and Matlock’.
A somewhat smaller brown-glass bottle inscribed ‘R Orme & Co Ltd - Bakewell’.

14:115 Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof. This was presumably for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been
removed, but currently the hole is packed with several pieces of wood which protrude for several
centimetres from the hole. This could suggest the possibility that this hole was for a survey station, but
these pieces of wood are so crudely placed, it may well be that they were placed here after a lifting pin
was removed by someone ‘messing about’.
14:116 Pack Removal
The pack across the passage here, which is still standing to about shoulder height, appears to have had
its upper part removed to establish a ventilation route to workings updip; the surfaces here are covered
in drilling dust, particularly on the floor.
14:117 Slow Fuse
A small but neat coil of slow fuse, now rotted, placed on the unfinished pack and never recovered (Photo
2010-11-11 Image 5021-23).

Passage 15: South-Western Working Face (Sheet 2)
15:01
Waste Rock (Some with Plug and Feather Holes)
The passage floor to the side of the tramway line, and down the downdip passage, has a tip of boulders.
These were never levelled off into the lower passage, indicating they were dumped here late in the
sequence of events. Some of the rocks have plug and feather holes.
15:02
Dumping Area
The boulder-strewn passage floor has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• A metal bucket which has been converted into a brazier by punching holes around its side.
• Short sections of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 8mm and 10mm section.
• A piece of sacking.
• Two drill bits of knock-on cross-head and one which is an unusual threaded double cross-head
with an upper diameter of 42mm and a lower diameter, for the lower cross head of 85mm (Photo
2011-01-27 Images 5903-07)
• A Hercules Clip for joining pieces of compressed air hose together.
• One light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting.
• A pair of leather gloves.
• Three paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine cigarettes.
• A rusty 45-gallon oil drum that may have been imported into the quarry as a support for
planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
• Two pairs of red plastic-coated cloth work-gloves.
15:03
Unfinished Pack and Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top here, which is at about chest height, has been used as a small dumping area,
with items comprising:
• A short section of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm section.
• A coil of ‘domestic-type’, rubber-coated, electrical cable.
• One piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 3/4inch internal diameter.
• A rotted cardboard packet for a single light bulb, inscribed: ‘Mazda’ and ‘by appointment to
Queen Elizabeth II’.
• One leather glove.
15:04
Cigarette Packets
On a ledge at the pack wall there are two paper packets of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive
cigarettes, and another in poor condition for a brand with orange-red packaging.
15:05
File Handle
On the passage floor is a wooden file handle.
15:06
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a small area of about 40 close-spaced drill holes in the rock face from head to
waist height. Sampled at c. 45mm diameter and 1.1-1.3m long. The testing holes throughout the mine
were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
15:07
Cigarette Packet
On a ledge at the pack wall there is a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive
cigarettes.
15:08
Drill Steel Testing Holes and Drill Steel
The passage side has a small irregular group of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. There are
seven completed holes and three shallow ones (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5909-14). The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
One of the ‘completed’ holes has a hexagonal drill steel with 4.25in long shank stuck in the hole.

15:09
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a small area of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face from head to waist height.
Sampled at c. 40mm diameter and 1.1m long, with triangular-sectioned holes. The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
15:10
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has an area of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face from above head height
to waist height. Sampled at mostly c. 35mm diameter and 1.5m long, one of 50mm diameter, some
with triangular-sectioned holes, and some driven into the face at an angle (Photo 2011-01-27 Images
5916-17). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and
Venables in the 1960s.
15:11
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side, above the undercut, has two small patches of dense arrays of close-spaced drill holes
in the rock face, at between shoulder and waist height. Sampled at c. 35mm diameter and 3.2m long.
The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in
the 1960s.
15:12
Waste Rock and Roof Collapse
The area under the undercut has a limited amount of dumped waste rock of small to medium size. There
are also a few larger slabs which are probably fallen from the roof.
15:13
Undercut
A broad undercut of low-stooping height, but partly filled with waste rock, where the chert beds
above have not been dropped.
15:14
Shothole
In the main face, above the under-cut, there a shothole at just above head height, of 40mm diameter,
with blackening of the surrounding rock from the charge going off.
15:15
Shotholes and Slow Fuse
The undercut has three horizontally-driven shotholes at roof level. These were over 1.6m long (the
remaining scar length) and are 35mm in diameter. On the floor is a piece of slow fuse.
15:16
Compressed Air Hose with Hercules Clip
On the floor of the passage there is a piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 3/4inch internal
diameter, with a Hercules Clips for joining pieces of the hose together which has broken into two
pieces.
15:17
Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, at above head height, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make the
pin.
15:18
Unfinished Pack
This crudely-built pack stands about 1.0m high and partly infills the space between the main pack wall
and the working face. It is probably late in the general sequence for this area.
15:19
Hanging Pin (reusing a Stemming Stick)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This comprises a reused piece from a
wooden broom handle which has probably been used previously as a stemming stick.
15:20

Compressed Air Hose

On the floor at the side of the passage there is a piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 1inch
diameter, made of rubber with a ribbed surface with these running with the length of the hose.
15:21
Working Platform Plank and Support Pin
A part-collapsed working platform against the pack wall, 1.5m above the floor, comprising a 3.9m long,
builder’s plank, of 80 by 240mm section. It was originally horizontal with one end on the plank of the
adjacent platform plank, but it has fallen from here with this end resting on the passage floor. Further
along it is still resting on a sturdy iron pin (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5925-27)
15:22
Working Area
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. This comprises the in-situ raised planks against the two walls (which presumably
may have been designed to have further short planks at right-angles, used to form a platform). It is not
clear whether this raised working area is associated with the quarrying (there is nothing obvious to
suggest this), or as seems more likely that this area was being prepared for drill steel testing but was
abandoned before this took place.
15:23
Working Platform Plank, Support Pin, and Low Pack
An in situ working platform against the working face, 1.5m above the floor, comprising a 5m long,
sturdy, reused plank, of 130 by 290mm section. The plank has a large number of holes drilled through
it, and a rebated end where it was once fixed to further timberwork, all from previous use. It is resting
on a small purpose-made stone pack at one end, and a sturdy iron pin at the other which is set
horizontally from a drill hole in the wall (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5929-32)
15:24
Drilling Dust Slurry
Dry pool at the lowest part of the passage, where fine drilling dust from the creating the drill steel testing
holes has collected.
15:25
Slow Fuse
A small piece of slow fuse on a ledge at the pack wall.
15:26
Drill Steel Testing Holes and Drill Steel
The passage side has a dense array of many hundred close-spaced drill holes in the rock face over a
long length, mostly at about head height down to waist height, at one end running over an undercut.
Most are in regular-spaced arrays and sampled at c. 35mm diameter and 1.5m to 3.1m long (Photo
2011-01-27 Images 5940-44).
One contains a broken hexagonal drill steel which had stuck in use.
15:27
Waste Rock
The wide passage floor is covered with a jumble of waste rock, presumably all tipped from the sorting
area updip. At the downdip end there are irregular heaps of smaller stones. There is an end to the waste
tip area, beyond the downdip corner, where material drops away more steeply.
15:28
Feather
An ‘iron’ feather from a plug and feather set placed on the passage floor.
15:29
Shovelling Plate
A small iron shovelling plate, of flat sheet type, measuring 1.10m by 0.62m, placed on the low pack top
and in-situ for use.
15:30
Drilling Dust Slurry
Dry pool at the lowest part of the passage, where fine drilling dust from the creating the drill steel testing
holes has collected.

15:31
Timber Support for Drilling Platform
A vertical timber post standing 1.00m high, of circular cross-section and 0.20m diameter, set into the
passage floor and rising to close to the line of the working face above an under-hang near ground level.
This is correctly placed to support a plank which in turn would have been used for the drilling rig used
to create the many drill steel testing holes in the face (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5940-44). The testing
holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
15:32
Corrugated Sheet and Detonator Wire
A corrugated un-galvanised shovelling sheet, measuring 1.80m by 0.92m, lying displaced on the floor,
with a piece of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating.
15:33
Undercut
An undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which is either
the vestige of one where removal above was to a straight edge, or is the start of an new one which was
never completed.
15:34
Corrugated Sheet (Drip Protector with Supporting Pins, using a Fishplate)
Two pins set relatively close together in the pack wall support a small piece of corrugated iron sheeting,
presumably installed as a drip protector, but with no indication of what was being protected. One of
the pins is an iron bar, while the other is a reused fishplate of the standard tramway type found in the
quarry with a line of four bolt holes. The sheet measures roughly 0.50m by 0.50m.
15:35
Plug and Feathers
An ‘iron’ plug and two ‘iron’ feathers placed on a ledge in the pack wall.
15:36
Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, standing up to only about 1.0m high. It was probably in the process of being
built at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
15:37
Storage/Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small storage/dumping area, with items comprising:
• Two pairs of chromed-tanned leather work-gloves. They are pale yellow in colour except for
the cuffs which are red.
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes.
• Three alloy labels, comprising 125x65mm thin rectangular plates with rounded corners and two
holes for attaching string or wire placed at either end on the central axis.
• A pile of cloth rags.
On a ledge in the pack wall there is:
• A small drill bit of knock-on cross-head type.
15:38
Corrugated Sheets
Two corrugated galvanised sheet, full size at 2.44m by 0.90m, leant against the pack wall.
15:39
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.20m
diameter. It is 1.85m long and runs up to the roof from the corner of the unfinished pack, where it sits
on a placed wooden pad to make up the height, which measures 360mm x 240mm and is 50mm thick.
It was designed to support the wide roof until the pack was finished (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 595254).
15:40
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole

in the roof. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its
construction.
15:41
Pickaxe Handle
Placed on the unfinished pack there is the head of a pickaxe handle with sleeve, of a type made by
Hardey.
15:42
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.20m
diameter. It is 2.15m long and runs up from the unfinished pack, where it is placed on a stone block, to
the roof. It was designed to support the wide roof until the pack was finished (Photo 2011-01-27 Images
5952).
15:43
Unfinished Pack
This large, irregular-topped, pack is faced with walls of large blocks and stands up to 2m high, with a
further 2m to the roof; there are three main timber roof supports along the face and two more placed
further back. It was probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this area ceased
(Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5952-54).
15:44
Leather Glove
A chromed-tanned leather work-glove on the pack top. The glove is pale yellow in colour except for
the cuff which is red.
15:45
Stillson
The pack top has had a now-rusty cranked stillson placed or discarded on it. This is 360mm long with
distinctive cast handle, with central tightening nut and short cranked adjustable jaw. (Photo 2011-0127 Images 5958-60)
15:46
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and about 0.20m
diameter. It is now encased in the finished pack wall and its height is not known. It was designed to
support the wide roof until the pack was finished.
15:47
Corrugated Sheet
A corrugated un-galvanised iron sheet, placed on the pack top (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5961-73).
15:48
Unfinished Pack
This pack, on top of a much larger pack, is faced and stands up to about 1m from the roof. It was
probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
15:49
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a ‘vertically-placed’ but bent wooden pillar which is of circular crosssection and 0.17m diameter. It is 1.40m long and runs up to the roof from the wall of the unfinished
‘internal’ pack, where it sits on a packing timber to make up the height, which measures 500x130mm
and is 90mm thick. It was designed to support the wide roof until the pack was finished (Photo 201101-27 Images 5978-80).
15:50
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Snatch Block Pulley
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle which in turn is attached to a
large snatch block pulley. The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-01-27
Images 5976-80). The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
15:51

Unfinished Pack

This low pack, on top of a much larger pack, is faced and stands an additional 0.3m high at the corner
and 0.8m high further back. It was probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this
area ceased.
15:52
Detonator Wire
A piece of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating on the pack top.
15:53
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m
diameter. It is 1.90m long and runs up from the wall of the unfinished pack, where it sits on a small
placed stone pad to make up the height, to the roof. It was designed to support the wide roof until the
pack was finished (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5954).
15:54
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.22m
diameter. It is 2.40m long and runs between the corner of the unfinished pack and the roof, designed
to support the wide roof until the pack was finished.
15:55
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with metal shims. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
15:56
Haulage Bucket
An upturned ‘iron’ ‘haulage’ bucket on the floor, which has a rectangular top with curved sheet forming
the sides and rounded bottom. The two end plates, in their lower halves are drilled with several holes
to allow water to drain. Top measures 0.90m by 0.70m. Depth 0.70m. Inside, in two corners at either
end of one of the longer sides, there are two sturdy iron loops to attach the haulage chain, underneath
at the centre is a third loop for a short chain length that dragged on the floor and prevented tipping when
the drag was in operation. The bucket is presumably abandoned in-situ and was used to drag waste
material using a wire rope attached to a winch and roof pulleys (Photo 2011-01-27 Images 5946-51,
5981)
15:57
Working Area and Waste Rock
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry, after the adjacent packs had
been abandoned, and there are signs of this activity remaining. These include the haulage bucket, the
adjacent shovelling sheet and unfinished pack, and the low irregular heaps of deads of variable size; the
work primarily involved the processing of waste rock, moving this to downslope fill redundant spaces.
The smaller material would have been moved with the bucket, while large rocks would have been rolled.
15:58
Undercut
A shallow undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which
is either the vestige of one where removal above was to a straight edge, or less probably is the start of
an new one which was never completed.
15:59
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with three metal shims.
15:60
Detonator Wire
Fragments of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating amongst the floor deads.
15:61

Oil Drum

A rusty 45-gallon oil drum on the passage floor. This drum may have been imported into the quarry as
a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
15:62
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackles and Snatch Block Pulley
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle, to which is attached a second
bow shackle, which in turn has a large snatch block pulley attached. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6201-06).
15:63
Waste Rock
The passage has a floor of waste rock of variable size, including plenty of large boulders, in irregular
heaps. These may have been introduced from the upslope end and have been dragged downdip.
15:64
Bow Shackle and Spanner
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a bow shackle of the same type as commonly used with roof pins.
Placed through this as a ‘replacement’ shackle pin there is a single ended box spanner of the type used
with scaffolding (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6207-10)
15:65
Unfinished Pack
This large, irregularly-topped, pack is faced and stands to half way to the high roof; the fill is of smallto medium-sized material. It was probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this
area ceased. The last material to be added, probably as a separate event, are a number of large boulder
that also cover the adjacent updip area and are catalogued separately.
15:66
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with two metal shims. The position in relation to the shovelling plate beneath may indicate it was used
for transporting material that was being moved into the adjacent passage that was being backfilled, but
never finished.
15:67
Waste Rock
The large unfinished pack, as with the wide passage updip of here, has had a large number of large
boulders dumped here within the last phase of work at this part of the mine. These overlie a shovelling
plate (catalogued separately).
15:68
Shovelling Plate
A large rusty iron shovelling plate, of flat sheet type, placed on the pack top but now overlain by
boulders. Placed for material into the side passage where it was barrowed to the end for pack filling.
15:69
Wire Rope Wear Grooves
Wire rope wear grooves on a large boulder placed on the pack top.
15:70
Hanging Pins (one reusing a Drill Steel)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are two short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One reuses part of a hexagonal
drill steel, the other a large iron bar.
15:71
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with three metal shims.

Passage 16: Southern Working Face (Sheet 2)
16:01
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with two metal shims.
16:02
Dumping Area
The rubble covered floor has been used as a small storage/dumping area, with items comprising:
• On the passage floor there is a piece of flexible compressed air hose, made from pale-brown
rubberised canvas, with a 3/4inch internal diameter. This has a black rubber label inscribed
‘INGERSOL-RAND Co. Ltd, RUFFIAN, BRITISH MANUFACTURE, LONDON,
MANCHESTER & GLASGOW (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6928-29).
• Small pieces of slow fuse.
• A long piece of twisted copper wire.
16:03
Wall Hauling Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ pin for hauling, placed in a drilled hole in the ‘working-face’ wall
at about 1m below the roof. The pin has a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the outer
end which contains a large circular bow shackle.
16:04
Waste Rock
Below the end of the adjacent pack there is a low but discrete heap of waste stone.
16:05
Undercut and Shotholes
A broad undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped. In the
back face there are three large-diameter shotholes.
16:06
Face Collapse
An area towards the bottom end of this passage has a jumble of over ten massive stone blocks on the
floor; these may be from an adjacent face collapse, either at the end of working here or subsequently.
16:07
Slow Fuse
On the pack there are pieces of slow fuse.
16:08
Unfinished Pack
This pack is unfinished, standing up to about 1.4m high, is built with mostly small stone behind its wall.
It is earlier than and abutted by the rubble on the floor between the pack and the working face
(catalogued separately). It was probably in the process of being built at the time quarrying in this area
ceased.
16:09
Waste Rock
The wide passage floor is covered with a jumble of waste rock, presumably all tipped from the tramway
above.
16:10
Grease Tin
On the floor by the passage wall there is a discarded grease tin with a little grease remaining. The tin
used was a moderate-sized circular drum-shaped one, outside white with blue lettering, with a main
text: ‘WELFARE FOOD SERVICE – NATIONAL DRIED MILK – MODIFIED DRIED FULL
CREAM MILK’ (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6922-26)
16:11
Detonator Wire
A piece of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating in deads on the passage floor.
16:12

Cellophane Wrapping for Compressed Air Equipment

A piece of cellophane wrapping from compressed air equipment found in amongst the floor rubble; a
second part of which has been found at further updip.
Put together (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6907-08) they read:
ATLAS COPCO (Great Br……..
Maylands Ave, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
MESSRS: BAKEWELL CHERT
BAKEWE..
16:13
Coring Holes
The low working face has six exploratory coring holes drilled roughly horizontally into the bedrock.
The last one drilled has a pile of drilling dust below on the floor, from the water drilling. In the drilling
dust coating the wall there are inscribed ‘69’, ‘45’ and ‘30’; these presumably signify feet drilled. The
close-spaced holes at the centre have no inscriptions (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6918-20).
16:14
Undercut
A shallow undercut of low-stooping height where the chert beds above have not been dropped, which
is either the vestige of one where removal above was to a straight edge, or more probably is the start
of an new one which was never completed.
16:15
Undercut Pillar
The undercut in the face here is supported by a temporary stone pillar, from bedrock to undercut roof
at its lip, comprising six stone slabs placed one above the other with small packing stones to fill gaps
(Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6912-15).
16:16
Drill Steel Shank Protector
In the centre of the passage floor a discarded shank protector cap made from yellow plastic, designed
to fit over the end of the drill steel, inscribed ‘Commant SANDVIR SWEDEN’ (Photo 2011-06-09
Images 6910-11).
16:17
Detonator Wire
A piece of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating in deads on the passage floor.
16:18
Cellophane Wrapping for Compressed Air Equipment
A piece of cellophane wrapping from compressed air equipment found in amongst the floor rubble; a
second part of which has been found further downdip.
Put together (Photo 2011-06-09 Images 6907-08) they read:
ATLAS COPCO (Great Br……..
Maylands Ave, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
MESSRS: BAKEWELL CHERT
BAKEWE..
16:19
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. Fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims. The position in relation
to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction.
16:20
Dried Milk Tin
On the floor of the alcove there is a discarded tin (perhaps originally for grease?). It is a moderate-sized
circular drum-shaped tin, outside white with blue lettering, with a main text: ‘WELFARE FOOD
SERVICE – NATIONAL DRIED MILK – MODIFIED DRIED FULL CREAM MILK’.

16:21
Undercut and Shotholes
The beginning of an unfinished undercut, with two large shotholes of 45mm diameter which have
removed a small triangular wedge cut. This undercut was probably the last face work to be undertaken
in this part of the mine.
16:22
Dumping Area
The passage floor below the unfinished pack has been used as a small dumping area, with items
comprising:
• A flexible compressed air hose, with a 1inch internal diameter with a Hercules Clip joining
two pieces of the hose together.
• A 1.1m long piece of heavy-duty bullhead rail, which may be have been used as an anchor
point.
• Several timbers, or circular and rectangular cross-section, presumably parts of discarded timber
roof supports.
16:23
Unfinished Pack
This pack filling the passage between the main packs and the face is unfinished, standing just below
shoulder height, presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted
stone to complete the feature.
16:24
Storage/Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a storage/dumping area, with items comprising:
• A coil of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm section.
• A rusty 45-gallon oil drum that may have been imported into the quarry as a support for
planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.
• Piece of corrugated un-galvanised iron sheet.
• A 1.5m long aluminium scaffolding pole.
16:25
Storage/Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small storage/dumping area (Photo 2011-05-12 Image 681116), with items comprising:
• Five sturdy timbers, two of circular cross section and three rectangular, presumably discarded
or stored timber roof supports.
• A coil of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 12mm section.
• A bow shackle, with its shackle pin, of the same type as commonly used with roof pins
• One broken light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting.
16:26
Drill Bit (Knock-on Chisel-head) and Shackle Pin
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a knock-on drill bit of chisel type which measures 38mm across.
Also a large shackle pin bolt.
16:27
Winch Platform (Concrete) and Anchor Points (Bullhead Rail and Drill Steel)
At the far part of the unfinished pack top, protruding vertically from the floor, are three short but sturdy
anchor points at three corners of a trapezoid, set 0.50 and 0.90m apart (with no anchor at the corner
immediately next to the corner of the pack wall). These are probably for a winch the fastenings of
which have been removed or buried. One comprises a heavy-duty bullhead rail, the second has another
similar rail with and adjacent drill steel, while the third is a drill steel (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 681116)
16:28
Unfinished Pack
The top of the large pack here (catalogued separately) has two levels; the main area is somewhat
irregular, while the corner used for the winch platform (catalogued separately) is lower, divided from
the rest by a low pack wall.

16:29
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
16:30
Storage Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a small storage area, with items comprising:
• Large pulley with hook of usual type found associated with roof lifting pins (Photo 2011-0512 Images 6807, 6809)
• This ‘home-made’ compressed-air dust blowing nozzle comprises a short 3/4inch iron pipe
braised onto the top handle of an iron ‘oil’ or ‘chemical’ drum which acted as a stand. The pipe
has a one inch threaded fitting at one end for attaching a compressed air hose (Photo 2011-0512 Images 6807-08)
16:31
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
16:32
Glass Bottle
On the pack top a broken bottom-half of a bottle in clear glass inscribed Wheatley & Bates.
16:33
Unfinished Pack
This upper pack is not quite finished, coming to about 0.3-0.6m from the roof, with material being
introduced from the adjacent shovelling sheet (catalogued separately). It was probably in the process
of being completed at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
16:34
Shovelling Plates with Stone Pile
Two large rusty iron shovelling plates, of flat sheet type, placed adjacent to each other on the pack top
and overlain and largely buried by a heap of stones of various sizes. Placed for shovelling to the adjacent
unfinished pack (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6801-05).
16:35
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin, which is badly bent, is set into a drilled hole in the roof. The
position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction.
16:36
Unfinished Pack
This large and very-tall pack is unfinished, with about 2m to go before the roof was reached. Parts
above were used as a working area, while other part was being actively filled (catalogued separately).
Work was presumably left because at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
16:37
Working Area
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. These include the winch site placed high on an unfinished pack alcove and
associated roof pins, which may well be associated with the processing of waste rock around the corner
in an area along the downdip passage. The number of discarded artefacts may indicate the pack-top
winch driving area was also used as a stores. Nearby, part of the pack behind was being completed, as
indicated by the adjacent shovelling plate with material to be moved still on it, left in-situ because
activity in this part of the workings was abandoned.
16:38

Hanging Pin (reusing a Drill Steel)

On one side of the passage, at shoulder height, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and
suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This comprises part of a heavy-duty hexagonal
drill steel with a 1in diameter shank which is 4.25in long.
16:39
Hercules Clip and Compressed Air Hose Screw-Thread End
On a ledge in the pack wall there is a compressed air Hercules Clip and one end of a compressed air
hose with a screw thread ‘iron’ connecting fitting of 1.25inch diameter, which has been cut from the
rest of the hose.
16:40
Cigarette Packet
On the pack top, to the side, a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Wild Woodbine
cigarettes.
16:41
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with a metal shim. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
16:42
Possible Pack Removal (or Unfinished Pack)
It appears that the pack here has been largely removed to regain access to the passage beyond. The two
pack walls are visible throughout their lengths, the internal material is fine stone, and only the pack
base remains. However, the mine extraction plan shows that both areas above and below were worked
at around the same time, both from different cross passages, thus it may be that the pack is unfinished.
Why there is such a large difference in level is not clear.
16:43
Waste Rock
The passage here is covered with irregularly placed waste rock, derived from the adjacent top cut.
16:44 Top Cut
A fine example of an abandoned top cut, with one half with a rock floor at just over 1m from the roof.
In the other half the beds below have started to be removed, with a layer of blocks taken, and a floor at
about 0.6-1.0m below the other half (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 6795-99)
16:45
Shothole
The top cut has a shothole driven roughly horizontally along its back face.
16:46
Shovelling Plate
A rusty iron shovelling plate, of flat sheet type, measuring 1.35m by 0.70m, placed on the floor of the
top cut.
16:47
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has four close-spaced drill holes in the rock face, placed below the upper cut. The
testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the
1960s.
16:48

Not Now Used

16:49
Hammer Handle
In the centre of the passage, for reasons unknown a hammer handle has been hammered into a clay
joint, but with most left protruding.
16:50
Compressed Air Hose
On the passage floor there is a short piece of flexible compressed air hose, with a 3/4inch internal
diameter.

16:51
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face over a relatively
long length, from about head height down to floor level. Most are of c. 35mm diameter and up to 3.1m
long. Towards the downdip end a few are c. 45mm and 1.8m long (Photo 2011-05-12 Images 678184). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables
in the 1960s.
16:52
Unfinished Pack
This high pack end is not quite finished, coming to about 1.2m or less from the roof, presumably left at
the time quarrying in this area ceased. At the pack corner there face wall is extended upwards to provide
a roof support.
16:53
Shim
On the floor of the passage there is an ‘iron’ shim of the type used in conjunction with fastening roof
lifting pins.
16:54
Drill Steel Testing Holes and Drill Steel
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Drilled from floor
level up to about head height. Sampled at c. 35mm diameter and 2.5-2.6m long (Photo 2011-05-12
Images 6772-79). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley
and Venables in the 1960s.
One of the holes contains a protruding hexagonal drill steel with short shank, which has become stuck.
16:55
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a small area near the floor of 18 close-spaced, small diameter, drill holes in the
rock face, mostly in a regular grid. Sampled at c. 25mm diameter and 0.8m long (Photo 2011-05-12
Images 6787-89). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley
and Venables in the 1960s.
16:56
Sacking
On the pack top, a piece of hessian sacking.
16:57
Unfinished Pack
This large pack is unfinished, standing about 1.1m high, presumably left because at the time it was
being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
16:58
Shovelling Plate
An iron shovelling plate, of flat sheet type, measuring 1.75m by 0.90m, placed on the pack top
16:59
Alcove and Unfinished Pack
A small rectangular alcove, which may have been left for machinery, or is the fortuitous product of the
pack building sequence, with the adjacent ‘pillar’ built first as roof support, before adjacent areas were
filled. A start had been made at filling the alcove, with a low wall base placed across its front and some
deads added within.
16:60
Glass Bottle
A clear-glass six-sided bottle on the low pack top that has been reused for oil, with cork top and damaged
paper label for D…..A’S DR….IN, 70% Proof, London - Booth’s Distillers (Photo 2011-05-12 Images
6791-94).
16:61
Unfinished Pack
This large pack is unfinished, standing about 1.4m high, presumably left because at the time it was
being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.

16:62
Cigarette Packet
On the pack top, a paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes.
16:63
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Drilled from floor
level up to about head height. Sampled at c. 30mm diameter and 1.3m long. One near the floor is 80mm,
bent and 0.7m long. The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley
and Venables in the 1960s.
16:64
Wire Rope
Lying on the pack top there is a tied coil of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm
section.
16:65
Newspaper
In a crack in the pack wall a folded but rotted sheet of newspaper, with only partly readable name ‘The
…… NER ..ekly - the Official Organ of Competitors and Sportsmen’ and a date of ….ember 6 1937,
with an article on ‘Can See Through You - Marvel of Modern X-Ray Photography’ (Photo 2011-03-26
Images 6238-40)
16:66
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims. The position in relation to the unfinished
pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction.
16:67
Slow Fuse
On the floor at the passage side a small coil of slow fuse.
16:68
Toilet Area
In a small patch on the passage floor, to the side, there are three poorly-preserved coprolites; there are
no associated torn sheets of newspaper.
16:69
Cigarette Packet
A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Park Drive cigarettes, discarded on the passage
floor to the side.
16:71 Timber Roof Support (Unused or Displaced)
A short section of railway sleeper on the rubble that are either roof supports displaced during the
collapse here and/or possibly retained here for future use.
16:70
Light Fittings and Light Bulb
Two light fittings; one a white ceramic light-socket fitting for a standard-size bayonet bulb of domestic
type, the other for a hanging bulb made from Bakelite. Nearby is a broken light bulb of domestic type
with bayonet fitting. All lie on the floor at the passage side.
16:72
Borehole
The roof of the passage has a c. 80mm drill hole coming from surface; presumably made after the mine
was closed to investigate for voids associated with proposed development
16:73 Timber Roof Supports (Unused or Displaced)
Two railway sleepers on the rubble that are either roof supports displaced during the collapse here
and/or possibly retained here for future use.
16:74

Carbide Dump

A small dump of spent carbide on the collapse rubble at the passage floor.

Passage 17: South-Eastern Working Face (Sheet 3)
17:01
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is fixed in the roof drill hole with metal shims.
17:02
Unfinished Pack
Against the original passage wall there is a long crudely-built unfinished pack which reaches up to 0.3m
from the roof. This was added to the passage after its primary phase of use, as a piece of unfinished
passage backfilling.
17:03
Unfinished Pack
Against the original passage wall there is a long crudely-built unfinished pack which reaches up to 0.3m
from the roof. This was added to the passage after its primary phase of use, as a piece of unfinished
passage backfilling.
17:04
Slow Fuse
There are small pieces of rotted slow fuse scattered amongst the backfill in this passage.
17:05
Waste Rock
This passage adjacent to the working face had been heavily infilled with waste stone, dumped here from
the updip tramway. For the most part there is a space between infill and roof of about 1.0-1.5m. The
infill has been removed at the downdip end where there is a steep robber edge.
17:06
Pack Removal
The whole of the tramway end has had all the backfill from updip passage removed, leaving high/steep
robbing face to the updip side. Originally the pack continued downdip as shown by calcited small
stones on the rock working face that have survived the removal. Originally the deads were 1.0-1.5m
higher than the later tramway floor. This removal was probably done to create a new working area to
quarry the adjacent topcut (see this).
17:07
Working Area
This area had been previously backfilled with deads, as shown by the steep slope cut into the deads at
the updip side and traces of deads on the rock face where small stones are cemented to the wall, where
the majority of the deads have been removed. The adjacent working face was being prepared, with the
top cut already created, but the majority of the chert beds below were never taken, with work abandoned
when the workmen left this part of the quarry.
It is likely that the rock from the topcut was taken out via the tramway along the cross passage adjacent,
hence the removal of old deads from a previous phase of working, to a point part-way down the incline.
In contrast, stone from the chert beds would have gone along the next cross-passage down, to avoid
having to manhandle the stone up the slope to the top tramway. This is consistent with the evidence for
how the waste rock was stacked when then they started removing the beds, with this going to the
unfinished pack behind the face at a level well below the top tramway. This part of the quarry was
abandoned shortly after they started this work, presumably when they realised the chert here was
substandard. The topcut was not put on the mine extraction plan as the chert beds were not taken.
17:08
Top Cut
A fine example of a top cut, which as a floor 1.0-1.2m below the roof. Part-way along a roof support
pillar has been left in and further down dip there are two timber roof supports. In the downdip half
work had started removing the chert beds below but was soon abandoned; this comprised working two
‘layers’ giving blocks 30-50cm thick, but breaking into very irregular pieces. Some of these lie on the
floor below and others have been stacked beyond (catalogued separately). It may have been this
irregular breakage that led to abandonment; the top cut was not put on the extraction plan as there was
no product (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7452-63).

17:09
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar, now rotted, which is of circular cross-section
(Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7452-63). The timber was too short for the position it was to be used for
and thus was placed on a stone slab to compensate.
Originally there were two pillars here (see below). These, which lie in the upper cut at the face and
both a little over 1m high, were placed here to support the roof in advance of removing the chert beds
below, presumably installed because of concerns about the wide span of the working and potential roof
instability.
17:10
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar, now rotted, which is of circular cross-section
(Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7452-63).
Originally there were two pillars here (see above). These, which lie in the upper cut at the face and
both a little over 1m high, placed here to support the roof in advance of removing the chert beds below,
presumably installed because of concerns about the wide span of the working and potential roof
instability.
17:11
Unfinished Pack
This crudely-made pack is unfinished, of maximum height of 1.5m, interpreted as very late in the
sequence, created at the time the last top cut was made (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7462-63).
17:12
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a long round-section wooden pole, set at a diagonal angle resting against
the passage wall pack at one end and against the side of a slab in the roof at the other, designed to hold
this in place (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7462-70).
17:13
Unfinished Pack
This large pack is unfinished. The face dips to nothing at the centre (but base buried), while to the
updip end there is a well-built facing wall. To the down dip end there are two part-buried walls, the
lower one with about 1m height of face visible, with the upper one having about 0.8m visible. The pack
as a whole was probably in the process of being filled at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
17:14
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with metal shims.
17:15
Waste Rock
A small discrete but irregular pile of large slabs/irregular-shaped boulders, moved here as part of pack
creation/waste disposal as part of the aborted bed removal from the top cut on the opposite side of the
passage. They were hauled here using the lifting pin with shackle in the roof above.
17:16
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
17:17
Unfinished Pack
This crudely-made pack is unfinished, of maximum height of 1.8m, interpreted as very late in the
sequence, created at the time the last top cut was made (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7464-70).
17:18
Wire Rope
A length of 10mm diameter wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, discarded on the pack and
now part-buried.

17:19
Waste Rock
Against the pack at the passage side there are several large irregular boulders, placed here during the
aborted rock removal from the beds beneath the top cut on the other side of the passage (Photo 201108-10 Images 7464-70).
17:20
Waste Rock
The passage here has a low spread of waste rock which has not been tidied away.
17:21
Hanging Pins (reusing Hammering Pins)
Close to the pack corner there are two ‘iron’ pins relatively high in the passage wall, as if hammered in
between blocks for hanging objects (of unknown type). They stick out 0.30 and 0.35m. Both pins are
made from hexagonal cross-sectioned bar, of 25mm and 30mm diameter, and have purposefully
widened ends to create hammering surfaces (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7413-16).
17:22
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is fixed in the roof drill
hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7418-19).
17:23
Shovel Handle
An ‘iron’ shovel handle with part of a wooden shaft, discarded on broken waste rock to the side of the
passage.
17:24
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a very large vertical wooden pillar, comprising a tree-trunk with bark
removed, which is of circular cross-section and 0.38m diameter. At the top, between the post and roof
there is a radiating series of thin wooden wedges which protrude around the sides of the post (Photo
2011-08-10 Images 7422-33). It lies next to a passage junction but there are no specific indications of
potential roof instability.
17:25
Oil Drum
A rusty small oil drum at the passage side. This is about 370mm across and 500mm deep, with a
carrying handle and pouring hole at the top (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7425-27)
17:26
Unfinished Pack
This large irregularly-topped pack is unfinished, standing up to about 2.0m high at the downdip end,
going to nearly-nothing updip. It has a facing wall of very large blocks and a stone roof-support pillar
at the corner (Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7103-29; Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7425-27). It was probably
in the process of being built at the time quarrying in this area ceased.
17:27
Electrical Cable and Glass Bottle
Piece of electrical cable with ‘domestic-type’ diameter, with rubber coating, surrounding a single
wound copper wire core. Discarded on the top of the unfinished pack.
Nearby there is a broken bottle in clear glass inscribed ‘Cantrell and Cochrane Ltd’.
17:28
Hanging Pin (reusing a Hammer Handle)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This utilises a wooden hammer handle.
17:29
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole

with a metal shim. The position in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in
its construction.
17:30
Top Cut
Most of this top cut is a vestige left after the beds below have been removed, with a sloping fractured
face and at best only a narrow horizontal ledge left in parts. The only significant exception is at an unremoved supporting rock pillar left half way along where the original flat floor of the top cut behind the
pillar remains (Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7111-17, 7126; Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7432-33).
17:31
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole
with metal shims.
17:32
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a small area with many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Drilled from
about waist height up to about shoulder height. Sampled at c. 30mm diameter and 1.8m long. The
testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the
1960s.
17:33
Fishplate and Electrical Cable
On the passage floor there is a standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate with four drilled holes. Nearby there
is a length of rubber-coated electrical cable.
17:34
Timber Roof Support
This 4.10m high roof support comprised a very large vertical wooden pillar, probably comprising a tree
trunk with bark removed, which is of circular cross-section and 0.30m diameter, with several protruding
wooden wedges at roof level. It lies at the end of the approach level but there are no specific indications
of potential roof instability (Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7103-29).
17:35
Drill Steel Testing Holes and Fishplate
The passage floor has nine drill holes in the exposed rock. From 0.02m to 0.50m deep. One has a
standard tramway fishplate with four drilled holes protruding from it, which has been hammered in.
The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in
the 1960s.
17:36
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Mostly drilled in eight
vertical lines, from about knee height up to about head height. Sampled at c. 40mm diameter and 1.5m
long (Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7111-17). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a
Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
17:37
Dumping Area and Alcove
This triangular alcove may well be a fortuitous feature that just reflects the pack building sequence.
The floor of the alcove has been used as a small dumping area, with items comprising:
• Fragments of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm section.
• A loop of wire rope, fastened with two bulldog clamps.
• A short length of ‘iron’ chain.
• A T-shaped shovel handle, with metal strengthening strap fastened to the shaft and passing over
the handle end.
17:38

Unfinished Pack

This pack is unfinished, standing about 1.3m high, presumably left because at the time it was being
created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
17:39
Hanging Pins (one reusing a Shovel Handle)
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there are six short pins, protruding into the
passage and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. One of the pins re-used part of a
T-shaped shovel handle. The others are just pieces of wood.
17:40
Unfinished Pack
This large pack is unfinished, standing about 0.7m high, presumably left because at the time it was
being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
17:41
Small Hooks (Displaced)
Six small ‘iron’ hooks lying on the passage floor, each comprising a flat plate measuring 150mm by
35mm, including a narrower tang at one end. At the other end the plate it bent around to form a hook.
17:42
Drill Steel Testing Holes and Zinc Sheet
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in two patches at the somewhat
fractured rock face. Drilled up to about head height. Sampled at c. 40mm diameter and 1.1m-1.8m
long. Some are triangular in cross section due to two much pressure applied while using a chisel bit
(Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7095-7101). The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a
Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
On the floor there are small flat pieces of thin zinc sheeting, presumably from some form of tank or
box.
17:43
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a small patch of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Drilled from about waist
height up to about head height. Sampled at c. 40mm diameter and 1.4-1.5m long. The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
17:44
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall, with large blocks, has clean surfaces with hand-drilled plug and feather holes.
17:45

Now not used (part of 39)

17:46
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage side has a dense array of many close-spaced drill holes in the rock face. Mainly drilled up
to about shoulder height. Sampled at c. 40mm diameter and mostly 1.2-1.5m long. The testing holes
throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and Venables in the 1960s.
17:47
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
17:48
Top Cut with Shotholes
This narrow top cut is only a vestige left after working down has taken place. There is only a narrow
horizontal ledge left in parts, while the rest is sloping. Where the original cutting face is left there are
a large number of compressed air driven shotholes.
17:49
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims (Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7085-86).

17:50
Timber Roof Support and Post Hook
This roof support comprised a large vertical wooden pillar, which is of square cross-section, 0.30m x
0.30m across. It is partially buried but runs to the roof, presumably from the floor at a wide section of
passage near a shaft to surface; there are no obvious issues with potential roof instability. Attached to
the post there is an ‘iron’ hook, the shank hammered in horizontally, with a right-angled bend down to
the open hooked end, which is set to contain something running horizontally. This hook is of a type
suitable to support a signal wire, although whether it was used in this way is not known (Photo 201106-16 Images 7051-56; Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7076-83).
17:51
Modern Shaft Backfill
This passage, which beyond the now-accessible area, was open to day via a ‘shaft’ and/or the open
quarry, has been fully backfilled. The fill has much modern rubbish, including much demolition rubble,
mostly stone and some brick. Amongst many artefacts, there are a galvanised milk crate, an ‘iron’
paraffin heater, several metal buckets, a small pan, an opened tin can, several boots and wellingtons, oil
drums, an ‘iron’ milk churn, a horse skull with bolt hole, one metal box for Crawford’s finger
shortbread, a plastic bottle, paint cans, a sprung car seat, a glass acid bottle, a plastic one-pint bottle for
Castrol hypo-gear oil, a hand-pack dispenser, cork sheets, a plain wooden box, a broom head and a
galvanised water tank (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7051-56; Photo 2011-06-23 Images 7063-75, 7084).
17:52
Roof Plug with Small Eye
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug which protrudes
downwards. The end has a metal screw eye. In this old part of the mine, it is unclear whether the roof
plugs were designed to hold support for electrical wiring, or had another purpose; in this case the eye
may well be a surveying station.
17:53
Pillar
Built flush with the general pack wall to the passage side, there are two butt joints which suggest that
there is a flimsy stone pillar here from floor to roof, with five rectangular stone blocks placed one on
top of the other, which predates the walling to either side (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7045-47).
17:54
Unfinished Pack and Waste Rock
The passage between the working face and the main packs has been partially backfilled. There is a low
pack retaining wall that originally went right across, which was later nearly buried by rubble to piled
updip and downdip. This heap is nearly 1m higher than the earlier passage infill to the downslope and
looks to be a later introduction from upslope. It was probably in the process of being introduced at the
time primary-phase quarrying in this general area ceased.
17:55
Coring Holes
The working face has two exploratory coring holes, of 40mm diameter, drilled roughly horizontally into
the bedrock. One failed and is only 0.14m long, the other is over 5m. The roof above has a stain from
a patch of oil from the drilling rig.
17:56
Top Cut
This top cut has been partially worked downwards to c. 1.5m from roof. It was presumably abandoned
and the downdip part packed with waste rock when a shale fall from the roof occurred at the downdip
end.
17:57
Unfinished Pack
This pack is infilling an abandoned top-cut and is unfinished. Downdip the face walling comes to the
roof, but updip is stops at ragged edge. It was probably in the process of being filled at the time
quarrying in this area ceased.
17:58
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye and Small Roof Pin with Eye
Relatively close together there are two roof pins with lifting eyes, both of different design.

One pin is circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous
circular part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks
etc. The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with metal shims.
The other pin is a circular-sectioned, ‘iron’ roof pin, of smaller type than usually used for lifting but
with similar suspension hole in a bulbous circular part at the lower end. The pin is fastened in a roof
drill hole with metal shims.
17:59
Wall Hook
Halfway up the pack wall there is a wall pin protruding horizontally. This is made or round-sectioned
bar and at the end is bend downwards and then back up again to form a small hook.
17:60
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a wooden
plug.
17:61
Railway Sleeper (Unused or Placed)
Lying on the sloping floor against the side of the adjacent pack, with its sides part buried, there is a long
railway sleeper. It is unclear if it was placed here for future use or was used here as a plank or seat
(Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7042-44).
17:62
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye and Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7039-44).
About 0.2m away there is a second large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which
has been removed, leaving two metal shims.
17:63
Low Pack
This low pack has been placed here subsequent to roof collapse at the opposite side of the passage when
an area of shale was broken into, made to presumably to keep the central access route free of stone. It
comprises a wall of limestone blocks, up to about half the height of the passage, retaining a heap of
decomposing shale (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7031-37, 7042-44).
17:64
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc.
The pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with three metal shims (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7031-44).
17:65
Waste Rock
The passage has been part-backfilled with mixed material, including small stones. This looks to be
primary filling rather than later tipping with material from elsewhere.
17:66
Unfinished Pack
This pack was designed to seal the passage between the working face and main packs but is unfinished.
The downdip face was largely completed to the roof but no deads placed behind to the updip side (Photo
2011-06-16 Images 7026-30). Later a ‘doorway’ was cleared through the wall to the face side, with
stones placed to one side, presumably to gain access for drilling coring holes in the face (catalogued
separately).
17:67
Coring Holes
The working face has five exploratory coring holes, of 40mm diameter, drilled roughly horizontally
into the bedrock, one at an acute angle to the face. Three are an unknown distance longer than 5m,
while one is 3.1m. The face walls are coated with drilling dust.

17:68
Corrugated Sheet and Plank
A corrugated galvanised sheet, probably used as a shovelling sheet, lying on the floor, together with a
long builders plank.
17:69
Top Cut and Waste Rock
This top cut never had its floor taken out and it is of the usual height at a little over 1m. There is a low
spread of waste rock in corner.
17:70
Waste Rock
The passage has a floor of waste rock which looks to be part of the primary pack-building infill from
the large working in downdip passage below.
17:71
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
17:72
Unfinished Pack
This small, sloping topped pack is unfinished, coming to about 1m at its highest from the roof and made
from mostly small material, presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not
enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
17:73
Corrugated Sheets
5 corrugated galvanised sheets, four leant against the wall and one above on floor, but others displaced
from here. Very battered, two badly bent, and previously used as shovelling sheets (Photo 2011-06-16
Images 7014-20)
17:74
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7014-20).
17:75
Top Cut
This top cut is a residual feature with most of the rock below taken leaving only a sloping fractured
face, except in one corner where only partial removal has taken place leaving a small horizontal bench.
17:76
Seat
A short sturdy timber, sawn from a railway sleeper, placed horizontally on the topcut floor, against the
face, to be used as a makeshift one-person seat (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 7021-25).
17:77
Roof Collapse and Timber Roof Supports (Displaced)
A large amount of rubble, mostly presumably from a former passage roof and possibly displaced packs,
fills the floor here which derives from the catastrophic collapse at the end of the passage, which has
come down and moved sideways into its present position. Amongst the rubble there are ten displaced
railway sleepers which formerly were presumably used as roof supports (Photo 2011-06-16 Images
6996-98, 7014-20)
17:78
Unfinished Pack
This irregular-topped pack is unfinished, coming to about half way to the roof, presumably left because
at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature (Photo
2011-06-16 Images 7014-16).
17:79

Drill Holes for Roof Pins or Roof Plugs

Two unfinished large-diameter drill holes in the roof, 0.03m and 0.10m deep, for a now-missing ‘iron’
roof pin for lifting or a wooden plug but abandoned before completed.
17:80
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with two metal shims (Photo 2011-06-16 Images 6999-7000).
17:81
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.

Passage 18: North-Eastern Working Face (Sheet 3)
18:01
Waste Rock
The passage adjacent to the working face has been filled to the roof in a relatively late phase of work,
leaving a relatively steep dumping face. This, and the dump opposite, may be the last dumping area in
this part of the mine which was part of infilling to the side of the tramway nearby, left unfinished at the
time this scheme was abandoned. Alternatively, it may be that material has been robbed from here in
an episode of passage reopening to re-examine the face.
18:02
Drill Hole for Roof Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof, 0.37m deep, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed.
An ‘iron’ sleeve infilling the outer circumference of the hole remains in-situ.
18:03
Drill Steel Testing Holes
The passage end has three areas with dense arrays of close-spaced drill holes in the rock face (Photo
2011-06-30 Images 7159-67). To the left (facing the rock) they all lie in the lower half of the face.
Here, most are in a regular grid and of c. 40mm diameter and 1.2m long, although at least one is 1.5m
long. To the right a smaller number of holes are confined to the lowermost part of the face and are more
irregularly placed; they are of c. 40mm diameter and 1.2m long. In the centre an area of the face has
been blasted away, leaving the short stubs of 13 holes in the lower face; others have no doubt been fully
removed. The testing holes throughout the mine were made by a Sheffield Firm called Padley and
Venables in the 1960s.
18:04
Detonator Wire
A rough-coil of detonator wire with yellow plastic coating placed on the passage floor.
18:05
Waste Rock
The steep-sided bank of deads here has been dumped rather than being remnant of larger robbed deposit.
This, and the dump opposite, may be the last dumping area in this part of the mine which was part of
infilling to the side of the tramway nearby, left unfinished at the time this scheme was abandoned.
Alternatively, it may be that material has been robbed from here in an episode of passage reopening to
re-examine the face.
18:06
Top Cut
The top cut here is a vestige, were a narrow ledge has been left at about 0.75m from roof, with the beds
below the top cut in adjacent areas fully removed.
18:07
Waste Rock
The low link passage here, comprising a crawl, has waste rock on the floor, placed here as part of pack
building. The pack may perhaps have been left open to retain an inspection route following the face.
18:08
Timber Roof Supports
The roof here was supported by three now-rotted vertical timber roof supports. From the direction of
105 to 106, the first is round-sectioned of 0.16m diameter, still with bark. The second is round-sectioned
of 0.12m diameter. This now leans and it appears a timber nearby was originally a packer placed
between the roof support and the roof. The third is a rectangular of 0.27 by 0.12m section.
18:09
Waste Rock
A low passage with a small-stoned floor of waste rock placed here as part of pack building. The size
of material contrasts with that in the passage to either side. The pack may perhaps have been left
unfinished to retain an inspection route following the face.
18:10
Candle Soot and Clay Deposit
The rock face here, in its upper half, has smeared clay with visible finger marks. Superimposed on this
are at least 18 vertical stripes of soot, presumably from candles that have been attached to the wall at
different times.

18:11
Shothole
The rock face has a single shothole, hand drilled and of only c. 22mm diameter, which may well indicate
working at a relatively early date.
18:12
Waste Rock
A partially infilled passage with an irregular floor of waste rock. Holes to the sides show that the fill is
at least 1m thick. The passage may perhaps have been left unfinished to retain an inspection route
following the face.
18:13
Top Cut
Two small adjacent ledges, cut to same depth and now up to 1.3m from the roof, are vestiges of a top
cut where for reasons unknown not all the rock beneath was removed.
18:14
Unfinished Pack
This pack not quite finished, coming to about 0.65m from the roof, presumably left because at the time
it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature (Photo 2011-06-30
Images 7187-89).
18:15
Unfinished Pack
This pack not quite finished, coming to about 0.45m from the roof, presumably left because at the time
it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature (Photo 2011-06-30
Images 7187-89).
18:16
Waste Rock
This narrow passage has a floor of waste rock and has been partially backfilled. The passage may
perhaps have been left unfinished to retain an inspection route following the face (Photo 2011-06-30
Images 7183-86).
18:17
Unfinished Pack
An unfinished pack, about 1m high, retaining stacked waste rock in the passage between the working
face and the main packs and indicating access was from the updip direction before the way through to
the entrances was backfilled (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7181-82). It was presumably left because at
the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to complete the feature.
18:18
Unfinished Packs
In the narrow passage between the working face and the main packs the floor has been infilled, with
two pack walls now just visible, the bottom one with 0.20m of height to be seen, the top one similar at
0.25m. The fill is small stone and it may have been the intention that small inspection walkway was
retained (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7179-80).
18:19
Top Cut and Shotholes
A small ‘alcove’ near the roof, with a floor up to 0.85m down from this, has been created by blasting
and is either beginning of a top cut, or more probably a vestige of a larger one which has largely been
removed. The rock face has at least four shotholes, all hand drilled and of c. 32mm diameter, which
may well indicate working at a relatively early date.
18:20
Top Cut
This ledge is just a vestige of a top cut, most of which has been removed. The main ledge is up to
1.25m from the roof.
18:21
Anchor (Displaced Bullhead) and Possible Anchor (Displaced Bridge Rail)
Two short lengths of tramway rail, both loose on floor. One is of light-duty bridge rail type and has
had one end modified to make it crudely pointed to use it as a vertically placed floor anchor. The other

is of heavier duty flat-bottomed bullhead type and may well also have been used in this way (Photo
2011-06-30 Images 7175-76).
18:22
Waste Rock
The small heap of deads at the passage side was placed later than the adjacent pack rather than being
collapse from the pack (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7177-78).
18:23
Unfinished Pack
The passage between the working face and the main packs has been partially filled with a small
secondary pack to the face side. While this comes close to the roof it is unfinished as it was not
continued to the side.
18:24
Roof Collapse
Adjacent to the face, there is a large fallen roof block, resting on deads, which fell during working and
was partially filled around when the passage was partly backfilled.
18:25
Waste Rock
This small passage has been partially backfilled and there is a heap of waste stone on the floor; its
high point leaving only uncomfortably-low stooping access. It may perhaps have been left open to
retain an inspection route following the face (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7171-72).
18:26
Unfinished Pack
The passage between the working face and the main packs has been partially filled with a small
secondary pack to the face side. While the face comes to the roof it is unfinished as behind the pack
top is up to 0.35m from roof
18:27
Unfinished Pack
This large pack of relatively large deads is unfinished, with a visible pack wall up to 0.9m high, now
partly buried, but with a high space above that was not filled (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7169-70). It
may have been left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature. Alternatively, it may have been left to retain the face inspection passage (but if
this was the sole reason then only a narrow access gap would have been needed.
18:28
Waste Rock
The floor of this now-isolated chamber has relatively large waste stones across the floor, placed as a
partial backfill.
18:29
Waste Rock
This sloping area of ‘clean’ fill, mostly comprising small stones and ‘earth’, has been introduced as part
of quarrying operation rather than backfilling of the surface quarry with ‘rubbish, slumped in from
backfilling beyond accessible passage to the far corner.

Passage 19: North-Western Abandoned Passage Infilling (Sheet 1)
19:01
Chain with Ring and Hook
Placed on the pack there is a light ‘iron’ chain with an ‘iron’ ring at one end and an ‘iron’ hook at the
other. In total this is about 0.9m long, but is broken at one point. The chain had been previously mended
with D-links in 7 places (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4722-23).
19:02
Crowbar and Hammer Head
Placed on the pack there is an ‘iron’ one-ended crowbar which is 0.93m long, and nearby a very unusual
heavy-duty hammer head. This has a central bulbous part surrounding an oval hafting hole, with two
protruding working ends to the head, each comprising a thick ‘plate’ with rounded ends (in section
only), placed opposite each other (Photo 2010-09-30 Image 4713-15).
19:03
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
19:04
Bow Shackle
Placed on a ledge on the unfinished pack there is a bow shackle of the same type as commonly used
with roof pins in this part of the quarry. The shackle pin is missing.
19:05
Oil Tins
Two oil tins placed against the ‘chamber’ wall. A small circular one contained Saab two-stroke engine
oil. The other, which is rectangular, held BP Anti-Frost oil (suitable for the airline) (Photo 2010-09-30
Image 4741-47, 4763).
19:06
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle and Snatch Block Pulley
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with iron shims, with suspension hole in a
bulbous circular part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. Hanging from
the shackle there is a large snatch-block pulley. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof (Photo
2010-09-30 Image 4760-63).
19:07
Storage Area
The unfinished pack here, which forms a broad ledge at the back of the chamber, has been used as a
small storage area, which contains:
• The rusty remains of a barrel-shaped compressed-air dust extractor for use removing stone dust
as drill holes were being made. The drum has a large barrel-shaped lid at one end, with sprung
fastening clips, and at the other there is a flexible corrugated hose with an internal spiral of wire
reinforcing coming from the base, with an adjacent side valve with circular handle, leading at
the other end of the hose to a Venturi coupling. The main barrel has two simple carrying
handles. Within the extractor there is a rotted mass of wire-reinforced canvas pipes (Photo
2010-09-30 Image 4748-59, 4763-65).
• Two rusty 1-gallon tins that contained ‘Tot’ detergent.
19:08
Unfinished Packs
The unfinished packs here, with three conjoined parts, were not finished due to lack of stone and/or a
decision to make the adjacent area into a working floor and make the packs a storage area.
19:09
Working Area and Unfinished Packs
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. These include discarded objects not thought worth removing in an alcove, next to
a sheltered pack top platform which has been carefully levelled and given a surface which is easy to
walk on. These may well have been a stores and workshop area, in an alcove-like area protected from
the draft; further stores were located nearby in the approach passage from the entrance, placed alongside

the branch tramway that led into this part of the mine. If mining had continued this pack-top area would
presumably have been filled to the roof once it wasn’t needed.
At the inner end, on the downdip side, there is an unfinished pack which was presumably part of the
initial pack building which was not finished due to lack of stone and/or a decision to make the adjacent
area into a working floor.
19:10
Pack Wall with Plug and Feather Holes
The pack wall here has a clean appearance with plug and feather drill holes.
19:11
Threaded Pipe
Lying on the floor at the chamber side, placed against the wall, there is a long heavy duty pipe of 50mm
external diameter. One end is threaded, but otherwise it is similar in character to a scaffolding bar and
may have been used as such (also see other example nearby catalogued separately).
19:12
Roof Lifting Pin with Bow Shackle
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large circular bow shackle. The pin is set into a drilled hole
in the roof.
19:13
Oil Drum
A very-rusty and badly-bent 45-gallon oil drum on the ‘chamber’ floor. This drum may have been
imported into the quarry a support for planking used to work higher than was possible from floor level.

Passage 20: Western Inner Working (Sheet 1)
20:01
Waste Rock
This whole passage is partially filled with waste rock, leaving a walkway. There is an end to the waste
tip as the incline is approached, where material drops away steeply.
20:02
Waste Rock
This narrow passage has been partially backfilled with waste rock, brought from the working face area,
with only c. 1.25m of passage to the roof left unfilled. There is an end to the waste tip at the downdip
corner at the junction with the adjacent passage, where material drops away steeply into this other
passage. A low pack wall, only visible at floor level, retains the waste rock at the other end of the small
passage (catalogued separately).
20:03
Unfinished Pack
A low pack wall, only visible at floor level, retains the waste rock in the small passage behind
(catalogued separately).
20:04
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof. A piece of bent ‘iron’ bar has
been placed into the hole and protrudes from one side.
20:05
Waste Rock
Holes in the waste rock fill against the rock wall can be seen going down for at least 2.25m.
20:06
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. The pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof with metal shims. The position
in relation to the unfinished pack beneath may indicate it was used in its construction, or it is earlier.
20:07
Collapsed Pack
A small area of pack wall here has partially collapsed, with fallen material on the adjacent floor.

Passage 21: South-Western Inner Working (Sheet 2)
21:01
Pack Removal
It appears that the pack here has been removed to regain access to the internal passage beyond. The
pack wall is visible throughout its length but what can be seen is now nearly flush with the floor.
21:02
Unfinished Pack
This large pack is unfinished, standing to an average of about 1.4m high. It was presumably left when
quarrying nearby stopped because there was insufficient stone. The passage at the back was reopened
by removal of one of the back pack walls (catalogued separately).
21:03
Compressed Air Hose Connectors
Placed on the passage backfill at the base of the side slope there are two compressed air hose connectors,
each with two screw threads, for linking pipes of 1inch diameter with different coarseness of thread.
21:04
Pack Removal
It appears the whole of this passage, which is a spacious crawl just over 1.0m to over 1.5m high, has
been created by removing pack material to regain the passage beyond. Why this was done is not known.
21:05
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.
21:06
Low Pack
This low pack is crudely built and is only 2m high. It may have been placed here subsequent to the
adjacent pack removal when re-entry was made to the voids behind the pack, presumably as a tidying
operation in conjunction with access.
21:07
Pack Removal
It strongly appears that the pack here has been removed to regain access to the internal passage beyond.
The pack wall is visible throughout much of its length. The face of this is coated with a paper covering.
21:08
Wall Hauling Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ pin for hauling, placed in a drilled hole high in the ‘workingface’ wall. The pin has a suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the outer end (Photo 201103-26 Images 6230-31).
21:09
Waste Rock
The narrow passage, beyond where there is a rock lip here has been used as a dumping area for waste
rocks of various sizes, which lie in an irregular heap brought her from the main passage. There is an
end to the waste rock tip at the downdip corner, where material drops away steeply.
21:10
Unfinished Pack
This internal pack lies off the permanent tramway routes in a pack-filled area, but was never finished,
presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature.
21:11
Roof Collapse
A small discrete area of five or more large slabs which have fallen from the roof which has delaminated.
21:12 Top Cut
This small top cut never had its floor taken out and it is of the usual type of height.
21:13

Roof Lifting Pin with U-Shackle

Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large U-shackle. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal
shim.
21:14
Waste Rock
This passage has an irregular floor of waste rock, comprising small and medium-sized stones. Gaps
towards the lowest point show there is at least 1m of fill.
21:15
Electrical Cable
A small coil of ‘domestic-type’ electrical cable, of two core type, with black and red wires, discarded
on the deads at the passage floor.
21:16
Light Bulb
One broken light bulb of domestic type with bayonet fitting on the rubble floor.
21:17
Wire Rope
Several short lengths of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 10mm section, with frayed
ends.

Passage 22: South-Western Abandoned Passage Infilling (Sheet 2)
22:01
Bow Shackle
Placed on a ledge in the wall there is a small bow shackle.
22:02
Plank
A very long and sturdy plank lying loose on the passage floor. Perhaps used in conjunction with
barrowing waste stone.
22:03
Anchor (Bridge Rail)
A short length of bridge rail, laying loose on the passage floor, cut to a point at one end with the other
splayed from hammering, previously used as an anchor point (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6212-16).
22:04
Shovel and Sacking used as Seat
Leaning against the pack wall there is a square-ended shovel with D-shaped handle (with iron sides and
wooden hand piece). Adjacent there is piece of hessian sacking placed carefully on a pack stone that
looks to have been used as a seat (Photo 2011-02-17 Images 6220-21)
22:05
Working Area
This area was being used during the last working in this part of the quarry and there are signs of this
activity remaining. These include the unfinished packs, the shovel and plank, and the shovelling sheet
immediately outside the passage. Together they provide an example of a passage that remains, where
the intention was to completely fill this redundant space, with work was abandoned when the workmen
left this part of the quarry.
22:06
Roof Lifting Pin
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. Fastened in a roof drill hole with a metal shim.
22:07
Unfinished Pack
This internal pack lies off the permanent tramway routes in a pack-filled area, but was never finished,
presumably left because at the time it was being created there was not enough unwanted stone to
complete the feature. There is up to about 1.0m of roof space at end and 1.5m to the side.

Passage 23: Southern Abandoned Passage Fragment (Sheet 3)
23:01
Pack Removal
The general pack removal in this area has left a visible pack-wall reduced to about 0.7m high, whereas
further along is still reaches the roof.
23:02
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole in the roof, of triangular hand-drilled type, for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has
been removed. Taking it out was facilitated by chiselling away the surrounding roof.
23:03
Roof Collapse
The material on the floor of whole chamber here, with unstable roof, appears to be roof material
associated from a major collapse here and immediately updip.
23:04
Carbide Drum
A standard large ‘iron’ carbide drum thrown on the rubble of the collapsed passage.

Passage 24: Northern Pack Removal Passage (Sheet 1)
24:01
Pack Removal
A large area here has had the pack to the side of the passage removed from floor to roof, leaving robber
edges to the two sides and rubble scattered across the floor. To the front a band of bedrock was
encountered, left by the earlier quarrymen because of a fault here; a small area above was removed as
far as what would have been a buried a pack wall; the natural barrier presumably inhibited further
removal.
24:02
Timber Roof Supports
This roof support comprises a large vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.18m
diameter. There is a gap between it and the roof where a roof timber is missing. Nearby on the floor
there is a second circular cross-section timber post which has collapsed or been displaced when this
area was robbed, presumably originally standing somewhere nearby, and a rectangular cross-section
timber which may once have been at the roof.

Passage 25: Southern Pack Removal Passages (Sheet 3)
25:01
Pack Removal
This extensive area is where a ‘new passage’ has been created by removing old packs from floor to
roof, taking the waste rock, presumably as ‘chert hardcore’ in a relatively late diversification of
quarrying activity. That it runs through the old workings horizontally was for ease of removal to the
inclined tramway. The pack walls disturbed all define small blocks which is an indicator these were
early workings (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7556-81).
25:02
Electrical Cable Insulator (Displaced)
On the passage floor to the side there is a piece of 110mm wide rubberised drive belt with alligator
joiner, probably cut to be used coiled as an electrical insulator.
25:03
Hanging Pins (one reusing Blacksmiths Tongs)
The short pack wall has six short pins, protruding into the passage and suitable for hanging electrical
lighting cable or air hose. Three near the roof all contain iron hangers, one an iron bar, the other two
each with one side of a pair of ‘iron’ blacksmiths tongs. The three lower hangers, at head height,
comprise pieces of wood, one with a bent nail.
25:04
Tramway Revetment
A short stretch of low revetment wall for a tramway bed. Adjacent is a hollow next to the turntable,
with the two not likely to function together, showing the revetment is likely to be for an earlier tramway
line.
25:05
Dumping Area
The unfinished pack-top has been used as a dumping area, with items comprising:
• A tub connecting link made in sturdy 25mm diameter ‘iron’ bar forming a continuous oval loop,
which is 300mm long and 100mm wide (Photo 2011-04-28 Images 6685-91)
• Sheets of plain paper.
• An ‘iron’ bolt.
• A broken ‘iron’ plug from a plug and feather set.
• A rotted fragment of newspaper (no readable dates or paper names).
• A paper packet of mid-twentieth century type, for 10 Navy Cut cigarettes.
• A piece of slow fuse.
• Two drill bits of threaded cross-head type with diameters of 40mm.
25:06
Timber Roof Supports and Electrical Cable Insulator
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar, made from a pitch-coated telegraph pole, which
is of circular cross-section and 0.13m diameter. It is 1.00m long, starting on the top of the unfinished
pack beneath, and supporting a horizontally-placed, rectangular-sectioned timber at the roof running
parallel to the pack edge (Photo 2011-04-28 Images 6690-91). Part way up the pillar there are two
small cut pieces of drive belt fastened to the pole, now torn but once in a coil, which originally acted as
an insulator for an electrical cable.
There is a second loose timber nearby on the pack top, again a pitch-coated telegraph pole, which is of
circular cross-section and 1.05m long. A third smaller timber is very rotted and may have originally
have been at the roof on top of the second.
25:07
Wooden Cleats
In the roof, a short distance apart, two large wooded cleats have been hammered into an open fault joint,
to tighten this and prevent slab delamination. Each is a square cut timber which is wedge shaped.
25:08
Hanging Pin
At about head height in the pack wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage and suitable
for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. A piece of wood has been utilised to make the pin.

25:09
Dog Nails
A stored group of six rusty dog nails placed on an eye level ledge in the pack wall (Photo 2011-04-28
Images 6674-81).
25:10
Hanging Pin (reusing a Fishplate)
A hanging pin in the pack wall, at about 2m above the floor, suitable for hanging electrical lighting
cable or air hose. This reuses a standard tramway type fish plate with four drilled holes.
25:11
Pack Removal
The pack removal at this particular pack has revealed that the stone pack being robbed did not extend
down to a rock floor, but sat on a backfill deposit that was about 1m thick and comprised a mixture of
mineral soil, small stones and the occasional larger block (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7563-64). This
deposit is unlikely to be a roadway floor as it is retained to the inside of the pack wall.
25:12
Low Pack
This low pack has been placed here subsequent to the extensive pack removal in this passage,
presumably to keep the central access route free of stone. It comprises a line of large blocks, up to 1m
high, placed neatly out of the way.
25:13
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A c. 25mm, hand driven, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting or a
wooden plug.
25:14
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand driven, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
25:15
Tramway Sleeper Slot (Wood), Dog Nail and Fishplate
This section of passage has indications of a former tramway in the form of a now-isolated wooden
sleeper slot of the long type suitable for a wooden sleeper. It contains a dog nail and a broken piece
from a standard type of fishplate found in the quarry that have four drilled holes.
25:16
Roof Plug with Board for Electrical Cable
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof is filled with a rotten wooden plug which was attached to a
short horizontal timber onto which was originally fastened an electrical cable. Part of the zinc-alloy
cable clip remains. The Feature is part of a set which run down the roof of the main incline.
25:17
Drill Hole for Roof Pin or Roof Plug
A large-diameter, hand driven, vertical drill hole in the roof for a now-missing ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting
or a wooden plug.
25:18
Wire Rope
Lying on the floor rubble there is a small coil of wire rope of normal twisted-spiral strand type, of 12mm
section, with frayed broken ends.
25:19
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter, triangular hand-drilled hole in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been
removed. Taking it out was facilitated by chiselling part of the surrounding roof away.
25:20
Borehole
The roof of the passage has a c. 90mm drill hole coming from surface; presumably made after the mine
was closed to investigate for voids associated with proposed development.
25:21

Shoe

The inner sole of a small (women’s?) shoe on the passage floor.
25:22
Pack Removal
The general pack removal in this area has left a visible pack-wall fragment here which is up to 0.5m
high.
25:23
Corrugated Sheet
Rotted piece of corrugated un-galvanised iron sheet on the passage floor.
25:24
Boot
A worn, leather, ankle boot, with numerous hobnails, and toe and heel irons, on the robbed passage
floor (Photo 2011-04-28 Images 6668-72).
25:25
Pack Removal
The general pack removal in this area has left a visible pack-wall fragment here.
25:26
Pack Removal
The general pack removal in this area has left a visible pack-wall fragment here with a roof prop resting
on its top (catalogued separately).
25:27
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprises a vertical wooden pillar which is of circular cross-section and 0.15m
diameter. It is 0.76m long and runs between the robbed wall of a pack and the roof. It was presumably
put in when the passage was being robbed, but the possibility that it sis earlier, dating to when the pack
was being built, cannot be discounted.
25:28
Hanging Pin (reusing a Fishplate)
A hanging pin in the pack wall, well above head height and about 1m below the roof, suitable for
hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. It reuses a standard ‘iron’ tramway fishplate with four
drilled holes
25:29
Low Pack
This low pack has been placed here subsequent to the extensive pack removal in this passage,
presumably to keep the central access route free of stone. It comprises a line of large blocks, up to
0.80m high, placed neatly out of the way.
25:30
Cold Chisel
On the robbed pack wall there is a short cold chisel which is 110mm long.
25:31
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular part close to the
lower end. This contains a small oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The pin is set into a
drilled hole in the roof.
25:32
Chain
A short length of ‘iron’ chain lying on the robbed pack wall.
25:33
Low Pack
This low pack has been placed here subsequent to the extensive pack removal in this passage,
presumably to keep the central access route free of stone. It comprises a line of large blocks, up to
0.85m high, placed neatly out of the way.
25:34
Carbide Dump
A small dump of spent carbide on the floor at the passage side.

25:35
Roof Lifting Pin with Eye
Circular-sectioned, heavy duty, ‘iron’ roof pin for lifting, with suspension hole in a bulbous circular
part close to the lower end. This contains a large oval ‘iron’ lifting eye for suspending hooks etc. The
pin is set into a drilled hole in the roof.

Passage 26: South-Eastern Abandoned Passage Fragment (Sheet 3)
26:01
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole, hand drilled, in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. Taking
it out was facilitated by drilling a relieving hole to one side.
26:02
Pack Removal
This is an extension of the main area of pack removal for ‘chert hardcore’, where the old passage has
been partially dug out and an old pack wall to the roof dug through to reveal an old blind end in a
passage coming from the backfilled shaft.
26:03
Unfinished Pack
A crudely-built pack, added to the passage after its primary phase of use, as a piece of unfinished
passage backfilling.
26:04
Unfinished Packs
Against the original passage wall there is a long linear pack, which is unfinished although reaches the
roof in part, but with the facing wall not reaching this. In front of the first pack there is a crudely-built
lower unfinished pack which is only 0.2-0.7m high.
Both packs were added to the passage after its primary phase of use, as a piece of unfinished passage
backfilling.
26:05
Roof Plug
A drill hole driven vertically into the roof and filled with a rotten wooden plug. In this old part of the
mine, it is unclear whether the roof plugs were perhaps designed to hold support for electrical wiring,
or more probably had another purpose. One possibility is that this was a survey station.
26:06
Modern Shaft Backfill
This shaft was open to day and has been fully backfilled. The fill has modern rubbish (including modern
machine-made bricks, heavy duty wire rope and the brass end of a watering can).

Passage 27: Eastern Abandoned Passage Fragment (Sheet 3)
27:01
Unfinished Pack
A relatively large area behind pack walls that largely go to the roof, appears to be unfinished rather than
later robbed. These areas have irregular sloping floors of waste rock and at the edges of this incomplete
fill there is a space to the roof well above head height. This anomalous situation suggests a radical
change in quarrying strategy at this point in the workings.
27:02
Pack Removal
This short crawl arrears to be an exploratory trial to test the character of the deads, to see if they were
suitable for removal; in the passage below a large area of ‘chert hardcore’ was removed. In the process
of creating it, two pack walls were broken through.

Passage 28: North-Eastern Face Link (Sheet 3)
28:01
Wedge
An ‘iron’ wedge of triangular cross-section, ‘stored’ between stones in the passage wall at about chest
height.
28:02
Timber Roof Supports
In the upper half of the passage side there is a sturdy vertical roof support recessed into the wall; this
has a packer at the top above which is a horizontal timber following the pack top; it supported an
unstable piece of roof (Photo 2011-06-30 Images 7151-57). Immediately to one side there is sturdy
rectangular-sectioned ‘sleeper’ which spans the passage at roof level. It sits on another horizontal
timber set in the wall and largely not visible. At the opposite end it is supported by the passage wall,
set in a slot here at roof level. Above the main roof timber there are several sturdy packers.
28:03
Hanging Pin
On one side of the passage, relatively high up the wall, there is one short pin, protruding into the passage
and suitable for hanging electrical lighting cable or air hose. This uses an ‘iron’ bar.
28:04
Drill Hole for Roof Lifting Pin
A large-diameter hole drilled in the roof for an ‘iron’ lifting pin which has been removed. The pin has
been chiselled out leaving a wider scar cut into the roof.
28:05
Tramway Sleeper (Wood)
A single in-situ wooden tramway sleeper remains, of sturdy rectangular cross-section. There were
presumably others going to the main passage but these have been removed and slots are no longer
visible.

Passage 29: North-Eastern Pack Removal Passage (Sheet 3)
29:01
Pack Removal
This passage is relatively late feature where a new route has been created, for reasons unknown, by
partial removal of waste rock and pack walls. Work stopped at a point where a relatively wide passage
had been created (probably at about the right width to prevent people being buried by pack collapses at
the sides), which was a low-stooping/crawling height, which is particularly uncomfortable because of
the irregular floor of sharp rocks. Initially at least it was not designed to be and deeper as timber props
were placed that relied on the floor material.
29:02
Shotholes
Three shotholes in the roof, with diameters of about 45mm, with the longest scar at 0.8m. They are
triangular and are possibly hand driven (but at this diameter this seems unlikely).
29:03
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of rectangular cross-section and is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ which measures 0.25 by 0.13m in cross section. It runs from a robbed pack wall
to the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7545-50).
29:04
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of rectangular cross-section and is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ which measures 0.25 by 0.11m in cross section. It runs from the below the
present floor, up to a second re-used sleeper set horizontally at the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images
7545-50).
29:05
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of rectangular cross-section and is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ which measures 0.25 by 0.13m in cross section. It runs from the below the
present floor, up to a second re-used sleeper set horizontally at the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images
7545-50).
29:06
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of rectangular cross-section and is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ which measures 0.25 by 0.13m in cross section. It runs from the below the
present floor, up to a second re-used sleeper set horizontally at the roof (Photo 2011-08-10 Images
7545-50).
29:07
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of rectangular cross-section and is a reused ‘railway sleeper’ which measures 0.25 by 0.13m in cross section. It runs from the below the
present floor, up to a gap where there was second re-used sleeper set horizontally at the roof. This is
broken and now lies on the floor (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7545-50).
29:08
Timber Roof Support
This roof support comprised a vertical wooden pillar, which is of square cross-section timber which
measures 0.17 by 0.17m in cross section. It runs from the present floor where it is set on a large stone,
up to a gap where there was second re-used sleeper set horizontally at the roof. This is broken and now
lies on the floor (Photo 2011-08-10 Images 7545-50).

